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PREFACE.

The object of this work is best explained by its

title; some statement, however, of its ainis ami

plan may not be deemed unnecessary.

The East has ever been the land of surprises, an<l

year after year the explorer and tlie decipherer are

In-inging to light treasures which for centuries have

been buried beneath the dust of ages. The discoveiies

in Egypt, Assyria, and Babylonia have restored to us

the in.scribed records and monuments of great civilisa-

tions which preceded or existed concurrently with

the Hebrew people and held contemporary inter-

course with them. The history of the Hebrew people

as recorded in the Old Testament has been found

to be a part, and an important part, of the wider

study of Oriental history. Events regarded for-

merly as merely incidents in the life of the Is-

raelites are now seen to be but portions of gi'eater

an<l more widely extended popular movements,

affecting the whole political area of the Oriental

world. The migration of Abram, apparently a

movement of a sniall tribal family from Vv of the
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Clialdees, is now shown to be part of a vast heav-

ing of the nations, extending from the banks of

tlie Tigris to the lowlands of Eg3'pt. The siege

of Jerusalem hy Sennacherib is no longer merely

an event in Hebrew history, but an important

item in the wider scheme of the establishment of

Assj'rian supremac}' in Syria, during the long-

conflict between the rival powers of Egypt and

Assyria. The recover}' of the historical records

of Egypt, Assyria, and Babylonia has given to the

historical and prophetical books of the Old Testa-

ment an increased importance, and at the same

time an increased responsibilit}', the test of histori-

cal accuracy.

It will be my aim in subsequent volumes of this

series to show how the Hebrew record has vindi-

cated its position in this respect. It is not only

the question of historical accuracy that has to be

established in the face of monumental evidence.

The discover}' and decipherment of the buried

literature of Assyria and Babylonia have produced

material which can be used also in the more diffi-

cult and delicate field of Biblical tradition, especi-

ally as to the faithfulness of these traditions, upon

which the most fundamental doctrines of the Chris-

tian religion are based. The discovery of Babylonian

versions of the Creation, the Fall, and the Deluge,

and the story of the beginnings of civilisation.
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iiistitiitrtl a si-rii's ol" coiupai'ison.s butwet'ii nionu-

iiifiital records, of aclniittt'd aiiti<|uity, an<l the He-

brew writings, a process the ijiipoi'tance of which

was beyoinl (juestion.

The spirit of scepticism ha<l not spared the tradi-

tions of the Old Testanieiit, but soiij^ht to rele^^ate

them to the same hind of myth and fable to Avhieh

it had consigned the primitive traditions of (Jreece

and Kome. Just at this crucial moment in the con-

riict, the grave mounds of Chahh-a ga\c up tluir

priceless stores of buried books with rich fragmt nts

of earl}' traditions, marked with the indelible stamp

of antiijuity.

In this tield of comparison with whicli this volume

is concerned, a criticism of a very searching kin<l,

impossible before, was rendered most applicable.

The Babylonian legends of the primitive traditions,

unlike the Indian, Egyptian, and others which had

been used by sceptics, were written in a language,

the sister if not the parent, of the Hebrew tongue.

The test became then not one merely of mytho-

logical or poetic similarities, but extended into the

closest philological comparison.

In this woik I have placed before my readei-s the

Babylonian and Assyrian versions of those traditions

which are found in the early chapters of Genesis, and

such comparisons are instituted as seemed to me to

be within the range of fair criticism ; and 1 have
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endeavoured to conduct this iiKjuii'}' in as un-

biassed a manner as possible. The Hebrew records,

therefore, in this study are treated in exactly the

same manner as the inscriptions from Babylonia,

simpl}^ as the ancient literature of the Hebrew

people. In what manner the comparison has

tended to establish the authenticity and faithful-

ness of the Hebrew records, I leave my readers to

form an opinion.

I have also purposely avoided any expression of

opinion as to the date of the committal to writing-

of the Hebrew traditions. In this I have been

guided by two reasons. In the first place this

seemed to me to belong to a branch of Biblical

criticism which I do not feel myself called upon,

even were I to admit, which I do not, my com-

petency, to express a definite opinion. No one is

more convinced than I of the immense service ren-

dered by the Higher Criticism to the right under-

standing of the construction of Hebrew literature,

and without the critical analysis of the earh'

chapters of Genesis, by Driver, Cheyne, Delitzsch,

and others, the comparisons such as I have made

would have been almost impossible. My second

reason was based upon a conviction that the evi-

dence at present accessible has not been established

with sufficient clearness to enable us to express

an}' dogmatic opinion. Fresh discoveries are ever
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being brought to light which necessitate often the

complete revision of theories apparently perfectly

tenable.

The discovery, for example, of the 'Vv\ il-Amarna

Tablets is one which should make all scliolars hesitate

to regard any theory as permanent. Here an en-

tirely new and powerful fjictor in Biblical criticism

was suddenly brought to light, and demanded care-

ful study from all. These tablets show that prior

to the time of Moses, in the fifteentli century before

Christ, there were studied in Egyjjt and in Canaan

documents of a religious character from Babylonia.

If scribes from Babylonia taught the cuneiform

writing to the people of Canaan and to the learned

in Jerusalem itself two centuries before Moses, may

not the traditions which had been known to Abram

five hundred years before in the land of Chaldea

have been taught to priests in Canaanite cities ?

These tablets have shown us, as have the explora-

tions of the Palestine Exploration Fund at Lacish

(Tel Hesy), that there was a great and powerful

civilisation and a literature among the Canaanites

and the Amorites before the Israelites entered the

land, and that they were not mere barbarians. To

what extent this culture, almost entirely of Baby-

lonian origin, afiected the Hebrew people we do not

know as yet ; further research may have much in

store for us. One fact however remains, which

A
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demands caution. There is now introduced into

Biblical criticism a new, powerful, and hitherto un-

known element, which may at any moment compel

us to change entirely the theory which the present

evidence seems to support. My object has been to

place before my readers those monuments and in-

scriptions which seem to bear upon the early tradi-

tions of the Hebrew people, in order that they may

have before them documentary evidence which has

hitherto only been accessible to specialists.
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THE

BIBLE AND THE MONUMENTS.

CHAPTER I.

THE HEBREW A\D ASSYRIAN LANGUAGES.

rpHE comparisons which we may institute iu this work,

-^ and the illustrations which we shall derive from the

nionurnc'uts of Assyria and Babylonia, will be of far more

importance if we bear in mind the fact of the close rela-

tionship which exists between the language of the monu-

ments and that of the Holy Scriptures.

The languages of the Assyrian inscriptions and of the

n^cords from Babylonia are branches of the great group

ot the Semitic tongues, and therefore older sisters of tht;

Hebrew and Arabic. Coming to us, as they do, with a

far greater antiquity and with a more varietl vocabulary,

derived from vast stores of secular as well as sacred lite-

lature, they cannot liclp but be valuable store-houses for

the student of the Hebrew writings, whi-n he has recog-

nised the clo.se aflinity which exists both in vocabulary and

in grammatical construction.

The ancient Semitic dialects of the Tigro-Euphrates

valley Avere two in number ; the northern, that of the

people of Assyria, a colony from the southern mother-laud

a
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of Babylonia (Gen. 10. 11) ; the other, that of the Semitic

population of Babylonia. There are slight dialect variations

between them, but they do not amount to as much as exists

between the dialects of a northern and western English

county. The Assyrian may be said to be the more Semitic

of the two, being brought less in contact with foreign

elements, and especially with the ancient Akkadians, or

Turanian inhabitants of Southern Babylonia, who had

exercised great influence on the older tongue of the Baby-

lonian Semites. The Semitic dialect of Babylonia, although

probably not the parent tongue of this linguistic family,

is represented by numerous inscribed records of every class,

which carry us back to the remote antiquity of thirty-nine

centuries before the Christian era (b.c. 3800) ; and even

these records afford evidence of a far more remote an-

tiquity. The whole system of the cumbrous cuneiform

writing, its elaborate syllabary, the use of polyphones, and

the numerous ideograms, all tend to show clearly that

this writing was not the invention of the Semites. The

method of the Semitic mind, as exhibited in the inven-

tion of the Phoenician alphabet from the more complex

hieratic script of Egypt, and in their treatment of the

cuneiform writing, is always clearly shown to be towards

simplification ; and to credit them with the invention of

the cuneiform writing, with its hundreds of ideograms

and compound signs, is a direct contradiction of this

faculty.

There is, however, another powerful element in the

Semitic character which has been, and still is, a most im-

portant factor in their national Hfe ; it is that of adaptability.

Inventors they have never shown themselves to be : but

wherever we find them, from their fii'st appearance in
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ChaUleii sonic five or six tlioiisiiii<l yours a^o evi'n until

tin; present day, we find tlieiii cxLibiting tliis wonderful

characteristic of adaptability to tiie manners, customs, and

language of those about them. In religion, in art,—indeed

there is, strictly speaking, no Semitic art,—in all the

essential features of settled eivilisiition, as distinguished

from the siini)l»' wants of nomad life, we tind tlieni indebted

to those with whom they came in contact. In Babylonia

they adopted the polytheistic pantheon of the Akkadians

along with their own simple monotheism ; but simplified it,

arranging its confused elements, and i)roducing the small

but <-(jinprehensive ])antheon of Assyria. In IMueiiicia is

found the sanu; borrowing in art as in religion ; from the

teachings of the Egyptian, the Babylonian, the llittite,

and, later still, the Greek, all contributing to form that

powerful but bizarre school of Phoenician art, which

exercised so great an influence on the world's artistic

development. As in art, so in religion : tlu" theogony

of Phcenicia is a product of all the religious schools

of Western Asia, Egypt, and the Isles of the JSea

combined.

It has been necessary to digress thus far from the purely

linguistic portion of the subject in order to understand

the reasons which led the Semites of Babylonia to adopt

this cumbrous writing, so different in form and nieelianism

from that of the Hebrews, Phoenicians, and Aiameans.

The home of the Semites must be placed in the desert

pastures of Central Arabia, whence they had been attracted

to the fertile plains of Shinar, or Sumir, the garden of South

Babylonia, where a higldy-developed civilisjition alrea<ly

existed. The great walled cities, with temples, i)alaces,

and lofty seven-stJiged observatory towers, were indted
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strange to them ; so strange, that we find they had no word

for city, the word used in the inscriptions being alu, a

word cognate with the Hebrew ohel, " a tent," To the

true nomad the tent was his house and his city, the largest

elaboration of this being the ohel ni'oed, " the tent of

assembly," the Tabernacle of the Wanderings, Two causes

mainly contributed to their entry into Babylonia—famine

and trade. Centuries before Israel cried " There is corn

in Egypt !
" (Gen. 42) these weary wanderers had turned

their steps towards the richly-watered plains of Babylonia.

The second element which induced this settlement in the

land was that of trade, and this was indeed the more

powerful. The earliest Semitic words to be found in the

inscriptions are those relating to trade, sinm, "price," the

Arabic sam, represented by an ideogram borrowed from

the Akkadian, composed of "corn and measure," indica-

ting the former use of a corn tariff. In the same i^anner

the mana "weight" (the Hebrew maneh) was introduced

into the commercial and religious texts by them as early

as B.C. 4000. A still more interesting change, however, is

to be noticed in the employment of a new word for

town, namely, mahhazu, which is the Talmudic mahhaza,

" a market town." In addition to these two striking in-

dications, it is important to notice that the earliest bilin-

gual lesson books used for instruction in the schools of

Babylonia, and subsequently in the schools of Assyria^

were those which contained simple commercial phrases;

the Akkadian in one column, the Semitic in the other.

It may be interesting to give here an extract from one

of these early examples of an OUendorf. This tablet is

one of a class known as Ana itti su, " to be with him,"

literally, "Hand-books."
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In thp foUowiiifj; t'xtract is jjivcn tli.' Semitic version

only, but it shouUl be borne in luind that this is .side by

siile with the Akkadian :

—

Ma/iiru, "tlie tariff."

Makirn rabit, "the great Uiriff."

Mahirn zikhru, " the small tnriff."

Makirn oiSk, " tlie short tariff."

Makirn main, '' the full tarit!'."

Makirn dannn, " the strong tJiriff."

Makirn kinn, "the fixed tariff."

Jfakirn tahn, "the good tariff."

^fakirn hasn, " the existing Uiriff."

The slightest aeiiuaiiitanee with Hebrew will enable the

student to recognise here the close relationshii) with the

language of the Scriptures. Makirn is t\w Hebrew mckir,

and the other words are all to be found in an ordinary

Hebrew lexicon. An extract from a deed of this same

class may be quoted on account of the important light which

it throws on some of the earliest records of Hebrew life :

ASsu zibat kaspi sn bit ekil gan ardn amat ana man-

zazani mziz—" Concerning the loan of his silver (money),

a house, field, garden, man-servant and maid-servant for

security he places." Here is all the wealth of a typical

Hebrew home, "the house, the land, the male and female

servants." With such carefidly-drawn deeds as this in use

before he left his Chaldean home, is it any wonder that

the transaction of the purchase of the cave of Machpelah

is carried out with such commercial accuracy (Gen. 23).

The St'mites ha<l borrowed the writing and the chief

elements of civilisation fr(»m their .Vkkadiiin neighbours as

early as B.C. 3800, as is proved by an important inscrip-

tion on a mace hea<l of Sargon I., now in tlu^ British

Museum. The inseriiition uiion this sinall but priceless
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record reads : Sargani sar alu Agadhe ana (Iln) Santas

in Sippara Amuru—" Sargon, king of the city of Ak-

kad; to the Sun-god (Samas) in the city of Sippara, I

approached (looked)."

The age of Sargon is certainly one of the most remark-

able periods in the history of Babylonia. Its very im-

portance is shown by the fact that there has grown up

a series of legends connected with the hero and his times,

which show how highly he was regarded by the writers

of later times. Sargon of Akkad was to Babylonia the

great ethnic hero of the Semites, ajid many of the legends

connected with him present remarkable parallels to those

of both Hebrew and classical writers. One of the most

remarkable of these is the story of his birth, which in

its surroundings presents many features closely resembling

the story of Moses. The story of the birth and childhood

of Sargon is preserved in a tablet in the British Museum.

Here we are told, " My little mother (mnminitum) my
father did not know, my father's brother ruled in the

mountains. In the city of Atsu pirani which is on the banks

of the Euphrates, she conceived and brought me forth—my
little mother bore me in a secret place, she placed me

in a basket of reeds, with bitumen she closed its mouth.

She gave me to the river, which did not cover over me,

but carried me to Akki the irrigator." The tablet then

describes how this irrigator brought the hero up as a

gardener, and that the goddess Istar prospered him in his

work, and eventually he became king of the land. He
then conquers the land, uniting all the country under

one rule, with the new capital of Akkad as its centre.

In other documents of this king we have his conquests

described, and although there is a certain amount of as-
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trolo;;i('al nnd jistronoink-al inattcr, there is ccrtuiiily a

liLstoricnl basis to the account. The most importjiiit of

these campaigns is the expechtion of Sargon to the land

of Amuni, and to the land in the midst of the Sea of

the Risin>i-Sun, \vh«'re he remained three years, and set

up his stutiie. Xow this can have no other meaning

tlian the conquest of Syria and the advance of tlic Baby-

lonian armies to Cyprus. Continuation of this is given

l)y the discovery of seals of Naram-Sin, the son of Sargon,

in Cyprus, and more strongly by the action of Sargon II.

(B.C. 722), who, on his conquest of Cyprus, made a special

object of setting up his statue near to Larnaka, with an

inscription recording his conquests upon it. This statue

is now in the Royal Museum at Berlin. A special interest

is attached to this expedition, as it was the first contact

between the West and ChaUlea, and was not without in-

fluence which remained until later ages.

The second expedition of this period was even of greater

inipoi-tance, namely, that to the land of Magan, the

Sinaitic Peninsula. From the earliest times there seems

to have been an intercourse by sea between Chaldea and

the Sinaitic Peninsula, chiefly maintainetl for the purpose

of obtaining hard stones, such as diorite and porpiiyry for

the making of the statues of the kings, and for timber of

a more durable kind than tin- palm-wood of Babylonia.

This trade brought both Southern Arabia and Egypt by

the Coptos route in contact with Chaldea, and the commer-

cial activity of the period seems to have been very great.

Two other products of the Sinaitic Peninsula especially

attracted the attention of the Bal)ylonian rulers,—these

were copper and the turquoise. Towards the hitter end

of the reign of Sargon, the Chaldean rulers determined
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to obtain possession of the rich mineral regions of the

Peninsula of Sinai, and an expedition was organised under

Sargon, and continued by his son Naram-Sin, which re-

sulted in the conquest of the region and the acquisition

of the mines. This was a most important event, for the

Chaldeans seem to have held the mines for at least half

a century, when they were expelled by Senefru, the builder

of the Pyramid of Medum, and founder of the fourth

Egyptian dynasty, about B.C. 3700.

In addition to the extensive military-commercial power

of Chaldea at this period, it seems also to have been an

age when the affairs of the nation were organised. It is

to this period that the first compilation of astronomical

works was assigned, and Sargon certainly had a library with

scribes in his royal city of Agadhe. So that it was a period

in Chaldean history which presents some considerable

resemblance to the position of Moses in Hebrew literature.

We can fix the date of this ancient ruler with re-

markable accuracy by means of inscriptions preserved

iu the British Museum. In the cylinder of NaboniduSj

a king who was noted for his great antiquarian zeal in

his search for ancient records, we read as follows:

—

"I sought for its old foundation stone, and eighteen

cubits deep (30 feet) I dug into the ground, and the

foundation stone of N'aram-Sin the son of Sargon, which

for 3,200 years no king who had preceded me had seen,

the Sun-god, the great lord of the House of Light, the

temple of the abode of the pleasure of his heart, let me

see, even me." Had this far-reaching date appeared in

the inscription of any other king than Nabonidus, who

was so accurate iu all his other statements, it might have

been doubted, but this can hardly be so now. The resto-
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ration of this U'ini)lo took place in or about the king's

sixth year, B.C. ooO—10, whieh wouUl make the (hite of

Nurain-Sin, b.o, 3750; and as Sargon is credited with a

reign of 45 years, his date, therefore, is about .S,800 years

before our era. That the Semites had already borrowed

the cuneiform writing, and established a literary class,

may be conclude<l from the fact that in the collection of

M. de Clercq, in Paris, is the seal of Ibni-Sarrii (the king

has made), " the tablet writer " of Sargon.

Having once acquired the art of writing this active-

minded race made rapid progress, and by the time of

Khammurabi (b.c. 2235), a monarch contemporary with

Abram, they had an extensive literature, paitly original

and partly consisting of translations or adaptations of the

older Akkadian folk lore.

Having established the early date and nature of the

contact between the once nomad Semite, and the settled,

plodding and inventive Akkadian, it may be well to con-

sider a comparison between the language of the Old Tes-

tiiment and that of the Semitic inscrijitions of Assyria and

Babylonia. The comparisons made will do more than show

a philological relationship between Assyrian and Hebrew;

they will, aided by the rich stores of lexicographical mat-

ter in the long-buried libraries, enable the student to

explain words of which it was hitherto ditlieult to ascer-

tain the derivation.

Domestic Life.

In family life there is the word abu, " father," a word

common to all branches of the Semitic family, as is also

tunmu, " mother." Ablu, "son," preserved in the Hebrew

Abel, and derived from the verb abalu, ** to flow "—the

C
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son proceeding fi'om the father. Bintii and binatu,

" daughter," are both cognate with Arabic bint and the

Hebrew 6awo^A, " daughters." Ahhu, " brother," the Hebrew

akh, and explained in the tablets by the synonyms of

"side," and "to protect"— the brother being the one who

stood by the side of another, and whose duty it was

to guard him, which throws singular light upon the passage.

" Am I my brother's keeper ? " (Gen. 4. 9.) Cognate

to another word, also of great importance, namely, khatanu,

" father-in-law," is the Hebrew hhatan, as in Exod. 18, &c.

This word is derived from hhatanu, " to protect," because,

according to the old Semitic law of matriarchy, the man

married into his wife's family, as did Moses and Jacob,

and the wife's father became his protector. So also the

word sibu, "the grandfather" (Heb. sebah), which means

"the grey-haired one"; the town council, the /SovXij of the

Greeks, called sibuti, "the grey-haired ones." Lastly, the

word for the family itself, kimtu—derived from Jtanm, " to

bind "—the family being the small circle of individuals

united by the tie of relationship. This word is preserved

in the word kimmah of Job, the family of the Pleiades.

The close relationship between the tongues may also be

seen by the comparison of the following series of the

commoner words of every-day life :

—

Assyrian. Hebrew.

Resu
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Assyrian—couL

I.isanu

I, In

Jytdi

liirka

Ztonbi

Libbu

Pagaril

Hebrew—co»^^

Lason

Yad

]iirh(tiiii

Z(tnub

Lib
Peger

In tho same dojiroo will be noticed a near relationshii)

between the words relating to the elements of nature :—

Meaning -cont.

Tongue

Hand
Hand
Knees

Tail

Heart

Corpse

Assyrian.

Samu
Sanifimu

Irtsitu

Nam
Agammu
Tiamtu

Me
Sa/naS

Kakabu
Yumii

Uru
Nnru
Lilatu

Jiirku

Abnu

]

Hebrew.

Samaim

Erez

Nahr
A;/a III.

Tehom
Maim
Semes

Kokab
Yom
Or
Ner
Lailah

lidrah

Ebcn

Meaning.

Heavea

Earth

River

Marsh

Sea

Water
Sun
Star

Day
Light

Light

Night

Lightning

Stone

From the above short voeabuhiries it is apparent how

dose is the agreement between the language of the in-

scriptions and that of the Old Testament.

Animal Life.

The words s<"lected from the inscriptions, diiting from

so remote an antiquity, have a value V)eyona that of philo-

logical stu.ly. Tliis is especially the case in ivgard to words

relating to animal life, as from these the student is able
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to picture the home and surroundings of tlie people, and

to note the introduction of foreign words, which is the

result of contact with other nations. In the zoological

vocabulary of the Semites of Babylonia many words com-

mon to the whole group of the Semitic family may be

found ; but here and there woi-ds occur which, by their

variation, become of impoi'tance.

Among the animals known to the Semites before their

disruption, we find the domestic " ox," alpu, the Hebrew

elif, as distinct from remu, the " wild ox," the mistranslated

unicorn {reem) of the Authorised Version (Job 39. 9, 10;

Pss. 22. 21 & 29. 6, &c.). This animal is the wild ox so

frequently represented on the monuments of the middle

Assyrian Empire. With regard to the existence of the

wild ox, the Bos primogenus, in "Western Asia, there is a

curious piece of monumental evidence which seems to have

escaped the notice of scholars. The bull hunts in Assyria

are frequently represented in the sculptures of the early

Assyrian kings, and in those of Assur-nazir-pal (b.c. 885),

but we find no trace of them after that date. Had the

animal become extinct in the days of Sargon II. (b.c. 722)

and his successors ? The word zinu, " sheep," the Hebrew

zon, is generally used in a collective plural form zeni^

" sheep," equivalent to " the flock." The goat, especially

the he-goat, was called atudu, Hebrew attud. In the old

Akkadian, which exhibits a wonderful power of word-

building in its nomenclature, the goat is called by the name

si-ak-ka, the " hOrn-raising " animal. The camel was also

known, and called by the name of gamalu, the Hebrew

gamal ; which is interesting if taken with the root gamalu,

"to benefit," the camel being "the benefactor" of the true

nomad tribe. The ass also was known by the name of
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t/tiiru, in IlAnx'W Ithdi/ior. The "horse" by tlip naino of

siisti, Hebrew sus ; but it is ditliciilt to say if the wonl

may nut W of foiri^ii ori<j;iii, as it is explained in tlif;

inscriptions Ity the name of the "animal of the east,"

or the " mountiiins." This would seem to connect it with

the districts to the east of the Tig'ris, the re^ons of the

Elamite kingdom, with its capital of Susan, and later still

the seat of the Pei'sian rule, whence we get the second

Heltrt'w name of Parash, connected with Fars, or Persia.

The last animal to be noticed as of tht; domesticated class

is the dog, kttlbu, the Ht-brew kcleb, which would seem

among the ISeniites, as among the Aryans, to have been

one of the first companions of man.

The list of wild animals known to the Babylonian Se-

mites is an interesting one, and throws great light on

Biblical zoology.

In this portion of the subject I am much indebted to the

studies of the Rev. W. Houghton on the " Mammalia of the

Assyrian Sculptures" {Trans. Bibl. Arch. ^Soc, vol. v.),

and from his work is taken the following list of names :

—

Assyrian. Hebrew.

Udtnnu
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Sufficient evidence has been given of the remarkable

agreement in vocabulary between the Assyrian and Hebrew
to show that Assyrian may be regarded as the elder sister

of the Hebrew tongue.

In grammar, as in vocabulary, Assyrian presents a most

striking agreement with Hebrew^ and the cognate Semitic

dialects. Assyrian may be said to be nearest in relation to

Hebrew and Phoenician, the two leading north Semitic

tongues, with some close affinities with the Ethiopic. It

differs most from the Aramaic and the later dialects, but,

strangely enough, exhibits some most striking affinities in

its grammar to the Arabic. The Assyrian grammar pre-

sents all the fulness of the Arabic in the employment of

secondary and tertiary verbal conjugations, and the conse-

quent elaborate power of word-building, as well as the

preservation of the mimation—similar to Arabic minnation

in both verbal and nominal endings—all attest this similarity.

The employment of the same ground forms of verbal conju-

gations as in Hebrew, the similarity of construction and

expression, all render Assyrian easy of acquirement by

those who have mastered the elements of Hebrew study,

and therefore entitle it to recognition at the hands of

Biblical students and teachers.

Semitic Literature.

In addition to the value of Assyrian as a cognate lan-

guage with that of the Bible, it presents a still more

important critical aid, in the form of its valuable lexi-

cography. The scribes of the Babylonian temples and

the Royal Library at Nineveh resemble, in many respects,

the Sanscrit grammarians of India. They studied their

language and its lilerature from the points of philologists
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and critics. They compiled dirtioiiiirics and coimiicntiuii'S,

and it is from these that so imich vmIu.iIiIc iiitoniiation

is gained. One example of this class furnislu-s most

interesting synonyms and explanations.

The word sarru, king—the Hebrew sar, prince—is derived

from the verb sararu, "to be bright, brilliant, shining,"

and so in a list of synonyms may be obt^iined the

following ecpiivalents for this word :

—

Malku
Malik

. J* \ = Hebrew meleJi, prince.

Lull III u = A borrowed word, the equivalent of the

word ailu, " the bell wether " or " leader,"

the alim of Isa. 14.

Parahhu =. " Th<' veiled one," the etpiivalcnt of the

Hebrew paroketh, the " veil of the Tem-

ple "
; the king being the centre of the

harem or exclusive portion of the palace.

Ebilu = " Tlu' ruler," a form of Hebrew baal.

Jii'hii = " Prince," the Hebrew rcu\

Enti = " Lord," borrowed from the Akkadian en,

" Lord."

In the same list there are several other interesting

words, s<u'h as Milkatum = SarrafKin, the ecpiivalence

between the Hebrew Milcah and Sarah. The study of

such valuable lists as these, of which the above quoted

is only one among many, will enable the student to clear

uj) nianv obscure passages in the Bible, antl to ascertain

with greater accuracy the true meanings of words of rare

occurrence.

The advantages of the comparison between the Assyrian

monuments and inscriptions are not, however, confined solely
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to the ground of philology. The two literatures, both the

product of the Semitic mind, have much in common, and,

as we shall see, the same lofty ideas of the Divinity, the

same conception of sin ; and thus the Biblical student will

find on the shelves of the Assyrian libraries milch that

will aid him in his studies, especially in the field of com-

parative religion.

As an example of the value of these Assyrian texts for

comparison with Hebrew literature, may be cited the

following beautiful prayer of Assur-nazir-pal I., the son

of Samsi-Eimman, whose reign may be placed about

B.C. 1800, five centuries before the time of Moses. The

text and translation of this hymn has been published by

Mr. R. E, Briiunow, in the Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie

(vol. v., 69) :—

To the lady of Nineveh, the exalted one of the gods,

The daughter of the Moon, the sister of the Sun,

Who reigns over all realms !

To her who determines decrees, the goddess of the whole earth
;

To the lady of Heaven and Earth, who receives prayers
;

To her who hearkens unto pleading and takes hold of petitions !

To the merciful goddess who loves justice !

*

Istar, everything that is disturbed distresses her !

Oh, for the afflictions which I behold, I weep before thee

!

To my words full of sighing direct thy ears !

To my afflicted cry let thy mind be open

!

Look upon me, Oh lady, that through thy turning towards me

the heart of thy servant may become strong.

f

I am Assur-nazir-pal, thy afflicted servant,

Humble, adoring thy divinity, watchful, thy favourite

!

Who approved the freewill offering, who without intermission

offers thy sacrifices

;

Who delights in thy festivals, who restores thy shrines
;

Cp. Ps. 4 1 ; 27. 7 ; 28. 2. f Cp. Ps. 80. 3, 7, 8.



Tablet of Asscr->'Aziu-pal I., n.c. 1800.

(PhotugrapheJ from the original.)
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Who makis |)liiitirul tliu wine, the joy of thy heart, whii'li

thou lovcst !
*

The son of Sjinisi-Rimnian who ailored the great godn.

I was begotten in the midst of the mountains of which none

knowetli

;

I was unlearned, and to tliy ladyship never did I pray !

The people of Assyria also, and did not draw near to thy

divinity

!

But thou. Oh Istar, mighty princess of the gods,

In the lifting up of thine eyes didst thou teach me,t and didst

desire my rule !

Thou didst take me from the mountains and didst call me to the

threshold of men !

Thou didst preserve for me the sceptre of righteousness J until

the growing old of all mankind.

And thou, Oh Istar, didst make great my name

!

Thou hast granted unto the faithful salvation and mercy.§

Out of thy mouth went forth the decree, to make anew the gods.

The temples which were falling in I repaired.

The fallen gods I liuilt up, and restored to their places

;

{Some lines too mutilated.)

In what have I sinned against thiu ?

Why hast thou allotted me diseases, Loils, and pestilence ?

Is this thy just decree ?

As one who did honour to thy divinity (am I afflicted).

If I have not committed sin and evil why am I thus (smitten)?

In my foundations I am unloosened

I am broken in pieces, || and rest I find not

On the throne of ni}' kingdom. I fasted, and

To the feast I had prepared I drew not near

!

The wine of the libation turned to gall.

• Cp. "Wine which cheereth God and man" (Judg. 9. 13).

t Cp. Ps. 4. (5. " In the liftin)t u]) of thy countenance."

I t'p. "The sceptre of tliy kinjcdoni is a ri)fht sceptre" (Ps. io. 0).

§ Cp. Ps. 3. 8, "Salvation belongeth unto the Loixl"; also Ps. 119. I'l.i.

II Cp. I8a.30. 14; Ps. 2. ».
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From rejoicing I am withheld, and from the beauties and

pleasures of life I am cut off.

My eyes are sealed up, I cannot see :

I do not lift them up from the surface of the earth !

How long, Oh lady ! shall the disease without ceasing destroy

my members ?

I, Assur-bani-pal, thy adorer,

Who lays hold of the sceptre of thy divinity, who prays to

thy ladyship,

Look upon me with compassion, and let me pray to thy nobility

!

In whatsoever thou art angry, grant me forgiveness, and let

thy mind be purged :

Let mercy in thy heart be strong upon me !

Let affliction come forth, and sin be restrained

;

Oh, lady ! from thy mouth let my tranquillity come forth.

The Priest-King, thy beloved, who never changes.

Grant him mercy, and remove his affliction !

Oh, pray for him to thy beloved, the father of the gods !

By a comparison of tlie above poem with the references

given in the footnotes, it will be observed there are many

phrases of striking similarity to the Hebrew Psalms.

One other extract of a much later date may be added

for the sake of comparison. The prayer of Nebuchad-

nezzar II. (b.c. 006), written during the time that Israel

was in captivity, affords a striking example of the religious

literature of the period, and is wonderfully rich in i(s pure

Semitic thought and religious aspirations. The following

extract, taken from the long inscription of Nebuchadnezzar

now in the India House Museum, forms the concluding

lines of the last column, and is the king's prayer to

Merodach :

—

To Merodach my lord I prayed and lifted up my hand.' Oh Mero-

dach, firstborn of the gods, mighty prince, who didst create me, and

hast entrusted to me the sovereignty over hosts of men ; as my own
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precioas life I do love the nobility of th« ilivinity. In ttll t!w hal)itablo

CJU'th I have seen no city fairer than thy city of Babylon, As I have

loved tho reverence of thy great divinity, and have sought (ever) after

thy divinity, accept the lifting up of my hands, for I the king am thy

adorer, who pleases thy heart. Appointed a priest-king (to be) the

restorer of all thy cities. By thy command, oh Merodach, merciful

one, may this temple which I have made endure for ever.

A second prayer, wliicli is (.'vcn more Ix'autiful, is fouiul

ou a clay cyliuder :

—

To Merodach my lord I prayed, I began to him my petition. Tho

words of my heart sought for him ; and I said. Oh prince, that art

from everlasting, lord of all that exists, for the king whom thou

lovest, whom thou callest by name, as it seemeth good unto thee

thou guidest his name aright, thou watchcst over him in the path

of righteousness ! I, the prince who obeys thee, am the work of thy

hands ; thou hast created me, and hast entrusted to me the sovereign-

ty over hosts of 'men ; according to thy goodness, lord, thou hast

made me to pass over them all. Let me love thy supreme lordship,

let the fear of thy divinity exist in my heart, and give what

seemeth good unto thee, for thou upholdest my life. Then he, the

firstborn of the gods, Merodach tho prince, heard my prayer and

accepted my petition.

These extracts may prove sufficient to show how high

was the rc'liii^ious development of Babylonia during the

jx'riod wlien the (lite of the Hebrew nation were mingling

with the wise men of Chaldea; and it is from these valu-

able contemporary documents that we are able to estimate

the forces which tended, in no slight degree, to bring about

the most marvellous national renaissance which the world

has ever known.

In conclusion, it should be remembered that the two

most important periods in the life of the Hebrew nation

are both iLssoeiated with Chaldea. From Ur of the Clial-

dees the national ancestor' came to the Land of Promise
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after a long contact with the earlier civilisation ; and it

was during the golden age of the empire, in the days of

Nebuchadnezzar and his successors, there was kindled that

wonderful national patriotism in the Hebrew heart which

centuries of banishment and persecution failed to crush.

It is therefore, most important that at the commencement

of this study the affinities of the language and thought

of the nations of the Tigro-Euphrates valley and Judea

should be borne in mind.

It is this close relationship between the Hebrew people

and the inhabitants of Assyria and Chaldea which renders

the comparisons between the ancient literatures of these

empires and the Scriptures of such great value. We
have shewn in this chapter that, racially and linguistically,

the Hebrews and the ancient Semitic people of the Tigro-

Euphrates valley were closely allied. Their language

reveals the fact that at one time they had occupied a

common home, and that, the cradle-land of the Semitic

race. It is therefore not difficult to suppose that during

this long period of intercourse traditions of the beginnings

of all things were formulated, and were the common pro-

perty of the Hebrews and Babylonians. How many

points in common there were between these traditions

and the Hebrew version we shall see in the subsequent

chapters.
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CHAPTER 11.

THE CREATION LEGENDS.

"TTXTIL the discovei-j and (ItH'ii)h('rinent of the jNssvrian

^ inscriptions, there was very litth' inaterijil witli whicii

to compare the Hebrew account of the Creation of the

World. Its simplicity was so marked, that it was far re-

moved from the confused polytheistic traditions of Babylonia

and Phoenicia, as recorded by the Greco-Chaldean priest

Borosos and the Phoenician priest Sanchoniathon. The

former of these authors certainly resided at Babylon in the

third century before our era, at a period when the tem^jle

of Belus was still in existence, and when no doubt some

portion of the library remained, but the traditions which

he has recorded are evidently derived from more than one

source, and are therefore nmch confused. With regard

to the Phoenician traditions, they are of still less use for

comparative purposes, being certainly of late origin, and,

like all products of the Phoenician mind, exhibiting the

influence of foreign religious teaching. AVe know of this

cosmogony only through the works of Philo of Byblus, a

writer in the early Christian era, and whose literary work

is of small value. His style is complicated and confused,

his matter of little worth; he mi.\es together in the most

absurd manner the mythologies of Egvi>t, Balivlitiiia, and

Greece, in his pretended Phdiiieian cosmogony. His

etymological explanations of the various names shows that
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he had no knowledge of the languages from which they

were derived.

Story of their Discovery.

In the year 1874, a most important and startling discovery

was made by the patient labours of Mr. George Smith.

He had already two years previously given to students

that important document the " Chaldean Account of the

Deluge," which may be called the Magna Charta of As-

syriology, and which at once showed Biblical students

the valuable aid they might expect from the clay tablets

of the buried libraries of Nineveh and Babylon. He
supplemented his first discovery by the publication of

the Babylonian Legends of the Creation, which were at

once seen to present a close resemblance to the Mosaic

account. The first translations published by him were

naturally merely tentative, but during the period that has

elapsed since their first publication Assyriology has made

great progress, and our knowledge of the Assyrian language

and literature has become wider and more accurate.

This important series of documents, alas, still too frag-

mentary, have been studied by almost all the leading Assy-

riologists, in England by Professor Sayce, Mr. Pinches

and myself, on the Continent by such able scholars as

Drs. Op]>ert, Schrader, and Delitzsch ; the result has been,

that hidden meanings and niceties of expression have been

brought out, and an almost general concensus of agree-

ment established.

The tablets come from the royal library of Assur-

banipal at Nineveh ; they are copies A\''ritten about the year

B.C. 660, by order of the king, and placed in the temple

library which he established there " for the instruction
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of his poo])lo." This tcniitlc-Iiliriiiy was luaiiirtstlv a copv

in ovevy respect of tlio groat lil)rary in tho tniiplc of

Ncbo—the god of learning—in Borsippa, and most of

its documents were copies of older works depositcil there.

It was callcil by the same name and dedicated to the Same

god, as is shown by the following endorsement upon

one of the tablet books, which reads, "Aeconling to the

copies of the tablets of Assyria and Akkad, on tablets

I have written and explained, and in the inner chamber

of E-Zida, the temple of Xebo, my Lord, which is in

Nineveh, I have placed ; for the pleasuie of Xel)o. The

King of the hosts of Heaven and Earth look with joy upon

this chamber, and support by day the heml of Assurbanipal,

the worshipper of thy divinity ; and giant this ])iayer."

The statement that these tablets were cui)ies of older

documents in the libraries of Babylonia, naturally made

scholars anxious for the time when the sps\de of the

explorer should rescue from the ruins of the older empire

earlier editions of these important texts.

The desire has been fortunately met, and we have now

both duplicates and additional fragments from the libraries

of both Borsippa and Sippara (Sephanaim), as well as

portions of a still older legend from the ancient priest-citv

of Kutha. These Babylonian co])ies are of gi-eat importance,

as they cannot have been taken tVoiii the Assyrian talh'ts,

which were probably buried at the time of the fall of

Xineveh, but are from ohler copies in their own libraries.

They are most valuable also because of certain variants

they afford, which explain obscure passages.

There appear to have been seven tablets in the series

—

corresponding to the numl)er of the days of Genesis— but

the Babylonian arrangement seems to be rather that of a
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series of acts of creation, and the days and tablets do

not correspond exactly.

The arrangement of the tablets is according to the usual

system of Assyrian and Babylonian libraries, namely, that

of classifying them by number and by the first words of

the first tablet of the series. We find a curious resem-

blance to this in the Hebrew system by which the books

of the Pentateuch are arranged. The first words of the

First Tablet are Enn-va Etis, " When on High," or " In

the time when on High," and so we find the Fourth and

Fifth Tablets endorsed, " Tablet lY. or Y., Enu-va Elis."

This system agrees exactly with that of the Hebrew scribes,

who called the first three books of Moses by their opening

words: Genesis, H^^Nl^ " BeresJtifh," "In the Beginning";

Exodus, niDD' ''Shemoth "
; and Leviticus, ^1p^\ " ^Vay-

yilirar Indeed, .ms the Canon was not drawn up until

after the Babylonian Captivity, we may with reason suppose

this convenient system of classification to have been bor-

rowed from the Babylonian scribes.

We now possess portions of the First, Second, Third,

Fourth, Fifth, and Seventh Tablets of the series, and can

form a very fair idea of the character of the work of which

we may conclude the separate tablets formed chapters.

As is natural with a work emanating from a polytheistic

and philosophical religious school, such as that of the Baby-

lonian priesthood, the Chaldean account is much longer and

more poetic in character than the Hebrew record. In-

deed, the suggestion of Professor Sayce that it was treated

in the form of a species of epic jwem, similar to the Legends

of Gilgames,* seems a very tenable one.

* This name, formerly read as Gizdhubar, is now read Gilgames, but there is

little doubt tha this Chaldean hero was the Nimrod of the Jewish and Arab

legends.
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It is impossible to <T^ronp the tablets in paralli'l corre-

spondence to the irel)re\v days of Creation, 1)ut they may

be roughly arranged iu the following order :

—

Tabh't I.— The Pre-creative State and the First Day

(Gen. 1. 1-5).

Tablets II., III., IV.—The Creation of Light and the

war between light and darkness. The victory of

the former and the separation of Heaven and Earth,

the banishment of the Dragon of Chaos to the

depths of the under world. The Earth planted.

This group corresponds in general to the work of

the Second and TMrd Days (Gen. 1. (j-l'A).

Tablet V.—Creation and ordering of the Heavenly bodies.

Corresponds nearest of all to the Fourth Day (Gen.

1. 14-10).

Tablet \L—Lost.

Tablet VII.—Creation of Cattle and Creeping things, and

probably Man also. Corresponds to the Sixth Day

(Gen. 1. 24-31).

There are, however, some portions in the Assyrian tablets

which appear to be displaced, and which we shall see, by

being separately compared, render the resemblance to the

Hebrew more close than appear at first sight.

In treating of the use which may be made of these tiiblets

for comparative purposes, it will be better to deal first

with those which relate strictly to the work of Creation,

reserving until later any comments upon those of a more

mythological character.

An examination of these documents, especially a com-

parison of the Assyrian and Babylonian versions, a[)pears
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to indicate tliat the series was compiled from the works of

two schools of reli<xions teaching, the Talth-ts II., III.,

and IV. l)eiii<: laruely iiitliiciiced by tin- ancient school of

Kridii.

The great importiinee of this inscription—fra<i:mentary

as it is—will be at once recognised by Biblical students.

It agrees in many points with the Ilelirew records. In

the general account of the chaotic state of nature with

the Elohistic account, while in its more detailed features

it approjiches nearer to that of the Jehovistic writer.

When, howevei', wi- proceed to examine and compare these

Ptories of the world's birth, some remarkable differences

will also be noticed.

The first Tablet may be said to form the opening verses

of the Assyrian " Genesis," and was no doubt the basis

of the account of Babylonian cosmological theories given by

Damascios, a writer of the sixth century, he probably having

obtained them from older, but now lost, works. "The Bal)y-

lonians," he states, " like the rest of the barbarians, i)ass over

in silence the one principle of the universe, and constitute

two—TavthS and Apason, making Apason the husband of

Tavthe, and denominating her 'the mother of the gods.'

From these proceed an only-begotten son, Mumis, which I

conceive is no other than the intelligible world proceeding

from the two principles. From them another progeny is

derived, Dakhe and Dakhos; and, again, a third, Kissjire

and Assaros, from whom three others proceeil, Anos, lllinos,

and Aos ; and of Aos and Davke is born a son, cidled

Belos, who they say is the fabricator of the world."

In the curious account of Babylonian cosmogony preserved

by Berosos is found so little resemblance to the Hebrew

that it hardly enters the field of comparison. So alscj in
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the tablet found at Kutlia, the inscription to which we
must assign to an old school of scribes.

The following Table will show how closely Damascios

has followed the tablet :

—

Apsu, M. Tiamat, F.

(Ajxisoji). (TavthS).

I
^

^1

MuMiMU Lakhma and Lakhama
(Micmis). {Bakke and Bakhos).

An-Sae and Ki-Sar

(Assaros and Kissard).

Anu Elil Ea and Datkina
(Anos). (Illinos). (Aos and BavTce).

I

Eel-IVIaedtjk

{Bdos).

We see that both the Hebrew and the Assyrian

accounts agree in representing the state of nature prior to

the work of Creation as a chaotic mass, without order or

arrangement.

The Divine Word.

There is one curious point in regard to this pre-Creation

period which brings the tablets into closer agreement with

the Mosaic record than at first appears. " At the time

when the Heavens above were nn-named, below on the

wide earth a name was not recorded." Here the use

of the two verbal forms, nabu, " to proclaim," and zakaru,

*' to record," seems to point to the same idea of the Divine

word being the power of Creation as in the Hebrew, " God

said let there be light and there was light." This creative

power of the Divine command is curiously illustrated by a
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tablet, containiiifi^ a liyiiiii to the ^Nloon-fjod, in tlir- British

Museum (\V. A. I., iv. !)) :—

As for theo, tliy wiml is declared and spreads on high as the

wind : the stall and the fold are quickened.

As for thee, thy will is established, and verdure is created.

As for thee, thy will in the stall and coto is made known, and

the seed of life is increased.

It will be seen lli.it the creation of verdure, and the

increase of flock and lieid, is attributed to the declaration

of the Divine coiiHnan<l (amaf). So that Heaven and

Earth, being uh-h.-iiikmI, were not in existence.

Tiamat. This being corresponds exactly to the Tehom
of Genesis, the watery waste which covered the surface, and

h also to be identifie<l with Tavthe, the wife of Apason, in

the cosmogony of Daniascios.

In the tiiblet .'^he is called Mnallidaf, "the bearing

mother" of all the Heavens and Earth; and in the older

legend from Kutha she is called Musenik, "the nutrice

of them all." She is represented on the monuments as

having the body of a woman, terminating in the coiled

tails of two serpents, similar to the tigures on the sculp-

tures from Pergamos. In this form she represents the

great nature-serpent of darkness, who coils round the earth

like an vo;g^ and hokls the ejirth in its toils, until slain

by Merodach, the Lord of Light.

As the personification of chaos find darkness, Tiamat

becomes the Spirit of Evil, against whom Merodach, the

god of goodness, the " protector of good men," wages eternal

war.

LaJihmu and Lahhamu. It is difTiciilt in the present

.state of our knowledge to clearly identify these chaiacters.

As in one of the mythological tablets we find them i(U'ntitied
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with Anu aud Anatum, the Lord and Lady of Heaven,

they may, perhaps, correspond to the firmament which

divided the realms of nature.

An-Sar and Ki-Sar. These are two compound words,

composed of An-Sar, " Heaven host," and Ivi-Sar, " Earth

host," they being the host of Heaven and Earth, the spirit

forms which were afterwards known as the Annunaki and

the Igigi, and who may be identified with the creations

described in the passage, " Thus the Heavens and the Earth

were finished, and all the host of them" (Gren. 2. 1). This

expression, " Zabaoth ha Samaim " of the Bible, becomes

equivalent to the Assyrian expression Kissat sarnie, " the

Host of Heaven."

The great serpent of Chaos and Night having been slain,

and the imprisoned earth released and divided from the

heavens, the three great gods come forth to assume the

government in their respective kingdoms.

1. Anu bears the titles of "Father of all the gods,"

The Progenitor who changes not the decrees coming

forth from his mouth. The Mighty Chief, The

Supreme, The Magnificent Lord of the Heaven,

The Heaven.

2. Ellu or Bel. This deity, known as the Older Bel,

to distinguish him from Bel Merodach, is the lord

of the world; The lord who guards the country;

Establisher of riches, wealth, and possessions ; Lord

of the mountain of the north (east), and described

in Isaiah 14. Among his numerous titles one is

of especial interest. In the hymns he is entitled

Ilu Sadu-rabu, or Ilu SahU-rabn, " The most high

god," which Dr. Delitzsch has with great accuracy

compared with the Biblical El Shaddai.
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3. Ea, the Aos of Damascios. This is tlic most iiii-

IX)rt«nt «jo(l ill the Babylonian pantlicon, and

ahhongh here only tlio tliii'd nu-inhcr of the great

nature Trinity, is most frequently met with in tin;

religious literature. The worship of Ea, the god

of the Ocean, was undoubtedly the oldest cult in

Ba])yloiiia, having as its centre the ancient City of

Eridu or Eridugga, on the Persian Gulf. The
" Holy City," as its name signifies, was the centre

of a school of theologians who com])osed the mo.st

important works in the religious literature of

Chahlca. These hymns, which M. Lenormant has

so well described as the Kig-Vcda of Chaldca, are

of the most high character, and relate to the re-

ligion of Ea, " the all-wise god," and Ins son, the

Sun-god Merodach, under his title of Silik-uiuln-

dugya, "the proctector of good men." Here

Merodach appears as the Mediator between God

and Man, and as the healer of Sickness and Sin.

The epithets applied to Ea are numerous : " Lord

of the Sea," " Lord of the Ocean," " Lord of the

House of Knowledge," "Lord of the Far-sei'ing

Eye," "He who knows all things." The position

occupied by Ea in the classical religious texts

appi'oaches very near to that of Jehovah in the

Biblical narrative. He is the Creator of Man,

the Protector of Shamas-Napisti, the Chaldean

Xoah, in the great danger of the Deluge.

Thus may be seen that Heaven, Earth, and the mys-

terious region of the under-world are now occupied by

the divine rulers.
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The Fifth Tablet.

The Fifth Tablet is the largest of the strictly Crea-

tion Tablets, and is also the most important, as it

presents striking agreements with the Biblical account, at

the same time there are certain remarkable variations,

which are of considerable interest in comparing the two

accounts.

The tablet contains portions of about twenty-two lines

of writing, but the reverse is not inscribed except with the

endorsement: "Tablet V. (of the series), Enu-va EUsJ"

The tablet, like the first of the series, comes from the

royal library of Assurbanipal at Nineveh, but a Babylonian

duplicate is also in the collection, coming from the temple-

library at Sippara.

The translation of the document (see opposite page),

too-ether with the corresponding Biblical record, will show

its great importance.

It presents a striking resemblance to the Hebrew ac-

count of the work of the Fourth Day (Gen. 1. 14-19), and

is clear from the passage in line 8 that a Divine Creator

is referred to, to whom the production of the heavenly

bodies is due, and whose satisfaction is expressed in the

words uhassim, " he made pleasant," which is a curious and

striking parallel to the Hebrew refrain, " And God saw that

it was good." As the two other members, Bel or Ellu and

Ea, are here mentioned by name, it is evident that the Creator

is the great " Heaven Father," Auu. It is he who esta-

blishes the position of the Stars and causes the Moon and

the Sun to shine.

It should be noticed that there is a difference in the

order of Creation in the tablet, and in the Hebrew record
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TRANSLATION.

Assyrian Tablet. Hebrew Narrative.

1. Ill' niaile pleasiiiit tliu positions of
the groat gods.

2. The constellations* he arranged them,
tile douMe stars f ho fixed.

3. He ordained the year, he appointed
tlu' Zodiac J signs over it

4. The twelve months of constellations

by tiirei's he fixed

5. From the day when the year com-
menced to its close.

6. He established the position of the
crossing stjirs§ and for the .sea-

sons their Lonnds
7. Not to make fault or error of any

kind.

8. Tlu' abode of Bel and Eu along with
himself he fixed.

9. He opened great gates on either side

10. He bolts he made strong on the right
band and left

11. In the mass be made an ascent (stair-

case).

12. He Illuminator he cause to shine to
rule the night.

13. He appointed him to establish the
night until the coming forth of
the day

14. (saying) Each month without fail by
thy disk keep thou watch.

15. At the beginning of the month at
the rising of the night.||

16. Horns shine forth to announce the night.
17. On the seventh day to a disk it fills up.
18. Open thou and cause the rays of thy face to shine
19. At that time the .Sun on the horizon of heaven at thy coming
20. thou shalt divide the form
21. towards the path of the Sun thou drawest near
23. then tile shining of the Sun shall change
24. .seeking his path
25. set thou as by law decreed.

1. And God {Elohim) said,

Let there be lights in tiio

firmament of heaven to

divide the day from tlie

night, and let them be,

for signs and for sea.sons,

and for days and years

:

and let them be for lights

in the firni.-inient of hea-
ven to give light upon
the ejiiih : and it was so.

And (led made the two
great lights; the greater
light to rule the day, and
the lesser light to rule
the night; he made the
stars also.

And God .set them in

the firmament of heaven
to give light upon earth,

and to rule over the day
and over the night

:

And God saw that it

was good.

• Knkkaln. " CJroup.s of stars."

t Lu Masi, a particular set of seven double stars, called by Oppert the stars
of the week.

t Mizrata umnzzir : the misrata were the Ma: s troth of Job 38. 22, by
wliich the year was re(ruljite»l.

§ A76/>'», from ebiru," to cross" ; literally, the "ferryboats."
II X«»«<e, "Twilight"; Hebrew. Xj7(7A.
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of the Fourth Day, which is of so marked a character

as to call for comment.

Order of Creation.

If we tabulate the events as recorded according to their

respective order, we see that the one is the direct opposite

of the other.
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at Ninovt'b (\V. A. I., iii. 53), which reads: "Twelves months

for each year, 3G0 (00 X 0) (hiys iu uumber, are recorded.

The rising and appearance of the moon one watches ; the

bidaiaiiii; of the >tars and the moon, and their opposition to

each other. For the year its months, for the month its

days, the tale is complete. The twelve months in full, from

beginning to end, to tlie measure of days lived." 'J'liis

remarkable extract from a tablet written probably two thou-

sand years before the Christian era, certainly shows the

accurate nature of BaI>ylonian astronomy.

" He ordained the years, and ajipointed the signs of the

Zodiac over it." It requires but a very slight study of the

13ul>ylonian calendar to see that the months were named and

arranged according to the signs of the Zodiac. This is best

shown by the Table on the following page.

The division of the path of the sun through the heavens

into the twelve divisions of the signs of the Zodiac must

have been known in Babylonia at a very early period. It

will be observed the names of the months, which corre-

spond to the Zodiac signs, are those of the old Akkadian

and not of the Semitic CaU'udar, which latter seem rather

to be based upon the agricultural system, ami in this

respect corresponds to the ohl Hebrew Calendar.

It is evident that when the signs were first arranged, the

opening constellation was that of the " propitious," or

"directing bull"*—wlien the sun, as the "strong bull of

Heaven," commencetl to plough his straight furrow tlirougii

the sky.

By the law of the precession of the equinoxes, we know

that as far back as n.c. 2500 the sun's vernal ecpiinox fell iu

* See Sayce, Hibbert Lecture*, p. 397.
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BouNDAHY Stone ok Nebuchadnezzar I., b.c. 1120.

(Photographed from th* original.)
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Aries, so tliat the period wlien Taurus wjvs tlie opening con-

stellation must have been about B.C. 4700. It is evident

from the gems and engraved stones, and e.specially from the

curiously sculptured Ixxmdary stones, that prior to B.C. 2000

the consti'Uations had been arranged in their present order.

Considering, then, the great anticpiity of this division of the

sun's path, it is especially interesting to find tlic mention

of- the Mazzaroth or Zodiac signs in the Book of Job

(38. 32), which many regard as one of the (ddest works

of Hebrew literature.

The names given to the signs appear in all probability to

have been given in the old totem stage; of the Akkadian

people, and this seems to be confirmed by the fact that

the divine regents of the months correspond to the signs

of the Zodiac and the totem signs of the gods themselves.

These totem signs are extremely ol«l, and are preserved

upon numerous boundary stones in the British and other

museums.

BOUNDAUY StONK OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR I.

Upon this boundary stone, which, though a late exami)le,

is one of the best preserved, are most of the signs repre-

sented— the Ram, the Bull, Scorpion, the Saggitarius,

together with many of the totem einljjeins of the gods.*

The path of the sun having been marked out and divided

into twelve stations, these were again subdivided into four

groups, divided from each other by fixed points. As we

read in the tablet :
" He fixed the place of the A^ihiri, for

the seasons their bounds." This passage is one of con-

siderable interest, as the word Xibin/ really means the

For further infcnnatioa sea Lenoi-maut, Beffinnings qf Uiatory, p. 840.
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ferry-boat, and the divine ferry-boat was chiefly asso-

ciated with Merodach, who is called Ilu Nibiru, " the god

of the ferry-boat "—doubtless in his capacity as the lord

of the solar bark, like the boat of Ra in the mythology of

Egypt.* In the month Tasritu—the autumn month—he is

esjjecially so called, because in this month the sun is ferried

over from one half of the year to the other. The Nibiri here

must certainly mean the constellations which mark the

points on the circle when the sun passes from one division

of the year to the other, and this seems to be confii'med

by a very valuable inscription, still unpublished, which gives

us the seasons of the year as observed in Babylonia, f

The first portion of the tablet is lost, but the text can be

easily restored :

—

Tablet of Seasons.

1st Season (lost)—From the 1st day of Adar (Feb.-March)

to the 30th day of Airu (April-May), the season of

rain and sunshine. The latter rain of the Jewish

Calendar.

2nd Season—" From the 1st day of Sivan (May-June) to

the 30th day of Ab (July-Aug.), the Sun is in the

course of Bel, the season of crops and fruit," This was

the wheat harvest and fruit season in Palestine.

3rd Season—"From the 1st day of Elul (Aug.-Sept.)

to the 30th day of Marchesvan (Oct.-Nov.), the

Sun is in the course of Ann, the season of rain and

clouds."

* Compare the Zodiac of Denderah, which is, however, of late date, pro-

bably about A.D. 42.

t Tablet marked S 1,907 in British Museum.
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This was tlio period of the former or iiufiiinn niiii in

Palestine.

4th Season—"From the 1st day of Kiselevii (Nov.-Dec.)

to the 30th day of Sebat (Jan.-Feb.), the Sun is in

the course of Ea, the season of storms." This is the

wint«T season of Palestine.

It will ))e observed from this inscription that the four

points on the ecliptic or sun's path fall almost in the centre

of each season and not at the commenecment, and this leads

to the conclusion that the Nibiri were the constellations

marking the eipiinoxes and solstices ; this conjecture

seems to be substantiated by the valusible list of solar

f(^stivals found in the tablet of Nabu-apla-iddina, king of

Babylon, who reigned about r.c. 900. In this t^iblet, now

in the British Museum,* the king mentions the festivals of

the Sun-god, which were celebrated at Sippara in his time.

The dates of these are very important :

—

1. Month Nisan, 7th day.

2. Month Airu, 10th day.f

3. Month Elul, 3rd day.

4. Month Tisritu, 7th day,

5. Mouth Marchesvan, 15th day.f

6. Month Adar, loth day.:{:

Two of these dates are extremely important, namely,

those of the 7th of Nisan and the 7th of Tisri, because they

correspond most closely to the Hebrew festivals of the

Passover on the 15th of Nisan, and the Day of Atonement,

• Printed in W. A. I., v. 60, 61. For illustration see frontispiece. In
Buoc«eding pages W. A. I. stiinds for cunoiform inscriptions of AVestern Asia,

published by the Trustees of the British Sluseum.
t These seem to me to be old equinoxial festivals which have been passed

over in the course of the precession of the equinoxes.

t Perhaps the ori(fin of the Jewish Feast of Purim. Tliere was a festival

near the end of the .vear, when the gods met in solemn conclave to decide the
destinies of all men duiiug the comiui; year, but its exact date is not known.
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whicli was kept on the 10th day of Tisri (Lev. 16), and

both of these festivals correspond very closely with the

vernal and autumnal equinoxes.

With these facts before us, I am inclined to think that the

Nibiri were the equinoxes and, possibly, the solstices as well.

"We know, from the inscriptions, that the Assyrians and Baby-

lonians very carefully watched for these important periods,

this is proved by the reports of astronomers in the library of

Nineveh. Thus in one report we read, " Month Nisan, 6th

day,* the day and the night were balanced. Six Jiaspu\

day, six kaspu night. May Nebo and Merodach to the

king, my lord, be propitious." In another report from the

same library we read, " Month Nisan, 15th day, the day and

the night wei'e balanced. Six kaspu day, six kaspu night."

Here, then, is a variation of nine days in the fall of the

vernal equinox, but it is evident that it was closely and

attentively watched for.

One other festival remains, which may also have been one

of the Nibiri, namely, the great festival on the 1st day of

Nisan, the Feast of the New Year. This was a day of

very great importance, for from it the king dated the years

of his reign. Between the death of a former king and

the 1st of Nisan his successor always dated his tablets

ina satti ris sarrutu, " in the year of the beginning of

royalty" (2 Kings 25.27).

On the evening of the same day was celebrated the

great festival of Bel Merodach, the ritual of which is

preserved to us, and presents a curious reseofblance to that

observed by the Jewish High Priest on the Day of Atone-

ment (Lev. 16. 14).

* W. A. I., vol. i., pL 51-53. t A period of "two hours."
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" In the month Ni^<an, on the 2nd thiy* in the first kaspu

of the evenin^j, the priest shall eoine, and draw of the waters

of the river, and enterini; into the presence of Bel the vfil|

he sprinkles, and to Bel he shall say this prayer."

The prayer, which is one of the most beautifnl in the

litnrgy of the great temple of Babylon, will be dealt witli

subse(piently.

Although the moniuneiits as yet have afforded no evi-

dence of it, there was probably a similar festival on the

1st of Tasritu, corresponding to the Jewish Feast of

Trumpets, or the liosk Ha-shann, " New year " (Lev.

23.21,25).

From the foregoing it may be concluded that the Xibiri

were certain fixcxl points which the sun crossed in its

course, and the times of its doing so were observed as fes-

tivals. It is also apparent that in the Babylonian teaching,

as in the Hebrew, the celestial bodies were created to be

time measures, " not to make fault or error of any

kind." The orl)it seems to have been divided among

the great gods, and the reference in line eight is explained

by the tablet of the seasons already quoted.

Moon Worship.

"We now come to the most valuable portion of this tablet,

which enables us to make some interesting comparisons

with the Hebrew story. It will be observed that the next

work of creation, that of the IMoon, is assigned a priority

over the sun, whereas in the Hebrew account this order

is reversed, namely, "the greater light to rule the day,

• This would be after sunset on the 1st, the Babylonian day, like that of

the Jews, bc^fiiininif at sunset,

t The words mean literally " the hanging cloth."

a
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and the lesser light to rule the night " ; this difference,

apparently small, is of very great importance, as it affords

information as to the source of the traditions.

The essential differences which exist between the agri-

culturist and the nomad in their mode of life, the one

being in every respect the very antithesis of the other,

must naturally find a repetition in religion. We meet with

this at the very threshold of Hebrew history in the differ-

ent methods adopted by Cain and Abel in approaching

their God. Cain, the agriculturist, the settler, brings his

offering, " the fruit of the ground " ; but Abel, the nomad,

brings the acceptable offering, the " firstlings of the flock,

and of the fat thereof" (Gen. 4. 3, 4). The same rivalry

repeats itself in the story of Esau and Jacob. In Arab

life, where the true nomad spirit so long survived, and

is not yet entirely obliterated, the same rivalry exists.

The sayings of Mohammed, traditional though they may be,

reflect this contrast : e.g. " The Divine Glory " {al Saktnai),

he said, " is among the shepherds ; vanity and impudence

among the agriculturists." * And again, on seeing a

ploughshare and another agricultural implement, he said,

" These implements do not eoter into the house of a

nation, unless that impudence enter in there at the same

time " ; and this is further endorsed in the political testa-

ment of the Chalif Omar, who says to his successor,

" Protect the Bedawi, for they are the root of the Arabs

and the germ of Islam." f

This contrast repeats itself in religious as also in social

life. The nomad loves his flocks and herds ; his wealth

depends upon the quality of the pasturage he can get

Goldziher, Mythology of the Hebrews, p. 81, f Ibid., p. 82.
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for tlicin ; and to seek this he leads an ever-rovinj^ life.

How beautifully this feeling is e.xi)ressed by the Hebrew

Psalmist (23. 1, 2), "The Lord is my shepherd; I shall

not want. He maketh me to lie down in green pastures

:

he leadeth me beside the still waters," The cloudy sky,

which sends rain* and dew, is his friend, while the hot

burning sun, which scorches up his pastures and drinks

up the streams, is to him a foe. Xeither is this love of

the moist water-giving night absent from the Hebrew mind,

as seen in the blessing of Isajic (Gen. 27. 28)—"And
God give thee of the dew of heaven, and the fatness of the

earth, and plenty of corn and wine." So also notice the

contrast between the terrible heat of harvest and the cool

refreshing dew in the passage, "like a cloud of dew in the

heat of harvest" (Isa. 18. 4).

Turning now to the inscriptions, we see the same con-

trast preserved, and the love of the moon and the night

clearly indicatetl as one of the features of Semitic Baby-

lonian life; this idea is predominant in a beautiful hymn,

which has, fortunately, been preserved in a very perfect

state; it has an increased value to Biblical students as

coming from the liturgy of the temple of Vr of the

Chaldees. I do not translate the whole of it, as portions

have no direct bearing on the subject.
j"

Hymn to Moon-god.

Translation.

Strong ox, whose horns are mighty, whose limbs are seemly,

whose beard is crystal

;

Offspring who by himself is created, his eye is full of adornment.

* 1 Kings 18. 4A. 45.

t The hymn is published in W. A. I., iv. 9, and a complete Ininslulion will

be found in Sajce's Ilibbcrt Lectures, pp. lOS), 100.
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Merciful one, begetter of the universe, -who among the living

creatures raises his holy abode.

Father, long-suffering and forgiving, who all living things

upholds by his hand
;

Oh, Lord, thy divinity, like the far distant heavens and the wide

spread sea, fills all (with) fear.

On the peopled earth he places his holy places, and proclaims

their names.

Oh, Father, begetter of gods and men, who causes the abode to

be raised, who establishes the free-will offering.

Who proclaims sovereignty, giving the sceptre—who knows the

destiny unto a far remote day.

Firstborn omnipotent, whose heart unfathomable, none can know,

{Some lines too broken.)

In Heaven who is supreme ? Thou alone art supreme

!

On earth who is supreme ? Thou alone art supreme !

As for thee, thy word is proclaimed in heaven, and the angels

bow down their faces.

As for thee, thy word is proclaimed on earth, and the spirits of

earth kiss the ground.

As for thee, thy word is spread on high like the wind, and stall

and fold are quickened.

As for thee, thy word on earth is established, and verdure is

created.

As for thee, thy word in stall and sheep cote becomes visible,

and living creatures are increased.

As for thee, thy word has brought forth law and justice, so

that mankind has established a law.

As for thee, thy word (is as) the far distant heavens and the

deep buried earth, none can know it.

As for thee (and) thy word, who shall learn it? who shall

repeat it ?

Oh, Lord, in heaven is thy lordship, on earth is thy dominion.

Among the gods, thy brethren, a rival thou hast not.

This ancient hymn, probably older than the time of

Abraham, is a true desert chant, redolent of the sheep-cote
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nnd cattle-pon. The Moou, the Lord of the Ni<i:ht, is giver

of i'verythiii<? that benefits man, and, above all, of the

precious rain, as in the earlier part of the text we find this

beautiful passage, "Thou boldest the lightning, protector of

all living things, there is no god who hath at any time

discovered thy fulness." This exactly expresses the same

thoughts as the passages from Hebrew and Arabic writers

already mentioned. It will be .seen why in documents such

as these, essentially Semitic in thought, the ^loon takes

the priority of the Sun. It was .so in the days of the

Chaldeans' nomatl life, it remained .so for centuries after

they had become settled in Babylonia. There was but

one great centre of Moon-worship in Babylonia, and this,

strangely enough, the city which we may regard Jis the

birth-place of the Hebrew nation, namely, Vr of the

Chaldees, the Moon being called "Lord of Ur"; but

there were numerous shrines of the Sun-god, indeed, every

city had its local Sun-god or solar hero.

The Sun in ancient mythology is always closely associated

with agriculture, trade, and with city life. This may be

illustrated by some extracts from a remarkable hymn to

the Sun :

—

Hymn to the Sun-god.

In the day of raising shouts, and boa.sting, and pleasures,

Approach, oh. Shining One ! Their wine, their drink, they pour

out for thee—a noble drink, thou aceepte.st it

!

Their shining and briglit drink offerings tliou acccptest, thou

drinkest their mizi wine.

The plans they ponder upon, thou makest to succeed
;

Those that are borne down, their ban thou dost loose

;

Those that pray, thou acceptest their prayers
;

Tlipy a4so fearing thee, preserve thy renown.
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"What hills are there that are not clothed with thy splendour ?

What regions are there which are not warm with the brightness

of thy light ?

Thou that drivest away obscurity, that makest light the darkness,

That openest the darkness, that makest bright the wide earth.

The Sun in this mythology is essentially the god of the

day and of the affairs of the day ; its connection with the

laws of men is of a far more concrete character than that

attributed to the Moon-god in the hymn already quoted.

The Sun-god in Babylonia, like the Greek Helios, was ever

the all-seeing judge of men, as will be seen in the following

lines :

—

The unjust judge, thou showest him bonds
;

He who takes bribes, who is not rightly guided, upon him thou

puttest sin

;

But he who accepts not a bribe, that takes the part of the M'eak,

Good things in life from Shamas shall he profit.

The wise judge, who gives a righteous judgment, he shall attain

the palace, the abode of nobles his dwelling.

The priority of the Moon over the Sun is again expressed

when the goddess Istar speaks of the Moon-god as her

father and of the Sun as her brother. In the beautiful

prayer of Assur-nazir-pal I., already quoted in another

chapter, the goddess Istar is addressed as :
" The daughter

of the Moon, the sister of the Sun-god."

This reversal of the order of the creation of the heavenly

bodies in the Babylonian, as compared with the Hebrew,

affords a direct contrast between the two, and precludes the

theory of direct copying. In addition, it seems strongly

to show that the Hebrew version, in the present form,

must have been compiled at a period when the old tradi-

tions and love of nomad life had grown faint.
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As natural in a work the product of a poople lojirnoii in

astronomy, and subject to the influence of learned nei«^h-

bour.s, the Babylonian account presents a more detailed

account of the work of creation than that of the Hebrew

writer.

" He opened great gates in the side of the world." The

conception that the heavenly bodies made their entrance and

exit from the regions below through great gates is one

common to most ancient mythologies. In the Egyptian

Ritual of the Dead we have the fifteen great pylons of

Karneter, guarded by genii, armed ynth swords, through

which the deceased had to pass, and through which Osiris

passed daily. This idea appears to have siH-vived in the

Book of Enoch, where the sun rises and sets through great

gates. These gates are very fully described in a portion of

the Ejnc of Gilgames (Tablet ix., col. ii.),* where we read,

" To the mountains whose form is double. To the double

mountains in his course he came, Avhich each day guard the

Sun. Above them is the threshold of heaven ; below them

the house of death embraces them. Scorpion men, they

guard the great gate, whose terror is terrible and their

beholding death."—Through these great gates then, rise the

Moon and the Sun.

The Moon-god is here called by the name which seems

more especially his name in the worship in the temple of

Ur, the city of Abram. Tliis name of Xannaru is a cor-

ruption of Nainnaru, " the Illuminator," and is evidently

the name which gave rise to the curious myth of Nannaros,

a Persian legend preserved by Ctesias
; f it is particularly

• See my translation with full text, Babylonian and Oriental Record,
yol. iii., p. !»0.

t See Dunker, History of Antiquity, v., p. 208.
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interesting, for it was the local title of the Moon-god, not

only in Ur, where he is addressed as Abu Nannar belum

ilu dhabu ebili Hani, " Father Nannar, Lord and good

god, ruling the gods," but also in the city of Kharran,

which is so closely associated with Ur in the Scriptural

narrative (Gen. 11. 31). Nabonidus addresses the Moon-

god of Kharran by the title of Nannari samie u irzitum,

" Illuminator of Heaven and Earth." In the hymn from

the Liturgy of Ur, already referred to, the Akkadian

equivalent is Ur + Ki or Sis + Ki, " Light of the Earth,"

and the temple of the god was called " the House of the

great light."

The Name of Sinai.

Another name of the Moon-god was that of Sin. This

name is found only in Assyria, Babylonia, and on the

jcoasts of Arabia, but the etymology of the name is still

obscure. It is, however, important to notice that his name

is closely associated with the land of Magan, or the penin-

sula of Sinai, and there may be, as Professor Sayce has

suggested, a connection between the name of the Holy

Mountain, and that of the old Semitic Moon-god. In

connection with this interesting subject, upon which as

yet there is too little evidence, may be noticed that one

of the most common epithets of the Moon-god Sin was

that of Bel terite, " Lord of la-ws," and is called in the

Hymn from Ur, " he who has created law and justice,

so that mankind has established law," and again, " the

ordainer of the laws of heaven and earth."

If Sinai in these remote ages, centuries before the time

of Moses, was so closely associated with the " Lord of

f
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the laws," may it not throw some liglit on its splection us

the Mountain of the Law by tlie Mosaic writers.*

The Moon was called by tin- Akkadians hy the name of

En-Zii, " tlu' Lord of Waxing and Waning," and this name

seems to luvve been almost piin-ly of an astronomical or

cosmical character. A third name, apparently of foreign

origin, was that of Agu or Akn, ''the disk."

"The Month."

The tablet then proceeds to describe the phases of the

Moon, with that fuhiess of ditail which we shouhl expect

from so astronomical a race as the Babylonians. " Every

month without fail its disk he appointed." It is evident,

therefore, that among the Babylonians, as among the

Hebrews, the observance of the New Moon, which ap-

peared at " the rising of the night," was a matter of great

importance.

That a careful watch was kept is shown by the i-eports

in the astronomical libraries of Assyria. A number of these

reparts are in the British Museum (AV. A. I., vol. iii.,

pL 51, Nos. 3,4, 5, 6). " A watch we kept; on the 20th day

the Moon we see. May Nebo and Merodach to the King,

my Lord, draw near. Eeport of Nal)u of (the city) of

Assur." Those who have travelled in the East have not

failed to notice how keen is the sight of these sons of the

desert to catch the first thin line of the crescent. As with

the Jews of old watching for the Paschal Moon, so with the

followers of Islam for the Moon of Kamazan. In Assyria

* TliP word tri-ifi is the plnml of terfii, "n law," which is the oxnct oquiva-
lent of thi- Hcliivw ^(r«/^lln(l one of the most important olUcials in Dubylon
was the l>c'l tertu, " Masterof the Law.'

H
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also this watch was one of weary waiting, as shown by

the following tablet dating B.C. 649 :

—

To the King, my Lord : Thy servant Istar-iddina-apla,

One of the chief of the astronomers of Arbela.

May there be peace to the King, my Lord

;

May Nebo, Merodach, and Istar of Arbela,

To the King, my Lord, draw near.

On the 29th day a watch we kept

;

The house of observation was covered with cloud;

The Moon we did not see.

Month Sebat (Jan.-I"eb.), 1st day in the Eponym of Eel-Khar-

ran-Sadua.

That not only the New Moon, but all the subsequent

phases of the orb, were observed with care is shown by

the tablet, " On the 7th day to a circle it approaches." The

careful observation of the Moon is confirmed by another

valuable astronomical tablet.*

The Moon, on its appearance, from the 1st day to the 5th day

For five days is visible. The Moon is Anu.

From the 6th day to the 10th day for five days it is full

(increasing). It is Ea.

From the 1 1 th day to the 1 Sth day for five days to a crown

it grows.

The Moon is Aim Bel and Ea in its mass.

This seems to give the same divisions of the lunar

orbit as those in line eight of the tablet, but it will be

seen that they do not correspond to the true lunations.

That these divisions so observed by the Hebrews and the

Arabs were also observed by the Babylonians is demon-

strated by more than one record of the past.

The bases of Babylonian cosmic calculation seem to have

been those of the week, the month, and the year, and in the

religions calendar the hebdominal groups predominated.

* W. A. I., iii., 55. 3.
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TilE S.VHBATir.

Among the most valuable treasures of the British

Museum are important Sacred Calendars of the nioiiths

Nisan, Ehd, &e,, which proves very clearly the knowledge

and ob.si'rvanee of the Sabbath. In these important docu-

ments we read that the 7tl), 14th, 21st, 2Sth, also 19th

days of the mouth were called Udu khuhjal, an " uidawful

day," dies nefastits, which is rendered also in a bilingual

list (W. A. I., iii., 56. 53) by Salum, "rest or com-

pletion." Still more interesting is the valuable gloss in a

lexicographical tablet (W. A. I., ii., 32. 16), where is

found the word Sabuttum,'' the Sabbath," explained by the

words Yum nukh libbi, "The day of the rest of the heart."

In another list the word Sabbatu is a synonym of

gamaru "to complete, to finish,"

In these Calendars we read the prescript :

—

Tho seventh day is a resting day to Merodach and Zarpanit, a holy
day, a Sabbath. The shepherd of mighty nations must not eat

flesh cooked at the fire or in the smoke. His clothes he changes not.

A washing he must not make. He must not ofier sacrifice. The
King must not drive in his chariot. He must not issue royal de-

crees. In a secret place the augur a muttering makes not. JLdiciue
for the sickness of his body one must not apply. For making a curse

it is not fit. In the night the King makes his free-will ofll-ring

before Merodach and Istar. Sacrifice he slays. The lifting of his

hand finds favour with his god.

The examination of these inscriptions, rehiting to the

Sabbath among the Babylonians shows how exactly it

fulfilled the words of the Hebrew writer, " On the seventh

day God Jinished his work which he had made; and he

rested on the seventh day from all his work which h.- had

made. And God blessed the seventh day, and hallowed it

:
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because that in it lie rested from all his work, which God

had created and made" (Gen. 2. 2, 3).

The Sabbaths of the Babylonian Calendar do not appear

to have been dedicated to any particular god, but rather to

have embraced most of the pantheon.

Thus we find

—

The 7th day was the holy day of Merodach and Ziratpanit.

The 14th, the holy day of Belel and ISTergal.

The 21st, of the Moon and Sun.

The 28th, to the god Ea.

There are several points of great interest connected with

this Babylonian Sabbath when compared with the Jewish

;

notice how strict were the observances : no work was to

be done, no fii-e was to be lit for the cooking of food. The

most interesting restriction is that which reads, Asu ana

marzu-su zumri ul uppal, " medicine to the sickness of body

he applies not," which seems to give the restriction which

the Pharisees implied in the question to Jesus—" Is it lawful

to heal on the Sabbath day ? " (Matt. 12. 10.) Another in-

teresting side-light on Jewish customs is that of the statement

that the sacrifice must be offered in the evening or night

{inusi), the Sabbath having ended at sunset. It was for the

same reason, no doubt, that the sick were brought to Christ

after sunset (Mark 1. 32). There is, however, an additional

matter of interest in this inscription which constitutes

another close parallel with Hebrew sacred legislation. In

the Calendar, the 19th day of the mouth is observed as

a Sabbath. The reason for this is apparent when it is

remembered that the 19th day of the month is the 49th,-

or seventh week, from the Jirst of the pi-evious month,

thus constituting a Sabbatical week—the Feast of Weeks
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(Dent. 16. 0-10). Tho Biibyloiiiaiis also ohsorve*! tlio

Sai»l)atic-al luoiith in tli(3 particularly lioly character of

tilt' iiKiiitli Tdsritiini, and apparently the Sabbatical year

(Lev. 25. 3-8) in the Kdrn or cycle mentioned in the

Eponynic Canon and on the Obelisk of Shahuancscr III.

The Sun and Day.

The portion of the tal)Iet reiatin-,' to the creation of th.'

Sun is so nmtilat.il that it will call for little coinnieiit. The
path of the Sun-god is here called by the name of Klutrn,,,

Samsi, " the road of the Sun." The Sun was regarded in

Babylonian mytliology as the "child of the Moon," reasons

for which have already been exi)lained. The chief centre of

solar worship in Bal)ylonia was the city of Sippara, or

rather that quarter of the city known as the Sippara of

the Sun-god.* Here was the great temple known as E Bar-
ham, "the House of light," which, according to tradition,

had existed before the Deluge, but which, at any rate, was an

ancient edifice in as remote a period as u.c. 3800. As I

shall have occasion to refer very fully to the .services and

ceremonies of this temple in a subsequent chapter, it will

be sufficient to note one extract from a hymn t(j show the

nature of the solar cultus of Babylonia :

—

Oil, Lord, ilhimiiiiitor of tho darkness, opener of the face (of

the .sky)
;

Merciful god, wlio .setteth up the fallen, who kecpeth the weak,

Unto thy light turn the great gods.

The spirits of Earth gaze towards thy face
;

The tongues of the host as one cry thou directcst.

Smiling, their heads they look to the light of the Sun.

• See Professor Saycc's n>niarks on the Sippai-as, the Sei)harvaini of the Hil)le
(2 KinKs 18). in his llibbert Lectures, p. lua.
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Like a wife art thou—glad, and making glad.*

Thou art the light in the vault of the far-off heaven
;

Thou art the eye-centre of all the wide spread lands
;

Men far and near behold thee and rejoice.

The great gods smelt the sweet savour, f the food of the

shining heavens.

He who has not turned his hand to sin thou wilt prosper

;

He shall eat of thy food and be blessed by thee.

Creation op Man and Animals.

The next tablet is also very much mutilated. It

corresponds to the work of the Sixth day in the Hebrew

account (Gen. 1. 24, 25), the creation of the cattle and

creejiing things :

—

When the gods in their assembly had created (great beasts)

They made perfect the mighty monsters
;

They caused the living creatures to come forth
;

The cattle of the field, the wild beasts of the field, and the creep-

ing things of the field.

for the living creatures.

The cattle and creeping things of the city they sent forth
;

The assembly of creeping things and all the creation,

which is the assembly of my family,

Ea, the Lord of the illustrious face, the multitude of creeping

things he made strong.

This small fragment bears a strong resemblance to the

Hebrew version, and seems certainly to be the work of the

same school as the writers of the fifth tablet of the series,

it exhibits the same careful distinctions in. detail,

* Here the Sun is regarded as feminine, a conception very common in

mythologies, where lunar worship has preceded solar. This feminine con-

ception of the Sun is not unknown to Hebrew, as in Gen. 1.5. 17. It will be

observed that this phrase bears a direct contrast to that in Ps. 19. 5.

t Compare the expression "the Lord smelled the sweet savour" (Gen. 18. 21)

and the extensive use of the phrase in regard to sacrifices in the Books of

Leviticus and Deuteronomy. See also Col. III., 49, of the Deluge Tablet, "The
gods smelled the odour, the gods smelled the sweet odour."
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The expression sihnat napisti is one of frequent occur-

rence in the inscriptions, and corresponds exactly to that in

the Hebrew (Gen. 1. 24). There is a carcCid distinction

nia(K' bctwi'cn tht' cattle—j)i(ln—and the unuKtin or ^icat

wild beasts, and the latti-r word is oniittcil wlnii the cattU' of

the city are mentioned.

The u.se of this word umdam for ^reat wild Ixasts is of

considerable interest; e.^., it is used again in the iiunting

inscrii)tions of Tiglath-pileser I. (n.c. 115U), where we read

"the rest of the numerous animals (umdam), winged birds

of the air, which are among the beasts of the field."

In the same inscriptions the expression occurs, nmdtni

sd tiamtu, " great beasts of the sea," which may cvrtainly

be compared with the behemoth of the Hel)rew text.

It is very unfortunate that the lower portion of this

tablet is so mutilated, as, had it been more perfect, it seems

very probable that we should have had here the Babylonian

version of the creation of man. Tlu' deity mentioned

under the name of Bel-eni-ellute, " the Lord of the holy eye

or countenance," is the god Ea, to whom most of the in-

scriptions assign the creation of the human race. In a

tablet, which was at first regarded as the Babylonian story

of the Fall, but which is now proved to be a hymn to Ea,

the following p.issage occurs: Axa pddi-sunu ibuit avilutu

liiminu s(i biiUiKlhii basu itte sii—"For their redemption

did he crejite mankind, even he, the merciful one, with

whom is life " ; and in another fragment are the words,

" Mayest thou be great, for a noble companion art thou.

Let thy manhood be increased. "With the dominion of all

the go<ls I have caused thy hand to be tilled," wliieh, if

it applies, as I think it does, to the creation of man, seems to

be a remarkable i)arallel to the Hebrew, "Let us make num
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in our own image." In the same hymn we read, " INIay his

word (a?natH) be established, and not be forgotten in the

mouth of mankind (zalmat kahhadi), whom his hands

have created." Again, Merodach, in his character as the

son of Ea, occupies a position but slightly inferior to that

of his father, repeatedly assuming the divine epithets of his

father; and in a hymn to Merodach, Avilutmn zalmat

hahkadi siknat napisti mala siima nabu ina matati

basa—"Mankind (even), the human race, the living crea-

tures, all that by name are called, and in the land exist, is

thine." It would appear, therefore, that to Ea and Merodach,

or the pair conjointly, that the Babylonians attributed the

creation of the human race.*

It would seem also from a passage in a magical text of

considerable antiquity, being certainly of Akkadian origin,

that the story of the creation of woman from the rib of the

man was known to the Babylonians, for we read, Assat ina

udli nis uttam, " the woman from the flank of the man

-was called "—certainly this is a curious parallel to Gen. 2.

21,22.

We have now completed our examination of these very

important documents from the buried libraries of Babylonia

and Assyria, and there remains still the difficult question of

their date and relationship to the Hebrew version to be

discussed.

Upon this important subject much valuable light has

been thrown during the last few years by the discoveries in

Babylonia. It was at one time the opinion of many scholars

that the versions of these tablets, first published by Mr.

Greorge Smith, were of Assyrian origin, and, therefore, not of

* I shall treat more fully of this in the study of an older Creation Tablet

at the end of this chapter.
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earlier date than the time of Assur-bani-pal, ahoiit B.C. G50,

and that, under these cireumstauces, Jewish influence might

have been exercised in their composition. The discovery,

however, of larger j)ortions of these texts in the grwit

library of the University Temple of Nebo at Borsippa ic-

moves this objection. This library was one of the oldest in

Babylonia, being certainly in existence as early as B.C. 2500,

as both the temple and the scribes of the temple are men-

tiouetl. The temple of Nebo, the Prophet-god, was the

great centre of religious te^jching in Babylonia, and was

called " the House of Life "—the House of Knowledge.

Here all the great religious texts were preserved and studied,

and we have from its shelves duplicates of many well-known

inscriptions of which we had already obtained copies from

the library at Nineveh. Among these may be mentioned the

Deluge Tablet, the War in Heaven, portions of the Gilgames

Legends, and many grannnatical texts. 'J'lie valual)le dupli-

cate of the first Creation Tal)k't bears the following colo-

phon or endorsement :—" Like its old copy, written and

explained. The tablet of Nabu-balat-su-ikbi, son of ....
who is not the Nabu-balat-su-ikbi, son of Xaid-Marduk."

In the duplicate of the fourth tablet a similar definite state-

ment is made :
—" Copied for Xel)o by his lord, Naid-

Marduk, the son of the irrigator, for the preservation of his

life and the life of his hou.so. He wrote and placed it in

E-zida." It is evident from these statements that the docu-

ments were regiirded as sjicred texts, and placed bv pious

donors in the temples, like the gifts of a Missal or a Quran

by a i)ious Christian or Mohammedan. Tlic construction of

the Gilgames Ejjic shows that it must have been comjulcd

as e«rly as B.C. 2000-2200, probably during the great lite-

rary period under Khammu-rabi. In this we have the Deluge

I
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story, and a description, as I shall show, of Eden and the

Kerul)im. We may, therefore, very reasonably suppose that

these legends of the cosmogony were committed to literary

form about this period.

Other arguments in favour of this conclusion may be

found in the facts that the arrangements, names, and epithets

of the gods in the inscriptions of this period are in strict

accordance with the theogony of the Creation Tablets.

I have already pointed out that the prominence given to

the Moon and Stars over the Sun, the reversal of the order of

the Hebrew account in the fifth tablet, and the distinction

between animals of town and country in the seventh tablet,

marks the retention of the modes of thought of nomadic life

in the minds of the compilers of these tablets, while the

simple story of the Hebrew bears traces of the work of a

thoughtful settled literary class.

It seems to me, upon the evidence shown in a former

chapter of the long settlement of the Semites in Babylonia

prior to the migration of Abram, that these traditions, at

least perhaps in a simpler form, must have been known

in Chaldea if not in other parts of Western Asia.

That there was a close literary intercourse between

Egypt, Chaldea, and Palestine at an early date is now

beyond doubt. In the year 1887 there were discovered at

Tel el-Amarna, in Egypt, a number of documents—inscribed

clay tablets—written in the cuneiform character, which

supply the material for an almost complete reconsideration

of many of the arguments formerly used as to the relation

of the Babylonian and Hebrew primitive traditions. These

tablets could only belong to one period, the time of the

reigns of Amenophis III. and his son the heretic king

Khu-en-Aten, that is, from about B.C. 1450-1500. An
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examination of the tablets proved this to be the case,

nnd the documents to be letters and despatches written

to the kings of Egypt by the princes of Babylon—Mitani

(North Mesopotamia) and other states. They proved that

in the fifteenth century, that is, nearly two hundred years

before the Exodus and the age of Moses, the cuneiform

writing was the script of diplomacy in use in the principal

states of Western Asia nnd at the court of the kings of

Egvpt. This is a very astonishing discovery, nocssitating

a very careful consideration in our attempt to establish

a time relationship between the Hebrew and primitive

Babylonian legends. There is, however, a still more im-

portant feature, and one which brings this evidence still

more directly into the plane of argument. Many of these

letters were from the towns of Canaan, from the cities of

the Philistines, Amorites, and Phrrnicians, showing that

throughout the whole of the land, occupied some years

later by the Israelites, the teaching of Babylonian scribes

was established. There are letters from Askelon, Gaza,

Lacish, ITazor, from Amorite princes, and from Jerusalem,

thus proving that there were men in these towns able to

nad and write the Babylonian characters. If they could

write they could read, and as they could read, the litera-

ture of Babylonia was accessible to them.

Among the Udjlets found at Tel el-Amarna were some

not exclusively diplomatic, but literary tablets. Two of

these are fairly perfect—the legend of Eris-Kigal, or the

Babylonian Per.sephone, and the legend of " Adapa the

Fisherman." There is also a hymn to the war god. This

latter is the most important, as it contains an endorsement

stating that it was a copy nuide in the library of Nebo at

Borsii»[)a, which tends to prove that library to have been
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in a flonrisliing condition as early as B.C. 1500. It is

from this library that tlie greater number of our Creation

and Deluge Tablets originally came.

Documents from this temple were studied in Egypt

before the days of Moses, and scribes from this and other

libraries taught the cuneiform writing to the scribes of

Canaan. May not the traditions, which had been known

to Abram five hundred or more years before, have been

among those that were known to the learned at this time,

and have formed the ground-work of Hebrew tradition ?

As already stated, there is a marked difference in many

ways between the Hebrew and the later Chaldean reports,

and which materially argues against a borrowing in the

age of the Captivity.

That there was in post Captivity times a revision and

a re-editing, I think most students will admit ; but the

Tel el-Amarna tablets have shown clearly that there was

a possibility of these stories in some primitive form being

known to the people of Canaan, and to the learned in

Egypt, at least a century and a half before the days of

Moses. To what extent this opportunity was used we

know not as yet, but further research will no doubt reveal

much to us. One important point is clear, that there is

now introduced into the field of Biblical criticism, already

crowded, a factor, and a powerful one, hitherto unknown,

namely, the influence of a pre-Israelite Canaanite civilisa-

tion of a high standard, and in close and literary commu-

nication with Babylonia.

OLDEE CEEATION LEGENDS.

In a land with so many different religious centres and

temple schools, each with its own systems of theology, it is
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natural that there would grow up various legends of the

Creation. It is diflicult to say to which school the tablets

already considered belong, but in all probability they may

be assigned to the priesthood of the great temple of Nebo

at Borsippa. There are, however, in the British Mu-

seum, portions of tablets which fulfil our expectations as

regards there being other and local legends of cosmogonic

teaching. Two of these are of especial interest, as they

both belong to an early period of religious development,

namely, to the age when the old religio-magical creed had

not been entirely replaced by a polytheistic creed.

The Legend of Eridu.

A small tablet of grey clay written in Babylonian cha-

racters; it was first deciphered by Mr. T. G. Pinches, of

the British Museum. The inscription is a bilingual, written

in Akkadian and Semitic Babylonian, and is evidently a

document belonging to the library of the great temple of

Nebo at Borsippa. It is, however, as I shall shortly show,

manifestly a product of an older school than that of Bor-

sippa, and abounds in curious and interesting mythological

details. I translate it as follows :

—

The holy house, the house of the gods, in a holy site had not

been made.

A reed had not sprung up, a tree was not made.

A brick was not laid, a beam vras not made.

A house was not constructed, a city was not built.

A city was not made, an abode was not made strong.

Nipur had not been built, E Kurra was not constructed,

Uruki had not been built, E Anna wa« not constructed.

The Absu was not made. Eridu was not built.

The holy house, the house of the gods, its site was not made.

Thf whole world, the sea also

lu the midht of the sea was a flowing (tide;.
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At that time Eridu was built, E Sagila was constructed.

E Sagila which the god Lugal-du-azagga within the Alisu raised

up.

Babylon was built. E Sagila was made perfect.

The gods, and the Anunaki together he made.

The holy city, the abode of the" joy of their hearts, supremely

he proclaimed.

Merodach a wide space on the face of the deep bound (it) round.

He made dust, and poured it on the space.

The gods in the abode of the joy of heart he seated.

He made mankind.

The goddess Aruru created the seed of humanity by him.

The cattle of the field, the living creatures of the field he made.

The Tigris and Euphrates he made, and in (their) places he

placed.

Their names as good he declared.

Grass, marsh plants, reeds, and forest he made.

The verdure of the field he made.

The land, the pool, and the jungle ?

Oxen, the young steer, the humped cow and her calf, the sheep

of the fold.

The plantation, and the forest also.

The wild goat and the gazelle were protected by him.

The lord Merodach around the sea made an embankment.

This remarkable text bears on its face an indication of

being a mucli more ancient document than those ah'eady

considered in the early part of this chapter. It is in-

corporated into a magical library relating to the iDurifica-

tion of the temple of Nebo at Borsippa ; but a very

little examination is necessary to see that it is not an

original product of this school. The great prominence

given to Merodach, who is represented as the creator of

the world and the human race, as well as the frequent

mention of the Absu, or Mystic ocean, and of Eridu,

show that we have to deal with an adapted version of one

of the oldest legends of the great priest-city of Eridu.
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Such l)orrowiii«:f of Icji^eiuls and adapting thcin to local

necessities was not uncomuion, and there is one example

which is most striking. The city of Assur, the capital of

the Assyrian empire, was in reality u colonial city, long

under the rule of viceroys dependent upon the court of

Bahylonia. When, however, Assyria became a great

kingdom, the i)riests sought to attribute! its foundation to

the gods, and for this purpose compiled the following

legend :

—

" The god A.>-.sur opened his mouih, and said to the god Kir . . .

above the deep {Absu), the abode of Ea before E Surra, -which I have

built, below the two shrines I have made strong. When the god aro.^e

from the deep, thou didst prepare a place, unfinished it was, thou

didst establish the city of Assur {Pal-bi-ki) with the temple of great

gods. To his father Anu he spoke, even to him. The gods have ap-

pointed thee over whatsoever land thy hand has made, whatever thy

hand possesses over the eartli that thy hand has made, whatever thy

hand possesses, the city of Assur of whom the name thou hast declared,

the place which thou hast exalted for ever."

This legend, like the Creation one under consideration, is

manifestly modelled on the literature of the schools of

Eridu, especially the class of the magieal tablets in which

Merodach plays so important a part.

From this text it is evident that Merodach is regarded

as the creator of all things, and he appears here in the

same character as in the hymns, where he is invoked

as the 'Creator of mankind, even the black-headed race

(Akka<lians) and all living creatures that have received

u name that exist in the world or the four quarters of

the earth, wheresoever they are, all the angel host of heaven

and earth, all (come from thee)." This is undoubtedly a

hymn of the school of Eritlu, and its contents are in

exact agreement with the Creation text already translated.
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The mention of the " reeds and marsh land " prove

it to be a composition of a scribe of the Southern

schools.

There is a very interesting relic of older times preserved

in the last lines of the fragment, where we read, " The wild

goat and the gazelle were protected by him." This car-

ries us back to the days of totemism, and again serves to

identify this legend with the oldest school of Chaldea. In

Chaldea, as in Egypt, most of the gods had their sacred

animals or totems in one form or another.

In the mythological inscriptions Merodach is called

"the mighty one of the gazelle god," and as such the

" gazelle " was his totem. So also as a solar deity " the

goat" was one of his totems, and the goat-skin was the

sacred robe of the Babylonian priests, as the panther skin

was of the priests of Egypt.

The fact of this legend being, in its older form, a product

of the school of Eridu is of great importance when we

come to make such comparisons with the Biblical writings

as are possible. Eridu, the Eridugga of the Akkadians,

was the " Holy City," the abode of the god Ea and his

son Merodach. Ea bore the titles of " the god who knows

all things," " the lord of deep knowledge "—the Wise, and

his abode was the Ahsu or " House of deep knowledge "

(Bit nemiki) ; it was, therefore, pre-eminently the city of

Wisdom, and it is, therefore, most interesting to find a

curious parallel, or series of similar thoughts and expres-

sions, between this tablet and the " beginnings of wis-

dom," as described in the eighth chapter of ProA^erbs.

Portions, at least, of this remarkable Hebrew book

are assigned to the ages of Solomon and Hezekiah, both

periods of literary development among the Hebrew i^eople.
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especially the lattvr, and it is iutcivsting to Unci so stiik-

injr a scries of similarities.

Proverbs 8. 22-31.

The Loud possessed* mo in the

begiiiningt of his way,

Before his works of old.

I was J set up from everlasting.

When there were no depths

I was brought forth ;

When there were no fountains

abounding witli water,

Before the mountains were settled,

Before tlie hills were brought forth,

When as yet he had not made the

earth or the fields,

Nor the § highest part of the dust

of the world.

When he prepared the heavens I

was there
;

^V^len he set a circle upon the face

of the depth

,

When ho established the clouds

above,

When he
||
strengthened the foun-

tains of the deep,

When he gave to the sea his

decree.

That tho waters should not pass

his commandment,

When he appointed the founda-

tions of the earth,

My delights are with the sons of

men.

iNSCniPTIOKS.

The fiist-born ocean (Absu) was

their generator. (First tab-

let.)

The Absu (house of knowledge)

was not made.

In the midst of tho sea was a

flowing.

The verdure of the field he made.

He made the dust and poured it

on the space.

Merodach made a wide space on

the face of the deep, and

bound it round.

The Lord jNIerodach around the

sea made an embankment.

He made mankind, and the goddess

Aruru made the seed of man-
kind by him.

Here the resemblance is most striking when we regard

Merodach as the representative of his father, the god of

Fanned " t " at the first " t " wrought " § " heap of earth clods
"

|l"wero llxed firmly."—Notes from Variorum Bible.
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wisdom, and wisdom itself, the agreemont is most re-

markable.

There is much in the philosophical teaching of the

school of Eridu, as shown in the hymns, litanies, and

legends preserved in the British and other museums,

which shows a curious resemblance to the conception of

Wisdom in the Book of Proverbs, but these are outside

of the present subject.

The flowing in the midst of the sea is evidently the

tide, and this is supported by the reverse of the tablet,

of which only a fragment remains ; mention is also

made of the goddess Nin akha-kudda, the daughter of Ea,

who is called in other inscriptions the " lady of the rising

waters of Ea." A comparison of this fragment with the

first and second Tablets of the more complete series will

show that it was in all probability from such documents

that the compiler of this series derived his material.

The Legend of Kutha.

This legend of Eridu is not the only one which have

come to hand from the religious schools of Chaldea.

There is a portion of one of the product of the school of

Kutha, the sacred city of the god Nergal, the god of war

and death. It is very mutilated, but it will be as well

to quote it in order to complete our series of Creation

Legends. In some respects this is a legend of evil crea-

tion rather than of good.

(He is the lord) of all that is above, and that which is below, the

lord of the spirits of earth
;

Who drinks turbid waters, and drinks not clear waters.

He whose field is that where the wr.rrior's weapon (rests not),

he captures, he destroys.
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On a Uiblet he wrote not* his mouth and bodies and produce he

caused not to the land, and I drew not near him.

Warriors with the bodies of a bird of the valley, men with the

fjices of ravens did the great gods create.

In the earth the gods created his city.

Tianiat was their nurse

;

Their progeny the mistress of the gods created.

In the midst of the mountiiins they grew up and became heroes,

and increased in number ;

Seven kings begotten appeared as fathers
;

Six thoiisjind in number were their hosts

;

The god Iknini was their fatlier ; their mother, the queen Niehili."

Here follow the uaines of the seven brothers. They are

all in Akkadian and difficult of explanation, and may

therefore be omitted. The various generations created

seem to have been destroyed one after the other in much

the same manner as Berosos describes the destruction

of the composite creatures Avho preceded the organised

creation.

The god then laments that all his efforts have only pro-

duced war and destruction, as each of these successive

generations are destroyed. *' Verily now, and I, what have I

left to reign over ? I am a king who brings not peace to

his land, a prince who brings not peace to his hosts.

"Why have I established (only) corpses and left a desert ?

Terror of men : with niixht, death, and plague I have

cursed it." This seems to indicate that it is a creation

of evil by the dread god of war and death, and is evidently

of so local a character as n<jt to admit of any com-

parison with the liibiical aecouut. The tablet is how-

ever interesting as enabling us to explain the eagle or

raven-headed figures on tlie monuments, which seem to

be beings belonging to a former creation, of a composite
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character, who had preceded the advent of man upon

earth.

These inscriptions prove how in remote ages there had

been drawn up various legends of the creation of the

world, many of them presenting thoughts and concep-

tions of the work of the Creator similar to those found

in the Hebrew writings. They, therefore, tend to shew

how important the priests of Chaldea considered it, to

possess among the religious documents of their schools of

theology a carefvdly worded account of the beginnings of

all things.



( ^o )

CHAPTER III.

THE SERPENT AND THE FALL.

THE serpent, or, more properly spcakin<r, difterent kinds

of serpents, held a considerable place in tlu- rcli<;ions

of antiquity. The role of the .'^erpent varies considcraldy in

different systems ; in some it appears as divine, protective,

and benign. To this class belongs the Serpent of Ea—" the

wise one," which is an emldem of life and wisdom. In

other systems, on the contrary, it is the emblem of all that

is evil and dark. In all religions we meet with the hostile

night serpent and dragon—the wicked principle, wliich is

the emblem of death and darkness. In the mythology of

Babylonia this wicked Serpent is represented by the great

dragon, Tiamat, which for myriads of years had coiled

round the earth like a serpent around its egg, and whom,

as I have already stated, is represented on the monuments

as a serpent-limbed woman. The connection between the

serpent and night, and, consequently, with the long lirst

night which preceded the work of Creation, is proved by

the monuments, for two great mystic serpents are men-

tioned in the inscriptions. The tirst is called zir

zalamtum, " the Serpent of Darkness," or " the .shadow of

death "—the Hebrew zalmoth ; the second is called the

zir viusi, or "Serpent of night." There is little trace

of the war against the evil Serpent in the Hebrew writings ;

only a reference to it in the pa.ssage, " And Michael and

his angels fought against the dragon . . .and his angels"

(Rev. 12. 7), and in the eternal enmity whicli was to exist
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between the seed of the mother Eve and the Serpent

(Gen. 3. 15) ; yet both these passages are remarkably

illustrated by the monuments. This is another evidence

of the characteristic simplicity of the Hebrew account and

its freedom from polytheistic elements which strangely

enough keep touch with the thoughts of surrounding

nations. All the poetic features of the great Nature war

—one of the most universal of Nature myths—are found

in the exploits of Ahuramazda, Indra Vishnu in the East,

and of Apollo, Heracles, Kadmos, Odin, and Sigurd in

the "West. In the Hebrew record all this is summed up

in two passages :
—" And God said, let there be Light

"

(Gen. 1. 4), and " I will put enmity between thee and

the woman, between thy seed and her seed ; it shall bruise

thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel" (Gen. 3. 15). In

the Babylonian record we have this same idea with a

varied coating of polytheistic and mythic colouring.

The Nature war was an everlasting war, day by day and

evening by evening it was commenced and ended. The

Serpent slain, the Serpent again victorious, wounding the heel

of the victor Merodach, the " protector of good men," the

son of Ea, and the earth-mother, Davkina. In the myth,

one of the chief opponents of Merodach, the son of Ea,

is the great Serpent with seven heads and seven tails. This

hydra-like conception was but the demon of the week, the

hebdominal serpent. In the Babylonian mythology, Mero-

dach was the Lord of Light, the opponent of Darkness.

Light was synonymous with goodness, and so the Lord of

Light became the " good one," as the Serpent of Darkness

became the Evil One. In so poetic a school of religious

thought as that of Babylonia, it can hardly be expected

that so rich a theme as this Avould escape a copious
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elaboration, and consoquontly the second, third, and fourth

tablets of the Creation series are devoted to the Creation

of Light, the War in Heaven, the defeat and curse of the

Seri^ent, and, what is more important still, vahial)l(' traces

of the Legend of the Fall. Tianiat is here treated as the

Evil One, and is provide! with a mysterious spouse, Khuji,

whose name means the " maker of darkness." It is inter-

esting to observe in the Babylonian legend the hostility is

not only against the gods, but also against certain divinclij'

created beings who lived in a garden.

Is there any connection between this Serpent and the

Temptation and the Fall ? In several inscrij)tions the

Serpent is called aibu Hani, " the enemy of the gods "
; and

that as early as the twelfth century before the Christian era

it was regarded as a terrible pow^er to inflict death and evil

is shown by its mention in the imprecatory clauses on two

boundary stones from Babylonia. On the Michaux Stone,

in Paris, the writer says, " The emblems of the great gods

and the Serpent on the written stone are recorded." On a

fine memorial stone of Nebucha<^lnezzar I., king of Babylon,

B.C. 1140, this Serpent-god is mentioned by name, and

called SImpn Iln Shvpu, the Hebrew *S2J^ shipi, "to

glide ";* while in another mythological tablet we lind this

Serpent mentioned as the ally of Zir Khiissu, the "Hissing

Serpents," who fight against the gods.

In the Hebrew account of the Fall, the Serpent is spoken

of as "more subtil than any beast of the field" D^^i?

(arum) (Gen. 3. 1). The inscriptions throw most highly

important light upon this subject. The Serpent is, I have

said, called the foe or enemy of the gods, aibu, the Hebrew

• See the important notes upon the use of this word by Delitzsch, \cu}
Commentary on GeneaU, vol. i., p. 1G2.
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^^^5 {oyeh). In the tablets this word is equated Avith the

Akkadian word Erim, and which means " to enchant,"

and the Lu-Erim was " the magician."

The word Erim bears so remarkable a resemblance to tlie

Hebrew arum, that it seems to be quite legitimate to regard

it as borrowed. If this is the case, it throws much light on

the role of the Serpent as a tempter. The Hebrew name of

the Serpent, ^T]'^, Nahhash, is cognate with that of Nakhson,

"divine" (Num. 1. 7), and both are cognate with the

root b^n!3) which has an undoubted magical signification,

occurring in such phrases as, " observed times and enchant-

ments " (2 Kings 21. 6), " neither shall ye use enchant-

ments" (Lev. 19. 26), "to seek for enchantments " (Num.

28. 1). How appropriate this epithet was to the Ser-

pent is shown by the Babylonian inscription :

—

Against the gods, my fathers, thy enmity thou hast directed.

Thou enslaver of my companions,

Stand up, I and thou will fight together.

When Tiamat heard this

She uttered her former spells, she repeated her words
;

Tiamat also cried vehemently with a high voice.

She recited an incantation, she cast her spell.

Here, then, we have the direct association of the subtilty of

the Serpent, and the witch or magician—a very remarkable

comment on the curious phrase in the Bible (Gen. 3. 13),

" the serpent beguiled me and I did eat." But this associa-

tion was not only with magic, but also with death. The

Serpent, who was the enemy of gods and men, was the

offspring of the land of death, and is called binut arali or

hinut bit muti, " the creation of the house of death." The

connection between death and the Serpent is common in

most religions, but the association of the beguiler, enchanter,
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and (loath, is fiirtluT boruo out hy tlu- iiisciiptiuiis, wlicit' the

Lu-Erim, or magiciau, is called "tlic man in whose mouth

)s death," and the bite of the serpent is called " a touch f)f

the mouth of death." The important point is, have \ve any

trace of the story of the Fall in the Uabylonian inscrip-

tion ? and, if so, is it in any way associated with di-ath ?

The first indication is a£fonle«l by the seal figured in Mr.

George Smith's Chaldean Genesis (p. 88), in which a scene

in many ways resembling the Fall is represented. A man

and woman are seated on either side of a tree, from

whose branches hang rich bunches of fruit, and behind the

woman a serpent is rearing up. The garden of the gods is

represented upon several seals, notably one in the Hague

Museum, and some in the Cesnola collection. In the

Mythological Tablet, which is the third of the Creation

series, is described the various wicked acts of the Serpent

Tiamat :

—

The great gods, all of them determiners of fate.

They entered, and, death-like, the god Sar filled.

In sin one with the other in compact joins.

The command was established in the garden of the god.

The Asnan (fruit) they eat, they broke in two,

Its stalk they destroyed :

The sweet juice which injures the body.

Great is their sin. Themselves they exalted.

To Merodach, their redeemer, he appointed their fate.

It is almost impossible not to see in this fragment the

j)itli of the story of the F.iil, wliile the last line at once

brings Merodach before us as the one who wouUl ilefeat the

Tempter and restore the fallen. The expression used is

mufir gimili sti-nu, "restorer of their benefit "—words all

clearly Semitic.

L
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Kerubim.

In the ninth tablet of the Gilgames Legends this garden

of the gods is described as " one with trees bearing crystal

fruits and emerald leaves, and whose branches hang down

with beautiful shade." Moreover, it is guarded by Kerubim

in the shape of scorpion men and women, who are thus

described by the writer :

—

To the Mountains whose names is donhle,

To the Twin Mountains, in his course he came,

"Which each day guard the San, rising

Over them was the threshold of heaven,

Below them the tomb sank down.

Scorpion men who guard its gate

;

Burning with terribleness is their reverence—beholding them

death.

The greatness of their aspect sweeps the slopes of the hills
;

At the rising of the Sun and the setting of the Sun, they guard

the Sun.

In this remarkable extract the most startling description

of the Kerubim is given.

One other point remains to be noticed, and this is the

crushing of the Tempter, which is described in the Baby-

lonian Tablet in the following words :

—

Tiamat, whom he had bound, then turned backward.

So Bel trampled on the belly of Tiamat

:

"With his club unslung he smote her brain,

He broke it, and caused her blood to flow
;

The North wind bore it away to secret places.

Here, then, is the victory of the seed of the woman.

It is curious to notice the Babylonian Arali or House of

Death, the abode of the Serpent, was placed in the north-east.

It may therefore be concluded that there are in the Baby-

lonian records distinct traces of " the Story of the Serpent

and the Fall in the Garden."
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CHAPTER IV.

THE BEGINNING OF CIVILISATION.

nnnE Hebrew Scriptures, as well as most Oriental tra-

-*- ditious, agree in placing the " beginning of civilisation
"

in that seuii-niythic period before the Deluge. It was

the age of the heroes; it was the age in which each caste

of society sought to place its founder. The fourth chapter

of Genesis has been aptly called by some writers the IIel)rew

Legend of Civilisation, for it is there the record is given

of the first steps of the primitive forefathers on the path-

way of civilisation. The chapter is a very remarkable

one; as will be observed in the first place, it stands to

a certain extent alone, being less connected with the nar-

rative than others ; and, in the second phace, it is entirely,

with the exception of the last two verses, the work of

the Jehovist writer. This is an importiint jioint to con-

sider when examined in its relation to monumental

evidence. The structure of the Jehovist's narrative is

very remarkable; it is he alone who records the Fall,

and the beginning of Civilisation. According to him, any

individual action on tht' part of man, such as the eating

of the forbidden fruit, is an exaltation of himself in rivalry

to God, and consequently a sin. So, also, his progress

on the path of civilisation is assigned to the line of the

cui-sed one, Cain the murderer is driven from the face of

Jehovah. How curiously this is indicated even in the very

first steps. 'J'hc Fall is followed by the sense of nakedness

and shame ami the making of coats of fig-leaves, followed
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by the " making of coats of skins," which brings enmity

between man and the brute creation (Gen. 3. 21).

In this fourth chapter there is, however, a very remark-

able outline of the dawn of civilisation, and one which I

venture to think has not i-eceived so much attention as

it merits. There is a method and arrangement in the events,

which indicates a careful study of the laws of racial develop-

ment. From the first parents banis^hed from Paradise are

born two children—sons, Cain and Abel. These two become

respectively the heads of the two earliest divisions of the

human race—the agriculturist and the pastoral nomad.

The two divisions established, there is an unceasing rivalry

between them, as I have already pointed out when dealing

with the Creation Legends. It exists to-day in the rivalry

between the Bedawin and Fellahin as it did in the days of

Mohammed, who said, " The Divine glory is among the

shepherds, vanity and impudence among the agriculturists."

This rivalry leads to a continual Avarfare. Indeed, among

the agricultural Babylonians the word enemy was synony-

mous for a " nomad of the desert." This rivalry is shown

in the struggle between the two brothers for the favour

of the God of the land ; and, according to the scheme of the

Jehovist, " the tiller of the soil " is rejected and the " feeder

of sheep " is accepted. The rivalry then leads to blood-

shed, and the shepherd is slain by his agricultural brother.

In the struggle for existence, the nomad goes down before

the settler ; the shepherd succumbs to the agriculturist. The

first step of man on the path of civilisation is marked by

hatred and bloodshed. The murderer is banished with the

curse of Jehovah upon him. He leaves the land of Eden

—

" the field " or " plain "—and departs eastward to the land

of Nod (Gen. 4. 16). This land, Avhich has so long been
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nnlcnown, is now identified by the ai<l of the monuments

as the district to the east of the Tigris, one of the rivers

of Eden, the land of the barbarians. It was inhabited

by mixed races of hardy, warlike, plundering mountaineers

—

the Guti of the inscriptions, the Goim of the Hebrews (fJen.

14. 1). In the roeky ranges of the districts of Kurdistan

and Luristivn had grown up kingdoms and tril)al princcddins

ever hostile to the Babylonians and the dwellers in Meso-

potamia. The old kingdoms of Ansan, Elam, and later

on Persia, were situated in this region. It was from this

district that Cyrus martheil to deliver the death blow to

this " first of empires." In the inscriptions, mixed tribes

of this district are called by the name of Zab manda, or

" host of the manda " This word manda comes from the

root Nadu, " to wander," and agrees with the expression

of Cain, "I have become a fugitive and a wanderer " (Gen.

4. 14). Zabmanda became synonymous with "barliarian

wanderer," and the land of Nod the " land of the barba-

rians," or " wanderers." It is probable that here is an echo

of the origin of one element of Babylonian civilisation—that

of the Akkadian " mountaineers " from the east of the Tigris.

The First City We now come to the next step in this

nniarkal)le ehaptt-r. Cain has a son, Enoch (Khanoch) ;

''he builded a eitv, and callctl the name of the city after

the name of the son, Enoch." Here we have a step in

perfect accord with the laws of racial development. 'J'he

agriculturist becomes a village dweller, from whom is liorn

the town or city dweller.

Before considering this stage in the development of primi-

tive man, it will be well to advance one stage further

—

"and unto Enoch was born had."
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At this stage of study a little difficulty presents itself,

as the two names admit of no clear etymological explana-

tion by Hebrew ; Enoch being explained as " dedicated,"

and Irad by " wild ass," neither of which statements are

satisfactory in affording any solution.

If, however, we turn to Babylonian inscriptions, there is

material that will assist us. It is universally admitted that

Hebrew or Biblical names, which I prefer to call them,

as they are not all Hebrew, have a meaning generally in

some degree associated with the life or circumstances of the

person or place indicated.

In Gen. 10. 10 one of the earliest of the cities of

Nimrod, the city of Erech, is mentioned. This city was

the first capital of the ancient Chaldean empire, and its

name was Uru-Ki, " the city of the land "
; but the Akkadian

pronunciation of the ideograms of this name was Unug, or

Unuk, which, allowing for the strong gutteral pronunciation

of the first character of either y or n> would make out a

very slight corruption between it and Khanoch, or Enoch.

It becomes, then, most clear that Khanoch, the name of the

first city of Hebrew tradition, bears a close resemblance

to Unuh, the first capital of Chaldea.

With regard to Irad, I should venture to suggest that

this albO is a Babylonian name, but slightly corrupted.

In the south of Babylonia, on the shores of the Persian Gulf,

was the great sacred city of Chaldea, a city which perhaps

rivalled Uruk or Erech in antiquity. This town was called

by the Akkadians Ei-i-dugga, " the holy city," which passed

into Semitic Babylonian in the form Eridii, and is a

very near approach to the Hebrew Irad. The suggestion

receives very strong support from the Chaldean traditions

as recorded by Berosos, which certainly make Eridu one
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of tho cities wlierc primitivo civilisation in Biiltvloiiia

first bo^iin. Acconlin;^ to this Grcco-Chaldcaii wiitt-r, we

read :
" In the first year there appeared in tliat pait of the

Ervthean Sea (Persian Gulf) which Imnlers on Balnlonia u

creature emlowcd with reason, by nanu- Oanncs, wiioso

whole body was that of a fish; under the lish's head he had

another head, with feet also below similar to those of a man

subjoined to a fish's tail. His voice, too, and lann;uage were

articulate and human, and a representation of him is pre-

served even to this day."

"This being was accustomed to pass the day amon<^

men, but took no food at that season ; he gave tlu-m an

insight into letters and sciences and arts of everv kind. ]Ie

taught them to construct houses, to found temples, to com-

pile laws, and explained to them the principles of geom(;trical

science. He made them to distinguish the seeds of the

earth, and showed them how to collect the fruits; in short,

he instructed them in everything which could ti-ud to soften

their manners and humanise their lives."'*

This mystical creature, Oannes, is certainly to be identified

with Ea, "the god of the sea," the lish-god, and tlie god

of wisdom of Chaldea, the seat of whose worshij) was in

Eridu. I am, therefore, inclined to think that we have

in both these names, Enoch and Irad, not so much personal

names as those of cities.

Beginnings of Music.—The next stage is interesting,

but a little dillicult to explain. Lamech has two wives,

Adah and Zillah. The former has two sons, " Jabal, tlie

father of all such as dwell in tents and have cattle

"

• "Eusebios Chron.," Cory's translation.
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(Gren. 4. 20), and Jubal was "the father of all such as

hand the harp and organ," or [pipe] (4. 21). In the first it

would seem as if it was a retrograde movement, but it is

probably another tradition woven into the history. The

second, however, is much more interesting, as it presents

a record of the introduction of the arts of pleasure in

the form of music. It appears at first strange that the

arts of pleasure should be invented before those of utility,

such as metal working, but this is not unusual ; nearly

all negro tribes, for example, have a system of music

and musical instruments of some kind of which they are

presumably fond, and this is the case in many tribes where

the working of metals is unknown. The instruments

described are the harp (kinnor), and the organ or pipe,

ugah, upon which the Babylonian monuments fortunately

throw very considerable light.

Among the ruins at Tello, the ancient Sirpurra, "the

city of the bright light," in South Chaldea, M. de Sarzec

discovered a very interesting monument, a sort of memorial

of victory. The age of this monument is unknown, but it

may with considerable certainty be placed as early as

B.C. 3000. It represents a harper and a number of musi-

cians playing pipes and cymbals.

In this sculpture we have a most striking illustration

of the beginnings of music as recorded in this chapter

(Gren. 4. 21). Unfortunately, the name of the harp in the

inscriptions is unknown, but the flute player is often

mentioned. The flute was called Gi-bu, " the long reed."

and flutes were used in the services of the temples.

Metal Working.—The invention of the arts of utility

is attributed to the hero Tubal-Caiu. In our A.V. we
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read, "an instructor of every artificer in l)rass and iron"

(Gen. 4. 22), but which may be more clearly read " a

forger of every instrumeut in copper and iron."* The work-

ing of the metals naturally implies the use of fin', and

of the knowledge of tlu^ art of kindling fire. We therefore

find in most ancient rdigous systems that the working of the

metals is as.sociated with the fire god.

The explorations of M. de Sarzec at Telle on the Shat-

el Hie, in Southern Babylonia, brought to light the ruins

of a very ancient city. This city Sirpurra, " the bright

light or rianic," as its name indicates, was dedicated to the

god Ningirsu. Most of the inscriptions are those of a

monarch named Grudea {Prophet), whose reign was about

B.C. 2800; but there are many monuments of a far greater

antiquity, reaching back to about B.C. 4000. The most

archaic of these have inscriptions in a curious linear cha-

racter, almost pictorial, Avhich preceded the elaboration of

the cuneiform writing. All the monuments contain dedi-

cations to " Xingirsu, the warrior of Ellila " (" the lord

of the ghost land "). This god was the fire god of

Habylonia, and his worship was closely associated with

the working of the metals.

The inscriptions and monuments from Tello enable us to

ascertain the nature and character of this god. The name

Ningirsu means simply *' the i)iercer of the flesh," or mass
;

one form of his worship was of a character prevalent in

all Oriental religions, but which cannot be di.scussed here.

The city is saeretl to the lire-god, and from the inscrip-

tions we learn that its temple was called " the hou.se of the

fire-brand," or "fire wood." In many of the inscriptions

* See Variorum BibU.

M
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from Tello the god Ningirsu is associated with " the lord

of the wood of life." Taking all these points together,

there is no difficulty in identifying, as I did many years

ago, Ningirsu with " the fire god," and the " god of the

fii'e stick." He was, in fact, the Prometheus of Chaldea,

and therefore Sirpurra, becomes the Pyropolis, or Fire

City, of Chaldea. I would here make a suggestion— it is

but a suggestion—that Ningirsu was the upper or revolv-

ing fire stick ; the piercer of the flesh, or robber ; the

Araui of the Vedas, who draws the hidden fire from the

Gis-zida, or " wood of life," the lower stick in which the

fire was hidden. A fire drill complete was found by Prof.

Flinders Petrie at Kahun, in the Fayoum, in Egypt.

The figures in the illusti'ation afford ample proof of this.

The attitude of the god holding in his hand the cone is

exactly that assumed by a person using the fire stick.

Beside this, is a figure of the fire god found at Khorsabad,

the palace of Sargon II. (b.c. 722).

The association of the fire god with the City of Gudea is

thus of great importance from an archailogical point of view.

To explain this, I will quote a hymn to the fire god from a

tablet in the British Museum :

—

The fire god, the prince who is mighty in the land
;

The warrior, the son of the deep, who is high in the land.

Oh, Fire God ! 1 ly thy pure fire

In the house of darkness thou makest light.

Thou determinest the destiny of all that is called by name

Of bronze and lead ; thou art the mingler.

Of silver and gold thou art the purifier
;

Thou art he that turnest away the breast of the evil man at night.

This hymn, it will be seen, associates the fire god with the

working of metals, and it is therefore not surprising to
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fiud some lino specimens of nu'tiil work in tlic t'xcavatioiis at

Telle. These examples show the skill wliicli the Baby-

lonians had attained to at so early an ajj^e. The knowledge of

bronze casting must have been acquired very early, as we find

it referred to in the hymns, where the man purified of sin is

said to shine like " bronze poured out of tlu? crucible." The

work of the age of Gudi'a shows considerable advance on

primitive work, for it is chased, and has been inlayed with

gold in the decorations of the dress, as shown by two

stjitues of Ningirsu in the British Museum. Some little

figures were found which belong to an age very much

more ri-mote, and were discovered in the lowest strata of

the ruins with monuments of so archaic a character as to

necessitiite them being placed at a period as far back

as at least b.c. 4000. "With these discoveries I shall deal

later on. This early metal working is most interesting,

as it throws so much light Ti[>on the Hebrew record of

early civilisation contained in Gen. 4, where the working

of bronze and iron is attributed to Tubal Cain (ib. 4. 22).

Iron is not mentioned in these inscriptions. There is,

however, a very valuable passage relating to the metals in

an inscription upon a large statue ; the king, speaking of

his statue, says, " Neither in silver or in copper or in tin

or in bronze let anyone undertake the execution." The

separate mention of tin and copper followed by bronze'

indicates a knowledge of making an amalgam of these

metals. Gold is only mentionetl a.s gold dust.

Much uncertainty exists with regard to the original

working of iron, as, owing to its rapid oxidisation, deposits

of iron tools become soon destroyed. Dr. Flinders I'etrie*

• "Ten Yeare' Digging," p. 152.
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places it as late as b.c. 800. Iron may have been known as

a curiosity, just as one example of bronze occurs two tliou-

sand years before it came into actual use ; but it had no

effect on the arts. A discovery made by Mr. W. Bliss

in the excavations at Tel Hesy, the site of the ancient

Amorite fortress of Lacish, in Southern Palestine, carries it

back later. He discovered the remains of a large smelting

furnace, with a considerable deposit of slag at the bottom.

The slag has been analysed by Dr. Adams, Professor of

Chemistry at Beyrout, and pronounced to be iron and

silicon, with no trace of copper. This furnace was on a

layer, which, from other objects around, cannot be assigned

to a later date than b.c. 1400. Upon the scarcity of iron,

not necessarily indicating a want of knowledge of this metal

and the modes of obtaining it, I may quote the words of

Prof. Remsen, of Baltimore, who says, " The suggestion has

been made that it is less difficult to extract iron from its ores

than to make bronze
;
possibly iron was used as early as

bronze, but owing to the fact that iron easily rusts, imple-

ments of this metal have disappeared, while tho.=e of bronze

remain." It is, therefore, within all the bounds of possibility

that the Hebrew wi-iter is correct in assigning an early age

to iron working.

Thus, then, it will be seen that not only in every step,

but in almost every detail of those individual steps, the

growth of culture in Babylonia corresponds with the out-

line given in this remarkable chapter in Genesis.

Cain and Abel—A curious echo of the Legend of

Civilisation is found in one of the tablet books of the

Epic of Chaldea, the Story of Grilgames, or Nimrod, and

it presents a strange resemblance to the Hebrew story
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in the arrangt'incut of the episodes. lu the sixth tal)let

of the series, Istar, the godiless, has fallen in love with

Gilgames, or Nimrotl, the king of the city of Uin((j

(Enoch), or Erech. The tablet l)cgins with a proposal

of marriage from the goddess,

—

For the favour of Gilgames Istar, the princess, lifted her eyes.

Look, Gilgames, and bo thou my bridegroom ;

Bo thou my husliiind, and I will be thy wife, etc.

After a long address, the hero tiinnts her with the harm she

has done her former lovers. " Never," he says, " may I be

thy bridegroom for ever, never may any god make thee

happy. Go, I will tell thee the story of thy enslavements."

Among the lovers are two whose stories afford a curious

resi'mblauce to those of Cain and Abel, and arc probably

old-folk legends of the myth of civilisation.

" Thou didst love the shepherd Tabidu, who continually

poured out for thee the smoke of sacrifices. Every day he

was slaughtering \-ictims for thee; thou didst drive him

forth, and into a jackal didst change him. His own sheep

cote drove him away, and his own dogs tore his flesh." In

this storv, so closely resembling the myth of Actceon, we

have the shepherd sacrificing to the mother goddess. In

the next story : " Moreover, thou didst love IsuUanu, the

gardener of thy father {Ami), who was for ever raising fur

thee costly trees. Every day he made bright thy plate.

Thou didst take from him his sight, and didst mock him."

The names are interesting, Tabulu being a derivation from

the same root as Abel, while Isullanu is exi)lained by " he

who makes hving things green."

Having thus established the existence in Babylonia of

legends of civilisation closely similar, it may not be out
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of place to examine some of the features of this primitive

culture.

Akkadian Civilisation.—The discoveries of recent years

have given an immense retrospective enlargement to our

knowledge of Oriental history, and especially that of

Chaldea. Inscriptions have been deciphered so archaic

in character as to seem almost mere scratchings, and

revealed languages most primitive in construction, but

still the products of centuries of thought and labour.

Artistic remains have been discovered in the ruins of

Chaldean cities dating back thirty and forty centuries

before the Christian Era, which show that there, as in

Egypt, the beginnings of art are lost in the remote jjast.

To begin with the linguistic affinities. The language of

the cuneiform inscriptions on the statues and bricks from

these cities is an agglutinative one, allied to the language of

the early Elamite population and the proto-Median dialect

of the people of Ansan, its modern affinities being found in

the Ugro Finnic and Tartar dialect ; while, as Drs. Terrien

de Lacouperie and Ball have shown, there is a distinct

linguistic relationship between these primitive tongues and

the language of Early China—that introduced by the Bak

tribes, the so-called Hundred Families. Linguistically their

position is not ditficult to define as belonging to the Tura-

nian family and the Tartar branch of that group, with a

close affinity to the languages of Central Asia—a district

through which they passed at an early period.

Racial Types.
—

"VVe will now examine such racial types

as the monuments afPord, and endeavour to see to what

extent they agree with the evidence of language.
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The type of the first face in the illustration would lie

at once assigiu'd to the Turanian branch, an<l resembles

exactly the features of the Elaniites of the nionunients and

the Tai-tiirs of Central Asia. Above all we have the fuil)aii,

a most characteristic feature. The .second head is more

difficult to class, owing to its l)eing shaved. It is manifestly

that of a (lallii or priest, and should, 1 tliink, be classed

also as belonging to the same family; it is certiiinly not

Semitic. In the older monuments, such as the Stele of

the Vultures, we get as far as the archaic work will admit

an identification,—a Turanian and \eiv Cliiuese or Mono"ol

type, with even faint traces of the pig tail.

There is, therefore, au undoubted agreement between

the ethnographical and linguistic evidence in classing this

primitive population of Chaldea as belonging to the Tartar

and Mongol branch of the great Turanian family.

Social Life.—The social details of the life of the eom-

mimity as descril)ed in the inscriptions indicate a primi-

tive organisation to Avhieh the monuments have not before

afforded us access. The Babylonian and Assvrian reljoious

texts had made us familiar with the fact that the creed

of Turanian primitive Chaldea was a religio-magic similar

to that of the Shamans of Tartiiry, but no historical

or contemporary evidence of the actual existence of such

a creed was forthcoming. The in.^criptions of Tello

show, however, that this weird religion still held its

position in the days of Gudea; although the spirits had

become gods, and the temple replaced the tent of the

medicine man. When Gudea asceniled the throne he siivs,

" Then the city he made ])ure ; he cleansed it, when
he laid the I'oumlatioii of the temi)le and deposited the
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record. The callers of demons, the seers of spirits, the

charmers, the wives of muttering (witches), from the city

he drove out ; who ever went not willingly by the soldiers

was expelled." This shows us clearly the primitive age

we have to deal with. The solemn act of the king must

be interfered with by no muttered charm or magician's

spell; no evil eye must be cast upon the work. The king

then describes the great period of peace which he had

chosen for the work of building the temple. I^o malevo-

lent influences existed, no death had taken place, " no

female mourner had caused her lamentation to be heard,"

the plaintiff to place of the oath had not gone, " no

robber to the house of a man had entered." It was a

time of peace, " a fortunate day at the commencement of

the year." A calendar which I published some years ago

showed how this superstition as to lucky and unlucky

days affected every detail of primitive Babylonian life,

and no doubt Gudea had examined every sign and omen

before undertaking his pious work. "We have now the

record of a most curious custom, a species of public

holiday. " Penalties I have remitted, gifts I have given."

For seven days service was not exacted. The female

slave has been made the equal of her mistress, the male

slave the equal of his master. The chief to his vassal

has been made the equal. This curious week of communal

life is of great interest, as it must be the survival of a

very primitive age indeed. It is, however, manifestly the

same as the festival of the Sakoea mentioned by Berosos,

" when for five days the masters should obey their ser-

vants." It is to be noted here that the female slave is

mentioned along with her mistress, and before the male

slave and his master.
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Position of Women.—One of the most intoresliii^ mid

cliani'Mi-ristic features of this civilisation was the hi<5h

position of -women. Tiie mother here is always repre-

sented by a sign which means *' the goddess of the

honse." Any sin against the mother, any repudiation

of the mother, was punished by banishment from the

comrannity. These facts are evidently indicative of a

people who had at one time had the law of matriarcal

descent. In the hymns we find in the Sumirian ver-

sion '* female and male " the order ; while in the Semitic

texts it is " male and female." Another example of this

equality of women of a most interesting character is

afforded by this passage. Speaking of the offerings to

his stiitue the king .says, " The house were there is no

son the daughter with new (?) offerings has entered
;

before the face of the statue she has placed them."

This freedom once accorded to women in the primitive

times was never withdrawn entirely, ajid thus in the later

B.ibylonian times we find women exercising almost equal

rights with the men. This high position of woman in the

community is another very distinct mark of the Turanian

character of this early people, and has been noticed as still

surviving among tho tribes of Central Asia by Professor

Vamberv.*

Peaceful Character.—The whole characteristic of this

early connnunity is one of peace and plodding self im-

provements, with no aggressive elements. Only one war

is recorded, and that is against the national foe, the

land of An.san, afterwards the Elamite kingdom. From

• It may he tliis high estimate of women that led to tlio mention of

Adah, Zillah, and Naauiah in the Hebrew beginning of civilisation.

N
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the earliest times, earlier even than the days of Gudea,

the Elamite was the born foe of the people of Chaldea,

and between them there was a never-ceasing border feud.

How truly an hereditary antipathy this was may be seen

when the old Nature war becomes the national epic.

Khumbaba, the old storm-god, the everlasting enemy of

the solar hero, is transformed into Khumbaba the Elamite,

The one war of Gudea is described as " By arms the city

of Ansan in the land of Elam he has conquered ; its spoils

to the god Ningirsu he has consecrated."

Sacred Statues.—The statues of Gudea had a curious

religious position. They were placed in the temple as

everlasting representations of the king always to be before

the god and remembered by him. Certain offerings were

instituted " of food, beer, oil and meal," and under a severe

penalty these were not to be revoked. On one of the statues

we read, " Gudea unto the statue has given a command, to

the statue of my king speak thou." The figure was really

an embodiment of the king in the temple for ever; it

was, like the Egyptian Ka statue, inhabited by the spirit

of the king, and fed by the Ka offerings made to it.

The statue was a most sacred object, to be protected by all

the laws of ancestor worship, for thus the king speaks

regarding it: "Who ever shall transgress my judgments,

revoke my gifts, or in the recitation of my prayers shall

suppress my name and insert his own "—then shall he be

cursed with a bitter curse :

—

Like an ox slijill he be slain in the midst of his prosperity!

Like a wild bull shall he be felled in the fidlness of his

strength

!

As for his throne, may those even whom he has bound captive

overthro-n- it in the dust.
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His njinic in the finiplc of liis god may they enuso fioin the

tablets.

May his god upon tho ruin of his country not look !

May ho ravage it with tho rains from hofiven !

ALiy ho ravage it with waters of tho ejirth

!

May ho become a man without a name

!

May his princely race lie reduecd to slavery.

May this man as every man who acted evilly to his chief from

under the vault of heaven, in no city find a resting place.

Such wa.s the great excommunication pronounced agsiinst

any who injured the royal stiitue. It is interesting to find

this curse ah-i-ady forniuhitfd as early as 2S00 B.C., for in

it is the same as the cur.se which appears on all the

Kudurri or boundary stones until cpiite hiter—for in

(!haldee cursed indeed was he who renioved his neigh-

Ixjur's land-mark.

I have now described the principal features of the

art and civilisation of the age of Gudea ; its high .'stan-

<lar(l is beyond doubt, and far distiint as it is, nearly

forty -eight centuries ago, its progress indicsttes long

centuries of previous development. Generations of toil-

ing, plodding human beings, each adding its quota to

liiiild up this stage of the great learning and wiMbna of

C'liald.-a.

The eivili.sation of Ancient Chaldoa presents many very

remarkable characteristics. Its chief featui-e, however,

is its evident self-development. The ancient Akkadeans

were a contented home-dwelling people, with little desire

to exhibit an aggressive jjolicy either in trade or war,

and con.«equently we lind llir basis of many of tin- laws

of social life laid down by them. Among these simple

laws we notice those of the family especially, which,

even in the days of the powerful Semitic dynasties, were
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never eradicated. One of the most beautiful features of

these early laws is the high position accorded to women.

The control of the family by the mother, who is called

the goddess of the house, the power of women to hold

property, to make their own wills, and to act as parties

to, or witnesses of contracts, were never lost. So also

the laws of master and servant, the relations of landlord

and tenant were set forth on a simple primitive basis

w^hich was a lasting one, and which formed the rule

upon which many surrounding lands based their laws.

In fact, we can see in this remarkable civilisation, the

result of plodding and practical experience, many of the

simple laws which constitute to this day the ground-

work of Sociology.
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CHAPTER V.

THE DELUGE.

THEKE are preserved aiiioug Oriental tiai lit ions of the

great Deliifje, three Avhieh stand out as j)rc-(MiiiiH'ntly

ancient:—The Hebrew records in Genesis (ehai>s. 6—9);

the versions of the Chaldejin tradition, preserved in the writ-

ings of the Greco-Chaldean historian Berosos ; and to these

we may now add the luoi'c ancient version of the oriirinal

Chaldejvn inscription from which Berosos at least derived his

account. The story of the discovery of the Chaldean in-

scriptions—which took place about twenty years ago, by the

late Mr. George Smith—is well known, but it requires

recapitulation, in order that at the outset of the study the

position that this legend holds in the mass of Chaldean

literature may be clearly understood.

The very direct references in the Scriptures (Gen. 10. 8-10;

Mic. 5. C) to Nimrod as the great hero of Chaldea, as well

as the numerous legends of Hebrew, Arab, and Greek

writers, always led the decipherers to hope that some day

there would be revealed, from beneath the dust of centuries,

the legends which the Chaldeans themselves had of this

Eponym of their nation. In 1872 Mr. Smith found a num-

ber of a series of tiiblets which related to a hero, who was

"a mighty-one on Earth," bearing tlie title of "the Warrior,

perfect in strength," who distinguished himself in war and

in the huntins: field.
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It was evident from the descriptions of this hero's great

deeds that he was the same person as that powerful giant

god so often represented in the Assyrian sculptures at

Khorsabad and on the engraved Cylinder Seals. Other

fragments of these tablets having been obtained from the

East, it was found that the series of tablets when complete

consisted of twelve tablet-books, each one corresponding

to one of the twelve deeds or labours of this Chaldean

Hercules. The hero of this cycle of poems is called

Gilgames, a name which is of non-Semitic— probably

Akkadian—origin, and means the " mass of fire " ; and the

series of tablet-books are known by the name of Zikar

Gilgames, " the story of Gilgames."

The epithets applied to him are nearly all solar, as in a

hymn addressed to the solar hero he is called *' Gil-

games, the King perfect in Strength, the Judge of the Spirits,

the Exalted Prince, the Chief of Mankind, the Watchman

of the Four Quarters, the Glory of the Earth, the Lord of

the Underworld." All these epithets are applied to the

Sun god in other hymns, so that, guided by these facts,

and by the character of the legends preserved. Sir Henry

Eawlinson was able to point out the solar character of the

Epic of Chaldea.

We find that the Eleventh Tablet, which, according to

this arrangement, should correspond to the " month of the

curse of rain," and to the sign of Aquarius, has woven into

its columns the story of the Deluge.* It is therefore clear

that the tale of the preservation of the Chaldean Sage

—

whose name in the tablet is Samas -Napisti, "the Sun of

Life," or "the Living Sun," the Xisuthrus of Berosos, the

* There are indications of several legends older than the Epic being woven
in when it >vas given litei'aiy form.
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Xoah of the Hebrew record—is here bohlly iiiterpoliited

into the Epic as an episode, to keep it in harmony with the

Zodiacal arrantijenient. Tliis is shown by the fact tliat at

line 8, in cohiiiin i., it is ruled off from the rest of the

story. We have been able to recover by the decipher-

ment of this series of legends the originals of many of the

traditions of Nimrod, and also a far older legend embodied

in the Epic,—the story of the Deluge.

The preceding tablet, the tenth, siJccifies that the hero,

sick and afllicted, covered with leprosy and tleprivetl

of his hair, wherein, like the Hebrew Samson, lay his

strength, is journeying to learn the secret of immortality.

This secret—" the hidden thing of the gods " as it is here

called—can only be revealed by the ancient Sage Samas-

Napisti, who has been translated by the gods to dwell as

one of themselves in immortality on an island near the mouths

of the Tigris and Euphrates. To this remote island he is

guided by the Chaldean Charon, a mythic personage named
Nis-Ea, "the man of Ea," that is, the servant of the

"Water god—of whom I have already spoken in the chapter

on the Creation Tal)lets—who pilots him across the river and

waters of Death to this land where the translated sage lives.

Ha\-ing reached the place, the hero speaks to the Chaldean

Noah, and lays before him the object of his visit. "Gil-

games to him, even Samas-Xapisti the remote, spake : I am
bunl.'iied with a deeree. The cure thou repeatest not to

me, even thou—the rest of thy heart from making tribula-

tion .... to thee I am come up. What hast thou laid hold

of, (that) in the assembly of the gods thou art placed?"

The translated .sage then proceeds " to lelate the story of

his preservation"; the next 173 lines are occupied with

au account of the Deluge and the translation of Samas-
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N'apisti. There are many indications that this story is

much older than the complete Epic of Gilgames ; and even

in the tablets the commencement of the story is carefully

lined off from the rest of the inscription.

Before passing to the comparative analysis of this inscrip-

tion, it may be well to refer to one or two facts bearing

on this historical character which the Chaldeans have at-

tached to the Deluge. One of the strongest pieces of

evidence is to be found in the Tablet of Royal Names

(W. A. I., vol. v., pi. 47), where the important gloss ap-

pears :
*' These are kings ruling after the Deluge (Abubi),

who according to their relative order wrote not." In

like manner the story of the preservation of Sargon,

of Agadhe or Akkad, in an ark of bulrushes on the

Euphrates, and his elevation to the throne, may be a

transference of the Deluge tradition to this hero of the

Semites, Avhose remote antiquity (3750 b.c.) might cause

him to become tinged with a mythic glamour. The Deluge

formed the rul)icon between the mythic period and the

heroic and polyarchal age, separating the reigns of local

kino-s from the far distant age of the ten antedilu^-ian

Patriarchs.

The o-enealogy of the hero of the Deluge is given in the

tablet (col. i. 20) :
" Oh, Man of the City of Surippak,

Son of Ubarratuti." This latter is the Obartes or Ortiartes

of Berosos, who was king of Larancha, according to the

Greek text, but which M. Lenormant has shown was a

corruption of Surippak ("La Langue Primitive," p. 342).

The name Xisuthrus, which Berosos gives to the Chaldean

Noah, may be a corruption of the epithets Adra Khasis,

" reverent and holy," applied to the hero in col. i. 45, and

in col. iv. 22 ; but it is hardly possible—the more likely
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solution bcinp; that it is a IlelU'nifisPtl form of Zi-Susni, " the

Si)irit of the Founder," and perhaps sueh an etymology may

explain the translation of Xisuthrus, recorded by Berosos

:

" They remaiiiin<( within (the ark), findin"^ their companions

did not return, (piitted the vessel with many lamentiitious,

calling continually on the name of Xisuthrus. Him they

saw no more; but they could distinguish his voice in the

air, and hear him admonish them to pay due regard to reli-

gion." The City of Suri{>pak, of which Samas-Xapisti or

Xisuthrus was king, is called "the Ship City" (W. A. I.,

ii. 46, 1), and the Lord of the city was the god Ea—the

god of rivers, seas, and ships—who takes so prominent a

part in this legend in protecting the sage. He is here

called " the Lord of Ships—Ea, the Lord of Surippak "

(W. A. I., ii. GO, 21). The name of the father of Samas-

Napisti, Ubarra-Tutu, is explained in the syllabaries and

bilingual tablets as Ubarra= Kidinu—" Servant " (W. A. I.,

ii. pi. 3, No. 254) ; and the god Tutu is given in the bi-

lingual list of Royal Names as the synonym of Marduk or

Merodach (W. A. I., v. 42, 18). In a bilingual tablet

(K. 2107), the god Tutu is called Miutllad Hi Muddis Hi

—" the generator and restorer of the gods "—in which

character he may be identified with Merodach as the

god of the dawn and twilight. In this relationship

Samas-Napisti, " the Living Sun," would be the child

of the " Servant of the Dawns," as this name me^ins

—

rising each day at his messiige, and setting each day by

his decree.
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A number of pieces maiincf oblong tablrt.
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This important inscription bears a close relationship to

the tradition preserved by the Greco-Chaldean historian

Berosos, which has been handed down to us in the writ-

ings of Josephus (Cont. Apion. i. 19). The discovery of

this valuable record is most important, because it not only

confirms the Greek version, but also establishes a closer

harmony between the Hebrew and classical tradition, upon

which the Hebrew historian Josephus relied. The tradition

of Berosos is as follows :
—" In this year the god Bel revealed

to Xisuthrus, in a dream, that in the fifteenth year, in

the month Daesius, there would be a great storm of rain,

and men would be destroyed by the flood of waters. He

bade him bury all written records,—the ancient, mediteval,

and modern,—in Sippara, the city of the Sun, and build

a ship and embai'k in it with his kindred and nearest

friends. He was also to take food and drink into the

ship, and carry into it all creatures, winged and four-

footed. Xisuthrus did as he was bidden, and built a

boat fifteen stadia long and two stadia in breadth, and

placed in it his wife and child, relations, and friends.

Then the inundation came. When the rain ceased Xisu-

thrus sent out some birds, but they returned back to the

ship, as they could find nothing to eat and no place of

rest. After a few days he sent out other birds. These also

returned with mud on their feet. Then Xisuthrus sent yet

others, and they never returned. Xisuthrus knew that the

earth had appeared. He took out a part of the roof of his

boat, and perceived that it had settled down on a mountain.

Then he went out with his wife and daughter and the

architect of the boat. He worshipped the earth and built

an altar, offered sacrifice to the gods, and then disappeared,

together with those whom he had brought out of the boat.
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When his coiupaiiions 'whoiii he lia<l It It in Iho lioat liad

gone out, and were in search of Xisuthrns, lii.s voice called

to them out of the air, saying that the gods had carried him

away in regard for his piety—that ho, with his daughter and

ari'hiteet, were dwelling among the g«>ds."

It is at once e^ndent that there are many and striking

resemblances between the ]iil)ylonian, the Greco-lialjyIo-

nian, and the Hebrew records of this great cataclysm.

Both the tradition and the tablet agree in attributing the

Deluge to the god Bel. With regard to the Hebrew accounts

it is clear that that of the Jehovistic writer presents a

closer reseml)lance to the Assyrian version. 'J'liis is esix*-

cially to be noticed in the frequent use of the period of

seven days (Gen. 7. 4.), in the downpour of rain (7. 12 ; 8. 2),

the closing of the door of the ark {ib. 7. 10), the birds sent

forth thrice [ih. 8. 8-12), the sacrifice after the ceasing of the

flood and the pleasui-e of God at its sweet savour (ib. 8. 20) ;

all constitute a close agreement, whereas the Elohistic

version, with the exception of general features, there is

hardly any other detailed agreement, with the exception of

the passages relating to the building of the ark (ib. 6. 1-1-16).

There are many points of resemblance which amount to

most striking coincideuces, as the use of the expression

Zir ti(ij)isti huUtdh, "preserve the seed of life" (i. 21),

which reminds us at once of the Hebrew, "to preserve seed"

(ib. 7. 3) ; and also all three accounts agree in the inclusion

of "relatives" among the rescued (ib. 6. IH ; 7. 7) ; in the

inscription (col. ii. 29)

—

Kala Ki)i(ti ija n uisati i/a, "all

my family and relatives."

It has been asserted by several writers that the most

important difference between the Babylonian and Hebrew

records consists in the polytheistic elements in the former.
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This, in the main, is perfectly correct; but when we care-

fully examine the documents, I maintain that the polytheistic

element is not so real as it appears at first sight. Although

the decision to destroy life by a deluge is arrived at by a

council of the gods (col. i. 13), and in this the leading

part seems to have been that of the god Bel (col. iv. 4),

yet the position of the god Ea in the story has so re-

markable a resemblance to that of Jehovah in the Hebrew,

as to lead us to institute a much closer comparison than

at first seemed possible.*

It is Ea who announces the coming of the deluge (col. i.

17), directs the building of the ark (col. i. 24-27), an-

nounces the period of entry and closing of the door (col. i.

39, 40 ; ii. 34), intercedes for man with the offended Bel

(col. iv. 12-20), and finally the Chaldean sage is translated,

like Enoch, to dwell in the specially sacred region of Ea,

at the mouth of the rivers (col. iv. 29). Thus it will be

seen how closely the position of Ea resembles that of

Jehovah. He was the lord of the city of Surippak, " the

ark city," and Samas-Napisti always addresses him as " Ea,

my lord." So that, although there is a polytheistic ele-

ment, there is at the same time a curious unity in the

relationship of Ea to the cataclysm.

In the same manner there seems to be a direct inference

that the Deluge was a punishment for sin decreed by the

gods. In the first portion we read, " Every one who has

turned from me shall be punished, for the protection of the

gods is over me ;" and this is more emphatically brought

out in the subsequent phrase (col. iv. 13, 14). This phrase is

so remarkable that it needs a further comment

—

atta malik

Hani kuradu hi, hi, la tamtalikma abhub taskun—" And

* Schrader, Cuneiform Insc. and the Old Test., p. 49.
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tlu)>i wari'ior, coiiiiscllor <»i" the gods, wliv ? wliv ? didst

thou not ((•iisidcr, and di<lst make Ji deluge?" Hi I liliitc

cinid khita sii, bel yillati cmid (jillat sn—" Let the doer

of siu bear his sin ; let the blasphemer bear his Idasphemy."

We then have the plea of Ea, that in place of the

Deluge there would V)e substitutt<l the destroying forces

of nature:

—

Instead of milking a deluge may lions increase and men be

decreased

;

Instead of making a deluge may jackals increase and men bo

decreased
;

Instead of making a deluge may famine {Khusakhu) be estab

lished (and men decrease)

;

Instead of making a deluge may pestilence {dibbara) be estab-

lished and men decrease.

In this passage the dreaded trinity of destruction

—

plague, pestilence, and famine—is vividly described in

similar language to that used in the Scriptures ; for ex-

ample, " 1 will consume them by the sword, and by the

famine, and by the pestilence" (Jer. 14. 12; 27. 13);

and affaiu, in the choice of the visitants to diminish the

people of Israel after the numbering by David (2 Sam.

24. 15). Both the lion (ncsii) and the jackal {akhu)

were the emblems of the dread god of death. The

jackal, as in the case of the emblem of Anubis in Egypt,

was chosen on account of his association with the grave-

yard. By the Akkadians it was called LiK Barra, "the

Evil dog"; by the Semites Ahlni, "the Evil One"; the

Ohhim, "doleful creatures" (Isa. 13. 21), of the Bible.

Upon a boundary stone of the twelfth century n.c. the

jackal is n'presented as the ('ud)l('n> of Xergal, the god of

death ; and in the palace of Khorsabad a small statue,
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a " terapliim figure," of the god of death, with a jackal's

head, was found.*

The death-dealing character of the Deluge is well con-

veyed in the words put into the mouth of the great goddess

Istar:—"Then cried Istar like a bearing mother (alidat),

uttered the great goddess her speech. All things this day

to clay are turned—like the spawn of fishes {ahli mini)

they fill the sea" (col. iii. 9, 10, 15), and "All mankind to

clay had turned, like reeds the corpses floated." So that

the utter destruction of all is clearly indicated.

The Ark.—The ark of the Assyrian account differs very

much from that of the Hebrew accounts, being clearly a

ship, while the Hebrew H^P, tehah, is a box or large

receptacle, with no resemblance to a ship. The directions

given for the construction of the ark are most minute, and

it is very unfortunate that the portions relating to the size

are lost. In its details the Elohistic version (Gen. 6. 14)f

approaches nearer the Chaldean and also the tradition of

Berosos, who assigns to the ark the immense size of fifteen

stadia in length and two in breadth, while the Hebrew

dimensions are three hundred cubits in length, fifty in

breadth, and thirty in height (ib. 6. 15).;{; The description

of the ark in the inscription seems to be based upon that

* See Boscawen, Bust of Ages, p. 126.

t In the detailed descriptions with which the Elohistic writer supplements

his descriptions, it is important to notice the resemblance they bear to the

Babylonian text. The use of bitumen (6. 14), the attempt to specify the

proportions of the ark (6. 15), the rainbow (9. 13). The numbers employed
are also curiously Babylonian. The age of Noah, 600 years, is the Babylonian
ner, while 40 is the sacred number of the god Ea, and 7 was sacred alike to

Babylonians and Hebrews. Upon these numbers see Schi-ader, Cuneiform
Insc. and the Old Test., p. 49.

% It will be remembered that the word tehah is used for the bulrush ark of

Moses (Exod. 2. Tt), and upon this ground Sehrader (p. 53) is inclined to connect

the word with the EgyiDtian teh, a box. This seems to me hardly proved. It

may be, perhaps, a survival of the basket of rushes, in which Sargon, of Akkad,
the great hero king of the Semites, was placed (W. A. I., iii., 4. 7).
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of tlie Sftcred shii> of Ea, which is ik-scribed in one of the

hyiini.s of Eridu :

—

The Ship df Ea.

Its hulm is of ceilar wood
;

Its serpent-like oar has a handle of gold
;

Its mast is capped with the turquoise stone
;

Seven times seven lions of the desert hold its deck ;
The god Adnr fills it,s cabin within

;

Its plunks are the cedar of the forest

;

Its covering is the palm of Dilmun ;f

Carry away its heart is the channel

;

Making glad its heart is the sun rise

;

Its house, its stair, is a mountain that gives rest to the

heart

;

The Ship of Ea is the (ship) of Fate
; %

Ningal the princess is the goddess whose word is life

;

Merodach is the god who utters the holy Dame.§

Provisioning the Ark.—In this passage considerably more

detail is given in the tablet than in the Hebrew account

;

but, again, there is a distinct variation between the Jehovist

and the Elohist. The former inserts the division of clean

and unclean animals. As in the Creation Tablets, a clear

distinction is made between the domestic and wild animals.

The line reads, hid zcri iimam zeri .... kali sunn itseli,

"Cattle of the field, wihl animals of the field .... all

of them I caused to go up" (col. ii. 29). In the account

of Berosos the express command is made to take pro-

visions ; and in tlie tablet we read, " Wine and oil, drinks

I placed -within it like the waters of a river, even as

for a feast-day" (col. ii. 17-19;.

• Compare the lions on the thi-one of Solomon in Talmudic anil Arab legends.
t The isliinils of Biihirin, in the Persian Gulf.

J This mi)fht well he a mime of the ark.

§ In II hymn to M.ioihich (W. A. I., iv.. 21). 1) we ivnd Ivaf haladhu kuvii,
"The breath (that (rivis) life is thine"; ami Si2>at bidaJliu kuvu," The \ford
(that gives) life is thine."
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The Deluge.—The description which the tablet gives of

the great storm is grand in the extreme. In the first place

a definite season is fixed for its commencement—" the season

(adan) which the Sun-god had fixed" (col. ii. 30). That

season {adanna sn) drew near :
" Went forth the cry in the

night, I will cause it to rain from heaven heavily " (samilt

kibdti). This season was evidently that which has already

been described in the chapter on the Creation Tablets as

extending from the 1st Kisleu (Nov.-Dec.) to the 30th day

of Sebat (Jan.-Feb.), when the sun is in the (hisadi) course

of Ea, the season of storms {urpati). The period embraced

the terrible month Iti-asa Segi, " the month of the curse

of rain "—the Sabatn, or " month of destruction," of the

Semitic calendar. This was the eleventh month of the

year, and came under the zodiac sign of Aquarius. It

was evidently the dread winter season called Kharpif, the

Hebrew Pl'^n? which is explained by the groups meaning

" crops are (in) future," that is, the sowing season. These

definite statements serve to show that the Babylonian legend

was based upon a definite climatological theory.

These three mouths of the winter season were respectively

called Id Abba-E, " the month of the going forth of the

sea "—the Tebitu, or " month of the inundation," of the

Semitic calendar; the month of Sebat, which we have

already explained ; and the month called Id-gan-gana, the

" month of clouds "—the Kislevu, or " strong month " of

the Semites.

The Deluge, then, took place at the culmination of the

stormy season. Of the character of this period of the year

there is ancient evidence. Sennacherib says :
" The advance

I ordered in the month Tebit, a terrible storm arose, and

heaven and earth it flooded ; rains upon rain, and snow the
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c-haniu'ls tilled." In tlu^ same niumicr in tlu> annals of

Esarhadiloii wi' rca<I, "Snow stormin<; in llic month Sebat

came ; the mighty tlarkuess I feared not." It is, tlien, to

this period of the year that the great storm is assigned.

The deseripiion of the storm is exactly that of one of the

terrible winter storms of the jMesopotiimiuu valley,* all

the destroying powers of nature being let loose.

Then arose the water of dawn at daylight

;

It arose up like a bhick cloud {urpatam salamtum) from the

horizon of heaven ;t

The Thunder-god (Rimmon) in the midst of it thuiidired
;

Nebo and the Wind-god J march in front

;

The throne bearers {Gusalli) § traverse mountain and plain

;

The Pestilence-god {Dibbara)
\\
brings with him affliction

;

The "War-god {Ninip) in front casts down.

The Angels of Earth {Annunaki) bear flaming brands
; Tf

In their wild course they burn up the earth
;

The deluge of the Rain-god reaches to heaven :

**

All that is visible to darkness ft is turned.

This is one of the most finished pieces of Assyrian writing,

and probably represents the highest form of the tradition.

• See Dust n/Ageg. p. 177.

t We may compare this rising of the storm with that of the rjiin in answer

to the prayer of Elijah (1 Kings 18). The rapid rise of storms in the East is

well known.

t Sar, " tlie Wind-pod." the Hebrew "iXt.".

§ The GuziiUi. or throne-tu'urers, are manifestly the storm-clouds, and the

passage onlls to mind the Hebrew words. " He did fly upon the wings of the

wind" (Ps. IH. 10). The Guznlli are also the mysterious composite figures

who support the seats of the gods, like the cherubim, as represented on the

Sun-go<l tablet from Sippara in the British Museum.

II
Dibbara, the Hebrew 13"1, De'ier, "the pestilence." We may compare

these lines with those of the projiliet Habl)akuk, " Before him went the pesti-

lence, and tlie fever burned liefore bis feet
"' (Hub. :i. .';).

T Dibrnli. a <loiibtfiil wonl ;
" flaming brands," perhaps "the lightning,"

•• The full height of the Deluge is called in the inscription Pk/ a6u6i, "the
heap of the Deliigf."

tt The word efufe, of which the root is i^^y^l, means "a thick, impenetrable
darknesM," such ils that in Egypt. The word is used in the Tstar Tablet for

the darkness of Sheol, or the " House of Death." Xurn 01 im ini inn e{iife

aiba, "Light they see not, in thick darkness they sit."

B
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There are, however, traces of an older tradition preserved in

a few fragments ; as, for example,

—

The tempest from the midst of space (ahsu)

The fatal decree (Mamit) from the midst of Heaven proceeds.

It sweeps the earth as the verdure is swept

;

To the four i^inds its terror spreads like fire.

To the men of the habited earth it causes affliction to their body.

In the city and the country it causes destruction to small and

great

;

Strong one and menial bewail it.

In the heavens and earth like a water-spout it pours down rain.

To the holy place of their god they hasten and cry aloud.

This fragment appears, as already stated, to contain

some traces of an older tradition, and no doubt from time

to time other portions of the same nature will be recovered.

Many of these, no doubt, referred to local floods, but they

show the class of literature that preceded the composition of

the epic.

Another fragment, which seems to be of the same class,

is as follows (W. A. I., 27. 5) :—

Like a cup of wine {karpat karani) poured out [it is] upon them.

Country unto country looks afraid
;

The female servant to her chamber flees upward
;

The head of the house liy the entrance of the house it ushers

forth
;

The son of the house from the house of his father it drives forth
;

The doves (sumati) in their cotes it takes
;

The bird on its wing it caused to mount upward
;

The swallow (sinuntu) in its nest (kini) it caused to fly
;

The ox it struck down, the young ass it smote
;

Great dragons, evil spirits, were their huntsmen.

Note.—\i is particularly interesting here in this fragment to see the clove and
the swallow associated with the day of evil, as it certainly prepares us for their

appearance in the older legend.

Resting Place of the Ark.—Here again there is a marked

difference. The Jehovistic writer leaves the resting place
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unnamod, wliiK' thu Elohistic (Gen. 8. 1) .specifics it as the

mountain of Ararat (D'^'liS.)—t'lc rofjion of Armenia—and

the talih't s[)ceifies distinctly the niounlain of Nizir, a

district whose situiition can be easily established hy the

historical inscriptions. Upon this subject much li<;ht has

been thrown during recent years by the inscriptions, and

especially by Professor Sayce in liis able treatise on the

cuneiform inscription from Van in Armenia.*

According to the Hebrew record the Ark rested on Mount

Ararat. This is the land of Unulhu of the inscriptions, and

embraces all the plain and basin of the Araxes, to the north-

east of Assyria, a district which corresponds very closely

with the Nizir of the inscriptions.

The position of this latter district is fixed by the inscrip-

tions of Assur-nazir-pal (b.c. 885), who says that he marched

from Kalzu near Arbela to the towns of Baisti and Babiti

in the land of Nizir. This fixes the district in the table

land of Pamir, a little south of Mount Rowandiz. There is

a very widespread and ancient tradition that it was on Jebel

Gudi—^Nlount Gudi—that the Ark rested. This Gudi is

manifestly the Gute or Kute of the inscriptions—the land

of the Goim (D^IH) of the Hebrew.s—the district to the

north-east of Babylonia, where dwelt the zahmanda or

nomad barbarians who from time to time swept over

Western Asia, a region regarded of old time as the womb

of nations, and therefore a fit site for the ^Mountain of the

Nations. Upon a valuable a.stronomical tablet it is stilted

that the region to the east of Babylonia—that is, north-

east—is that of Suediu and Guti ; that is, the mountain

range of Pamir and the plain watered by the Zab and

• Jour. R.A.S., vol. xiv., New St-rics, jit. 3.
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the Tornadus. This is evidently the district referred to

by the writer of Isa. 14. 13, who describes the king of

Babylon as boasting he " will ascend into heaven, and exalt

his throne above the stars of the gods," and " will sit on the

mountain of the assembly of the gods in the extremities of

the north." It was therefore in this region that the Baby-

lonians placed the resting-place of the Ark. This position

agrees exactly with that ascribed to the resting-place of the

Ark according to Berosos, who says, " On the Gordysean

Mountains, where it is settled, remains of the boat of Xisu-

thrus were in existence for a long time after." It was in

memory of the resting-place that the Babylonians built tem-

ples called Kharsag Kalama, " Mountain of the Nations,"

and Kharsag Kitrra, " Mountain of the East."

The district of Uradhti, Ararat, or Armenia, lay imme-

diately adjoining this on the north, and may, no doubt, at

the time of the Elohistic writer have embraced the tradi-

tional resting-place. The divergence between the Baby-

lonian tablet, the Hebrew account, and the tradition of

Berosos is not so great as at first appears, and it must be

borne in mind thit the Elohistic writer is by no means

explicit in his expression " a mountain of Ararat."

"Sending forth the Birds."—This incident is common

to all three accounts, but while the Greco-Chaldean version

simply mentions birds, the tablet and the Hebrew version

specify the birds, and the order of their despatch. In the

tablet the order is dove, swallow, raven. In the Hebrew

account the swallow is not mentioned, the dove is sent forth

twice, and the raven is sent forth first instead of last

(Gen. 8. 6-12), and no such explicit reason for his non-return

is afforded as in the tablet (col. iii. 42-44) :
" The raven went,
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aii<l it k'i't ; tlic raven went, tliv carrion oi' tlu- waters it saw.

It (lid oat, it lloatfd, and was carried awav ; it returntil

not." lu the Hebrew accouut also the dove is sent forth a

fourth time, not to return (Gen. 8. 13). In this respect,

as indicated by Schrader, the tablet exhibits a much more

systematic sequence of thought than that of the Hebrew

writer.*

Omens in Babylonia were frequently deri\ed from the

flight of birds.f The choice of the swallow is easily to be

explained, as in Akkadian it was called simhhu, " the destiny

bird," omens, no doubt, being derived from the direction of

its beautiful gyrations of Hight.

The Sacrifice of Thanksgiving.—Here again is found a

remarkable detailed agreement with the Hebrew :
" And

Noah built an altar unto Jehovah, and took of every clean

beast and of every clean bird, and offered burnt offerings

upon the altar, and Jehovah smelled the sweet savour."

As in other passjiges, the Uiblet presents considerably more

detail : " I sacrificed a sacrifice, I built an altar on the peak

of a mountJiin. Adt/ur jars by sevens I phiced ; below them

I spread reeds, pine wood, and spices ; the gods smelled the

odour, the gods smelled the sweet savour. :]:
The gods like

flies over the master of the .sacrifice gathered."

The Rainhow.—This particular token of the covenant

occurs only in the Elohistic account, and the words are

very remarkable :
" My bow I have set in the cloud, and

it shall be for a token of a covenant between me and the

• See his important remark in Cuneiform Itisc. and the Old Test., pp. 50-5.3.

+ See Mr. Pinches' paper on the Surdu bird (falcon or hawk) in Proc. Soc.

Sib. Arch.,\o]. vi., p. 212.

t The passaiee reads as follows: Hani izinu irisa, Hani izi7iu irisa (abu.

" The gods smelled the savour, the gods smelled the sweet savoui."
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earth. And it shall come to pass, Avhen I bring a cloud

over the earth, that the bow shall be seen in the cloud"

(Gen. 9. 13, 14). There is no trace of this in the Greek

tradition of Berosos. In the tablet, however, a most in-

teresting passage is given which relates to this divine bow :

Ultii ulanum-ma Istar ina Kasadi-su issi namzabi *

rabati sa Anum ipitsu ki ztikhi-su, " From afar Istar in

her approach lifted up the great arches which Ann had

made for his glory." There can be no doubt as to the

meaning of this passage, and the bow of the Deluge is again

distinctly mentioned in a hymn (W. A. I., ii., 19. 7, 8),

where gis-bam matu is explained by Kistu abubi, " the

bow of the Deluge," the Hebrew n^O (Gen. 9. 13).

Translation of Samas-Napisti.—The covenant having

been completed and ratified by the sign of the rainbow, the

reward of the faithful one is forthcoming. The tablet

reads, " Hitherto Samas-Napisti has been a mortal man.

Even now Samas-N^apisti and his wife are made like unto

gods and borne away. Then shall dwell Samas-Napisti

• In the Assyrian syllabary there are two sig;ns which very closely re-

semble each other, namely, ^ Y and ^ -V f
• The former is the one used

here, and we find it explained in the syllabaries by sakti, " high " ; elamu,
"Elam," or "Highland"; by Samfc, "heaven," and by nakaru Sa Semiri,

"boring ( Ii?
J ) of the diamond" ("'''PV") (Jer.17.1; Ezek. 3. 9), and then also

by the words namzabu. This last word is evidently the well-known Hebrew

word (il^^!'?) mazebah, "a stone pillar," especially one set up as by Jacob

at Bethel (Gen. 28. 18), as the mark of a covenant between himself and God.
In this respect the i-ainbow may have been regarded as a species of divine

pillars or mazebahs, set up by the lord of heaven, and in this we may see the

idea of the sign of the covenant. This seems to be borne out by the next

line of the inscription, which would be unintelligible were it not for the asso-

ciation with the " stones of covenant,"

—

Hani annuti lu aban iikni irtiya ai

amsi : " Those gods by the stone on my breast may I never forget." This

stone was probably one of the small conical miniature mazebahs worn on
the neck as a talisman, and by which oaths were sworn, and which ranked
in equal importance with the signet seal. The second sign is explained by

kastu C^
.". i?) and midpanu, "the bow," and is evidently in the archaic form

a rude picture of the bow and arrow.
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in a I'cmoto [)lafL' at the UKnitli ctl" tliu rivers." Oi' this

transhitiou uo trace is found in the Jlebrew narrative.

According (o the Biblical account Noah died at the age of

950 years. While the translation of the Chaldean sage

seems to find a parallel in the pious Enoch, who was

translated at the age of 305 years. It is important to

notice that Berosos preserves the tradition in the words,

" When his companions whom he had left in the boat had

gone out, and were in search of Xisuthrus, his voice called

to them out of the air, saying that the gods had carried

him away in regard for his piety." As became one so

directly associated with Ea, the god of the sea, his home

was placed at the mouth of the rivers, a region considered

especially sacred.

The Names Samas-Napisti, Xisuthrus, and Noah.—One
point which would at the outset strike the reader is the

great difference in the names of the heroes of the three

traditions of the Epic, but a little consideration will reveal

that there is a reason for each and a certain relationship

between all three. The name used in the Epic, Samas-

napisti, the " Living Sun," is one u.sed in contrast to

that of the hero Gilgames, or Niuu'od. He is the sick,

dying winter sun, shorn of his locks and afflicted with

leprosy, who goes each year to inquire the secret of healing

and immortality from the " Living Sun." It is the contrast

between these two which forms the raison d'etre of the

story being woven into the Epic.

The epithets applied to the translated sage are very

important. He is spoken of &s Adra-Khassis, '^Hevorent'*

and " VVi.se," a name which Mr. George Smith thought

formed the basis of the Xisuthrus (Khosis-adra) of Berosos

;
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but this is no longer admitted. The name Xisuthnis is

manifestly a corruption of Zi Susru, " spirit of the

founder," afterwards at a late harmonising period adopted

as one of the titles of Anu. the got! of Heaven. The most

important epithet, however, is one frequently applied to

the sage

—

Samas-napisti rukuti. Samas-napisti, the far-

distant, remote or ancient one. The importance of this

name is in the relationship which seems to exist between

it and that of Noah. The name Noah is generally con-

nected with the root nuhh, HIJ, and rendered " Rest," a

meaning that seems to have no direct relationship to the

life of the patriarch. If, however, the name, as Groldziher

and others have suggested, is connected with the Ethiopic

nuhh, " long-lived, ancient," it forms a curious parallel to

the Babylonian epithet ruhiiti. In Arabic and Ethiopic

tradition the life of Noah was a bye-word. " A life like

that of Nukh " being almost synonymous with immortality.

We have now completed our study of this remarkable

and priceless document. Of its direct relationship to the

Hebrew account there can be little doubt, but it is suf-

ficiently distinct to mark it as a separate version. With

regard to any contact between the two traditions the same

remarks apply to the Deluge Tablets as already applied to

the Creation Tablets ; both formed part of Babylonian litera-

ture as early as B.C. 2000, and must have been accessible.

It is premature in the light of recent discovery, even if it

were possible, to pronounce any distinct opinion as to the

contacts between the Hebrew and Chaldean. It may be

concluded that there was an almost universal tradition among

the ancient people of Western Asia of this great cataclysm,

and that the various traditions have many and striking

points of agreement, with local and religious differences.
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CHAPTER VI.

Till-: GRAVE AND THE FUTURE STATE.

"TN the study of the reli^^ious life and literature of an

-- ancient people, no section is more important than

that of eschatology, or the beliefs which they held regard-

ing the future state.

Fascinating as the subject is, it at the same time often

presents very great difficulty. This is not so much owin"

to the paucity as to a superfluity of material and to a

confusion of theories, the products of different schools of

priestly teaching in the various ages.

In Egypt, that wonderful magnum opus of eschatological

teaching, the so-called "Book of the Dead," or rather the

book of the "Coming forth by Day,"* and the Pyramid

Texts, show that not only was the theory of a future

state deeply studied, but that it had assumed literarv and

to a certain extent, classical form at a very remote period.

Complex and mystical, fidl of jjassages and syml)ols whose

esoteric meanings were known only to the priests the

" Book of the Dead " may be said to have for all time

constituted the whole teaching of the Egyptian priests as

to a life after death.

Stereotyped as it became to a certain extent in very early

ages, it was nevertheless a work which contained many

* The title of this work was per em hru "ComitiK forth by Day," and it

must be of great antiquity, as copies of it have been discovered as early as
in the Xllth Dynasty, ii.c. 2.'i00, and many chapters are attributed to tho
almost mythical ages of the 1st Dynjisty (see Budge, A'ile, jip. 9-l(i).

s
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and varied component elements and not a few traces of

the beliefs of the aboriginal Negro population whom the

dynastic white Egyptians had replaced in the Nile valley.

The prominent place assigned to mystic animals—the

apes (Ci/nocephalus), hippopotamus, the crocodile,—the

transmigration of the soul through various animal forms,

the use of magical knowledge and "words of power," all

show that as the new comers from the Holy Land of

Punt, i.e. S.E. Arabia, had inherited from them the wor-

ship of sacred animals in the various nomes, so the same

influence had largely asserted itself in the eschatology of

the " Book of the Dead."

The recent discoveries of Professor Petrie at Koptos

have shown that while animal worship was not unknown

to the Egyptian colonists who had entered the Nile valley

at some remote period, their sacred animals were not those

of the " Book of the Dead." Among them were the lion,

the elephant, the gazelle, the bull, and the ostrich, such

as have no place in the "Book of the Dead."

If we encounter a certain complexity in the Egyptian

" Eitual of the Dead," when we come to study the theories

of the future state taught in Babylonia, we encounter a

far more confused mass of ideas.

Such a confusion is naturally to be expected in a com-

munity composed of so many mixed nationalities, who

possessed so many different centres of religious teaching,

complicated in later ages by borrowings from foreign

sources. It is, however, to the complexity of Babylonian

eschatological literature that we are compensated by the

large mass of literature to which we have access, and the

rich and varied illustrations of Biblical passages which

may be gathered from them.
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In examiiiinj^ tin- tlioories of such ancient schools of

teaching as those of Eridu, NiiJur, and Kutha, it is im-

possible to form any general conception of the ChaUleaus

rof^anling the "Future life." It will therefore be de-

sirable to examine each in turn before arriving at any

definite conclusions.

Teaching of Euidu.

The most ancient and the most sacred city of Chaldea

was the city of " Eri-dugga," the holy city, the Eridu of

the Semites. It was to the religion of Bal)ylonia what

Jerusalem was to the Jews, or Amritza to the Brahmins,

h^ituated in ancient times on the shores of the Pertian

Gulf, it was the seat of the worship of the Ocean-god Ea

and his equally holy son, " Silik mulu-dugga," or Mero-

dach, " the protector of good men."

In this city there had developed a wonderful creed of

Eeligio-Magic, the product of the party minds of the

Akkadians, to whom we are indebted for the earliest

religious literature. The system revealed in the literature

of Eridu, of which fortunately a great many tablets have

been preserved, is tliat of a species of Shamanism. It can

hardly in its earliest stnges be dignified with the name of

a religion, its main features being those of the animism

of the Australian and American medicine-man.

In this cultus will be observed a simple belief in a soul

in every thing. Every object in Xature owed its exis-

tence or being to an indwelling life or soul, similar to

that which primitive man hud satisfied himself was the

source of his own vitality. The growing tree, the running

river, the dark storm-cloud, or the sky-traversing sun, the

wandering moon, the clustering stars, the blazing flame,

—
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each and all owed its being to an indwelling siDirit. There

was no moral element ; all was due to the determination

o£ chance. It Avas a religion of man's defence in his war

with the powers of Nature and against his foes. Such

a belief could have no priesthood who, by heart-stirring

prayers, or fervent litanies, could appeal to man's better

nature or love of the gods. It Avas only those Avho knew

the mystic spells, the charms, the incantations which could

exorcise, or ward o£F, or compel service from those terrible

" spirits," who could aid man. There was therefore no

such thing as a priesthood, only a caste of " medicine

men," exorcists, and " witches," who professed to control

or direct these spiritual poAvers.

To enter fully into the study of so complicated a

system is beyond the scope of this chapter; but as an

example of the confused nature of the literature of this

creed, the following paragraphs may be quoted :—

*

" The evil god, the evil demon, the demon of the field (plain), the

demon of the mountain, the demon of the sea, the demon of the tomb,

the evil spirit, the dazzling fiend, the evil wind, the assaulting wind

Avhich strips off the clothing of the body like an evil demon,—Conjure,

Spirit of Heaven ; conjure, Spirit of Earth !

" The sickness of the entrails, a sick heart, faintucss of the heart,

disease, disease of bile, headache, violent vomiting, a broken blood

vessel, disease of the kidneys, painful disease which cannot be removed,

a dream of ill omen,—Conjure, Spirit of Heaven ; conjure, Spirit of

Earth

!

"Him who is the possessor of the likeness of another, the evil face,

the evil eye, the evil tongue, the evil lips, the evil breath,—Conjure,

Spirit of Heaven ; conjure, O Spirit of Earth !

"

The above extract, from one of the earliest discovered

Tablets, clearly shows the nature of the inscriptions and

the form of belief they represent.

See Sayce, Hihhert Lectures, p. 332.
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Man is consUuitly in iVar of the powers of Xature, the

evil (lemons that produce disease and sickness, and of liis

fellow men; the baneful inlliience of each demon requires

the protection of the exorcist.

Even in this fra<;ment there is not, althoui^h it can be

traced, the most primitive form; already an advance has

been made. Tlie fruit-giving Earth and the rain-giving

Sky are regarded as good and mighty spirits who can

control the opposing powers. Gradually the controlling

spirits of Heaven and Earth come to be regarded as the

creators of Heaven and Earth, and the lesser spirits as

the inhabitants of these realms.

Thus may be seen the first concei)tion of gods in this

primitive belief. That it was the case is shown by the

word for god.

The Akkadian word for god was dimcr or diincra, with

its dialectic variant dinyer or dinf/ira, derived from the

root dim, " to create," or, " make " a synonym of the

Semitic bauK, epihi, basu, " to form," " to make," " to be."

In such a primitive creed as this it is evident that there

could be no elaborate conception of the future life, as

there was probably no idea of it.

The spirit of life, the indwelling zi, was partially absent

in sleep, longer so in a trance, but came back on waking,

or by the incantations of the Shaman; but in death it

abandoned the body altogether, and could not be charmeil

back by the magician.

The bilingual tjvblets and syllabari. s aftbrd us many ex-

planations of the important word zi, round which all this

magic turns. It is explained by the word nupistii,

" life, soul," the Hebrew nephesh, which conveys an idea

with which we are familiar in Helirew literature, as in the
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words, " And the Lord foi'med man of the dust of the

ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life

"

(Gen. 2. 7). So also it may be explained by Tiasu,

" double," a word which recalls the Greek conception of

the eidolon and the Egyptian ha, or " double," the

" genius " as distinct from the ha or soul.*

Another meaning attached to the word at a later period

was that of nisu, "spirit," or, as M. Lenormant has

shown, " ghost," nisu meaning " feeble." This word is

a synonym of tarpu, " weak," from rapn, the Hebrew

Repliaim, the " shades of the dead."f

In the same way, the word for death and corpse, had,

like the Semiiic mutu moth, as Dr. Wright has shown,

J

means "to stretch oneself out," "extending"—an idea

common alike to sleep and death. So also pagru (Heb.

peger), " corpse," has a similar meaning.

In this creed there was no idea of a future state or of

immortality; it had no place. The body from which the

soul had departed might be brought back to life, but that

only on this earth; and this act could only be performed

by the great magician, " Silik-mulu-dugga," or Merodaeh,

who knew the charm which gave life.

In a hymn to this deity which I have already quoted,

a passage occurs which by many is regarded as implying

a belief in immortality :

—

The incantation which gives life is thine,

The breath {ivat) that gives life is thine.

The holy writing of the mouth of the deep is thine.

Here, however, the office of the god is plainly that of

the great magician, who by spell and incantation restores

* See Maspero, on the Ka, in the Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch., vol. viii., p. 112.

+ See Sayce, Hibbert Lechires, p. 143.

% See Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch., vol. iii., p. 107.
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the dead to life, but in no way raises tliein to a place of

immortality.

In the mueh later literature, sueh as the Cylinder of

Cyrus, Merodach is spoken of as the " god who in his

ministry raises the dead to life," but it must be borne in

mind that such a belief, after many centuries of develop-

ment, is produced l)y contact with other creeds.

The Ghost Thi;uky\

Besides the theory of animism, that is, the belief in

countless spirits inhabiting all things in Xature, there is

another theory which has often tended to produce the first

steps in religious development. Tliis is known as the

" Ghost theory." In dreams, the primitive Akkadian, no

doubt, imagined he saw the shadowy forms of his departed

friends, which led him to regard them as not utterly

vanished, but still existing as shades in some dark, far-

distant, subterranean place.

Thus may be regarded the development of the idea

of a ghost-world, presided over by a ghost-king and

his consort. This ghost -god was called Mnllll, or

Enlil, "the lord of the ghost-world," and his wife,

Nin HI, "lady of the ghost-world." The word ///, "a

ghost," also meant " a dust cloud," to which the

shadowy forms of ghosts were compared ; it is also ex-

plained by zahikit, " transparent," " crystal ": compare the

Hebrew HOIDT {zehuMth) " crystal." The Akkadian ///,

however, passed into Semitic Babylonian in the form of

liltim, "ghost," whh a feminine litatum, "the female

ghost," " the night demon," " the vampire." This form

was not unknown to the Hebrews, for Isaiah foretells the

haunting of Idumea by the L'dith (Isa. 34. 1 I), while
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the Rabbis said that Adam had as his first wife a beautiful

female named Lilith, who lived on the blood of children

whom she slew at night.

The sacred city of the ghost-god was the city of Nipur,

in Central South Babylonia, the site being marked by the

mounds of Nuffar, recently explored by the American

expedition from the University of Pennsylvania. This

city was dedicated to the ghost-god, whose name occurs

on all the bricks and inscriptions found there. There is

an inscription of Sargon I., the king of Akkad, which

belongs to the remote period of b.c. 3800, as follows

:

'' To MuUil, the great lord, Sargani (Sargon), the king

of the city, the mighty king, king of Akkad, the builder

of the temple, the house of Mullil, in ^ipur. Whosover

this tablet shall remove, Mullil and the Sun-god and the

Goddess (Istar) his foundation shall tear up, and his seed

obliterate." From the same site come inscriptions of the

Kino- Naram-Sin (Beloved of the Moon), reading " Naram

Sin, the builder of the House of Mullil," and of Alusarsid,

an hitherto unknown king of this dynasty. The latter

reads " To Mullil Alusarsid, king of (the city of) Kis,

gave." These inscriptions show plainly that the worship

of the " ghost-god " was fully established as early as

B.C. 3800.

Another inscription from this city supplies further in-

formation with regard to this peculiar worship. It is

inscribed upon a block of lapis lazuli, by order of the

Kassite king, Kadasman -Tergu, who reigned about B.C.

1380. The opening lines only are of importance: "To

Mullil of Nipur, father of the gods, king of the great

Anunas, king of the World; his king, Kadasman -Turgu,

king of Babylon (gave)."
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With tlic iiu'iitioii of tlie Aiuiiuis the first knowledge of

auy Chaldean idea of the future state is acquired. The

word Anuuiv signifies the "master," or "great one," and

corresponds to " the chief ones of the earth " (ali/n) of

Isa. 14. 9. The Anunas, who dwelt in the realm of

MuUil, Avcre called the Anunage, or " Masters of the

Under-world." They sat on golden thrones beside the

stream of the " waters of life," in a land of darkness

and decay.

Although seated on golden thrones in the dark under-

M-orld, there does not seem to be any indication of a belief

in their future resurrection to life.

A great change however came over the eschatology of

Babylonia, at what period is impossible to say, when the

creed of Eridu, Avith its " ocean-god," and that of Nipur,

Avith the worship of the "ghost-god," were blended

together, and a third element was added, viz., that of the

"Mountain of the World," where the gods met as on

Olympus, and in the subterranean recesses of which was

the land of Arallu, " the house of Death." This com-

bination must have taken place very early, for in the

inscriptions of Urbahu and Gudea, B.C. 2800, the " Lady

of the Mountain of the World" is frequently mentioned.

In the statue of the king Urbahu the inscription reads,

"For the goddess Nin-garsag (Lady of the Mountains),

mother of the gods." It is probably to this form of

the myth which the Prophet Isaiah refers in the words :

" I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above

the stars of God, and sit upon the mountain of the couo-re-

gation in the uttermost parts of the North " (Isa. 13. 13).

The " Mountain of the World " and the mountain on which

the Ark rested, Mount Nizir, were evidently closely related

T
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and were both the outcome of the early traditions of

the old Akkadian mountain population who had come to

settle in the plains of Shinar.

The nature of this mountain is well shown in the follow-

'ng hymn :

—

mighty mountain of MuUil Im Kharsag (the sky mountain),

•whose head rivals the heavens, the pure deep is laid at its

foundations.

Among the mountains it couches as a strong bull.

Its peaks glisten like the Sun-god;

Like the star of heaven that proclaims the day, it is full of

glittering rays.

The mighty Mother Ninlil (the lady of the ghost -world), the

reverence of E Sara (the house of the host of heaven), the

glory of E Kura (the temple of the host of earth), the

adornment of E Griguna (the temple of darkness), the

heart of the temple Ki-gusura (the temple of the land

of light).*

The conception of this Chaldean Olympus is clearly seen

in these lines. On the summit was the place of the

Assembly of the gods, with the "temples of place of

lierht," and *' the house of the host of Heaven." In the

interior was the abode of the Anunas, " the host of earth,"

and their meeting place, " the temple of Darkness."

This mythological topography exactly fits the description

of Sheol given by the prophet Isaiah in his denunciation of

Babylon (Isa. 14. 9, 15 ff.). It is impossible to read

these verses in the light of cuneiform decipherment and

not conclude that the writer was intimately acquainted

with the main features of the Babylonian myths of the

" World Mountain," the meeting place of the gods, and

in whose interior was the ghost-kingdom of MuUil.

* See Sayce, Hibbert Lectures, p. 862.
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The grave (Shcol) from l)fnc!ith is moved for thoo, to meet

thee at thy coming ; it stirreth up the dwid (rephaim) for

thee, even all the chief ones (nlim) ; it hath raised uji from

their thrones all the kings of the nations.

All they shall speak and say unto thee, Art thou become weak

as wo ? Art thou become like unto us?

Ill this (jiiotjition, tho grave where the "feeble ones,"

the ancestral ghosts, tho »isi or spirits, the anunas or

" masters," sit on their thrones and hail each new-comer

with tho cry, " Art thou become weak as wo ? " is

almost the exact phraseology of the Babylonian Talilets.

Notice here the contrast between the dark region of

the grave, Sheol, and the bright summit of the Mountaiu

of Assembly. "For thou hast said in thine heart, I

will ascend unto heaven, I will exalt my throne above

the stars of God. I will sit upon the Mount of the

Congregation in the sides (uttermost parts) of the Xorth.

I Avill ascend above the heights of the clouds, I will

be like the Most High."

As yet the conception conveys only the idea of a vast,

dark palace of the god of the ghost-world, in which the

great dead sit on thrones in silent conclave. However,

the conception is still growing and gaining shape. The

important inscription quoted indicates this (k'velopinent.

A mythological text, of Avhatover nature, always gains

a vast amount in value when its date can be assigned.

Among the Tablets found at Tel el-Amarna* is one,

unfortunately mutilated, describing the grave-land, the

under-world. This inscription, and the ideas it conveys,

cannot, on historical grounds, be later than n.c. 1100, or

about a century before the age of Moses.

• Tel el-Amarna Tablets in the British Museuiii, jil. 17, text Xo. 82,
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The opening portion of this Tablet, much mutilated,

may be read as follows :

—

AVhen the gods had appointed a banquet

To their sister Eris-kigal

They sent a messenger.

But she being the wife of the god Nergal, the lord of

the under-world, is forbidden to come to the banquet in the

"highest heavens" {sa7nie zirute). The gods are angry

that one of their number should refuse to be- present at the

feast, and send to fetch her. The ambassador chosen is the

god Namtar, "the pestilence god," who is the messenger*

between the under-world and heaven. He is here called the

*' Messenger of Eris-kigal " ; and it was he who acted like

the Greek Hermes, who led souls from the under-world

to heaven. In the above myth there is evidently an early

form of the Greek legend of Persephone, and which, if

the inscription were complete, would furnish much more

interesting matter. It is, however, even in its mutilated

form, a document of much importance.

Reverse.

The god Assaku in the second, the god Isum

In the third, the god Mitbariga in the fourth.

The god Sabta in the fifth, the god Rabitza in the sixth, Dirid

In the seventh, Hutu in the eighth, Binna in the ninth,

Zidana in the tenth, Mikid in the eleventh, Birapari

In the tTfelfth, Umma in the thirteenth, Liba in the fourteenth.

In the gateway was standing the god Khuduma, who in the

couch cuts off.

Namtar to his host a command made, the gates.

* The suJcanu, or messengers of the sods, correspond to the meleJt, or
"angel" of the Hebrew Sci-iptures, as in the narratives of Hagar (CTen. 21.17)

or Balaam (Num. 22. 22) . Namtar corresponded to the " Angel of Death."
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In the miilst (if tlio palace he seized Eris-kigal

By her hair ami dragged her from the throne

To the ground, her head to cut off.

" Do not slay me, my brother ! a word may I speak to thee"

Heard Nergal, and lifted his hand ho wept

" Thou truly art my husband, I truly thy wife. Then take to

thyself

Sovereignty in the wide earth, and establish, good

For power is at thy hand. Then thou shalt bo lord

And lady." Nergal gave ear to her words,

lie took her and kissed her, her tears, ho covered

:

"Whatsoever thou askest of mo in future for all time it is

done."

We have here a more definite form given to the uuder-

world. It is that of a great city, a vast uudergrouud, dark

city of the dead, encircled by seven walls, with seven sets

of double gates, each guarded by a pair of gods. This was

the city of the dead, called Urugal, or "the Groat City," to

which all the dead flocked. It is represented as having

its palace and its rulers. The king of the city of the dead

was Nergal, or, in its older form, Ner, '* the strong one,"

because, as Death, he conquered all. The name Nergal,

which is known as that of the god of the colonists from

Kutha, placed in Samaria (2 Kings 18. 30) is i)rol)ably

Xcr-(jal, *' the great ruler "; or it may be, as I think, a cor-

ruption of " Xer-unt-gaf," the '* ruler of the Great City."

The worship of Nergal centred in the city of Kutha, about

twenty miles east of Babylon, now marked l)y the mounds of

Tt'1-Ibrahim. This city was known by the name of Gutlua

to the Akkadians, of which the Semitic Kutha is a corrup-

tion, the name meaning " the resting place." It was also

called Tigabba, or the " city of the bowing down of the

head," a fit name for the sacred city of the god of Death,

and was the chief necropolis of Chaldca.
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Among the Semites of Babylonia, and at a later time

among the Assyrians, the god of Death became the god of

War ; and it is as such that tergal is best known to us. In

the Obelisk inscription of Shalmanesar II. (b.c. 860) he is

called "ISTergal the Valiant, the King of Battles." This

phase of the Battle god as the god of Death was largely

developed under Assyrian influence. Nergal, as the god of

Death, was symbolised by the winged lion, and as such was

identified with the god Irkalla, " the Great Eater "—a name

which reminds us of the riddle of Samson :
" Out of the

eater came forth meat ; out of the strong came forth sweet-

ness" (Judg. 14. 14). This name evidently refers to the

all-devouring character of the god of Death. Another

interesting expression of this all-ruling power of death is

symbolised by a phrase often found in the hymns of the

Early Chaldean Age, " Mankind, the cattle of the god

Xer." Just as the king was the shepherd of the nations

upon earth, so all mankind had to return home, in the

evening of life, to the fold of the god of Death.

In the further development of the eschatology of the

Babylonians, the god I^ergal loses prominence before his

wife, " Eris-kigal," who becomes the queen of the under-

world. " Eris-kigal," written in characters Ninkigal, and

formerly rendered " The Lady of the Great Land,"

The Tel el-Amai'na Tablet above quoted, however, has

given us the correct reading of the name, and at the

same time has thrown great light upon the mythology

connected Avith it. The name " Eris-kigal " is to be

further rendered as " Eris-birutu, kigal being explained

in the Assyrian syllabaries by Birutu, " pit," the Hebrew

nii> " pi<^j dungeon," a word having an undoubted

cschatological meaning in the Hebrew Scriptures, as in
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*' the pit of (lestriu-tion " (Ps. 55. 2:5), "pit of forru[t-

tion " (Isa. 38. 17), and many other examples, Eris-

kigal was the wife of Nergal, but at the same time

retained her position as the " sister of the great gods" in

heaven, oceupying exactly the ix>sition of the Gi'eek

Persephone. As Queen of Hades she was the rixal of the

Celestial Venus, and the rivalry is well shown in the beau-

tiful poem known to scholars as the " Tablet of the

Descent of Istar into the Under-world," from which the

following extracts are taken ;

—

The Descent of Istar.

To the land whence none return, the region of diirkness,

Istar, daughter of the Moon-God, firmly set her mind,

Even the daughter of the AIoon-God fixed her mind (to go)

To the house of darkness, the seat of the great Devourer,

To the house whose entrance has no exit,

By the road whose going has no return.

To the house from whose entrance light is shut out,

The place where much dust is their bread, their food mud
;

Light they see not, in darkness they dwell,

Clad also like birds with a robe of feathers :

Over the door and bolt dust is scattered.

Istar on arriving at the gate of the land of No-Return,

To the porter of the gate a word she utters :

" Oh, porter of the waters, open thy gate !

Open thy gate that I may enter

!

If thou openest not thy gate that I may enter,

I will smite the doors, the bolt I will break

;

I will smite the threshold, tear away the portals,

I M'ill raise the dead, the devourers (akili) of the living,

Over the living the deiid shall exceed in number."

The porter opens his mouth and speaks
;

He says to Istar the princess,

•' Stay, lady, thou must not break it down !
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Let me go and declare thy name to Eris-Kigal, the Lady of

Hades."

The keeper descended, and declared her name to Eris-Kigal :

" Oh goddess, the waters thy sister Istar is (come to seek),

Trying the mighty bars—(to break open the doors)."

When AUat heard this she opened her mouth and said,

*' Like a cut-off reed has she descended,

Like the petal (lip) of a drooping reed she prays for the waters

of life

:

What brings her heart to me, what brings her mind to me ?*******
Like food would I eat, like sweet drink would I drink

;

Let me weep for the heroes who have left their wives
;

Let me weep for the handmaids whom from the bosom of

their husbands thou hast taken ;

For the young child let me weep, whom thou hast taken before

his day :

Go, keeper, open for her the gate

;

Strip her according to the law of old time."

The first gate he made her enter, and shut it ; he threw down

the mighty crown of her head.

" Why, keeper, dost thou throw down the mighty crown of

my head."

" Enter, lady, such are the orders of the Lady of the Land."

The second gate he made her enter, and he shut ; he threw

away the earrings of her ears.

'* Wherefore, keeper, hast thou thrown away the earrings

of my ears ?
"

" Enter, lady, for such are the orders of the Lady of the

Land."

The third gate he made her to enter, and he closed ; he threw

away the precious stones of her neck.

*' Wherefore, keeper, hast thou thrown away the precious

stones of my neck ?
"

"Enter, lady, these are the orders of the Lady of the

Land."

The fourth gate he made her enter, and closed ; he threw away

the ornaments of her breast.
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"Wherefore, keeper, hast thou tlinnvii away tlie .jriianioiits

of my breast ?
"

" Enter, lady, such are the orders of the UvXy of tlie Diiid."

The fifth gate he made her to enter, and closed
;
he threw

away the jewelled girdle of her waist.

"Wherefore, keeper, hast thou taken away the jewelled

girdle of my waist ?
"

" Enter, lady, such are the orders of the Lady of the Land."

The sixth gate he made her enter, and closed ; he threw away

the circlets of her hands and feet.

" Wherefore, keeper, hast thou thrown away tlie circlets of

my hands and feet ?
"

" Enter, lady, such are the orders of the Lady of the Land."

The seventh gate he made her enter, and closed ; he threw away

the robe of her body.

" Wherefore, keeper, hast thou thrown away the robe of my

body ?
"

'« Enter, lady, such are the orders of the Lady of the Land."

So soon as Istiir had descended into the " Land of No-Return,"

Eris-Kigal beheld her, and was enraged toward her—

Istar took no thought,—she cried to her with oaths,

Eris-Kigal opened her mouth and said,

To Namtar, her messenger, the word she uttei-s :

" Go, Namtar, (take Istar from) me and

Lead her out ; sixty times afflict her :

The disease of the eyes into her eyes
;

The disease of the side into her side

;

The disease of the feet into her feet

;

The disease of heart into her heart

;

The disease of the he;ul afflict her head
;

Into her, even the whole of her, strike disease."

There are some passages of difficulty, and as they have no

great bearing on the subject of the chapter they are omitted.

From these lines it appears that during the absence of the

goddess there was no love on earth, and no increase of flock

or herd, and so the gods decided to restore the lost one.

The task is assigned to the all-wise god Ea.
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Ea in the wisdom of his heart formed a creature,

He created Ayu-su-namir the androgne.

" Go, Azu-su-namir, towards the gate of Hades set thy face
;

Let the seven gates of Hades be opened before thee
;

Let the Lady of the Land see thee and rejoice at thy presence,

When her heart is at rest and her liver appeased.

Conjure her also by the names of the great gods';

Turn thy head ; to the resting-place of the cold wind set

thy mind,

The home of the pure one, in the resting-place of the cold wind
;

Let them prepare the waters in the midst, let her drink."

When the lady of the land heard this

She tore her girdle, she bit her thumb :

" Thou hast asked of me a request none should ask.

Go, Azu-su-namir, let me injure thee with a great injury :

May the garbage of the sewers of the city be thy food !

May the vessels of the daughters of the city be thy drink
;

May the darkness of the dungeon be thy habitation
;

May the threshold be thy seat
;

May drought and famine strike thy offspring."

The Lady of the Land opened her mouth and said.

To Namtar, her messenger, a word she addresses

:

" Gro, Namtar, strike the firmly-built palace,

Shatter the thresholds which hide the stones of light

;

Bid the Anunas come forth and seat them on the throne of gold

;

Over Istar pour the waters of life and bring her before me."

The goddess is now released, and as she returns through

each of the seven gates her articles of adornment are

restored to her. Then follows some lines of special

interest to the Biblical student, describing the release of the

lover of the goddess, Tammuz or Adonis, to rescue whom
she had gone into the dread land.

" If she has not given thee that for which the ransom is paid,

turn back to her again

For Tammuz, the bridegroom of thy youth :

Pour over him the pure waters, anoint him with holy oil

;
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Clotho him with a purple roln', ii ring of lapis lazuli let him

put on his hand.

Let Samkhat (the goddess of pleasure) rest the mind.

The goddess Tillili take her jewels,

The onyx stones •which are unbroken.

The goddess Tillili had heard of the cjvrrying below of

her brother

;

She broke her jewels,

Even the onyx stones which were full of light,

Crying, ' Oh, my brother, the only one, do not leave me.'

In the day that Tammuz bound mo with a ring of crystal

and a circlet of turquoise.

Let the waiting-nun and waiting-women surround the funeral

pyre and smell the sweet »ivour."

There is, perhaps, no text in the whole range of Assyrio-

logical literature which contains so much matter of interest

alike for the student of Classical Mythology and of the

Bible as this inscription.

The Weeping for Tammuz.

The legend of the descent of Istar is in reality a species

of miracle play, which was part of the liturgy of the great

festival of the mourning for the dead Tammuz, so universal

throughout the East.

Although not of Semitic origin, the worship of the youth-

ful Sun-god Tammuz seems to have been adofjted readily

by Phueuicians, Syrians, Hebrews, and the people of Asia

Minor, as well as the Greeks. The text throws much

light upon this cultus.

In the Scripture tiic most definite reference to it is found

in the Book of Ezekiel (8. 14) :
" Then he brought me to

the door of the gate of the Lord's house, which was towards

the North, and, behold, there sat women weeping for
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Taiuiniiz." Upon this passage we have mucli illustrative

matter. The Son of Life (Dumzi), or Tammuz, the youth-

ful summer sun, was slain by the " boar's tusk," that is, by

the cold blast of the north winds of winter, and, therefore,

it is towards the North that the Hebrew women were

weeping. So also in the Tablet the rescuer of Istar and

Tammuz is directed to " turn thy heads to the resting

place of the cold Avind ; set thy mind toward the resting

place of the cold wind." The North was regarded as an (!vil

death-dealing quarter, for thence came the wind Iltann or

Istanu, from Satanu, " hostile evil." The mountain of

the north and north-east, the mountain of the World, in

whose interior was the land of Aralli, the house of dearth,

situated in the evil North.

A most pointed reference to this mourning is found in the

prophecy of Jeremiah, regarding the death of Jehoiakim the

son of Josiah, where he quotes in derision of the wicked

king the funeral dirge of Tammuz :
" They shall not

lament for him, Ah, my brother ! or. Ah, sister ! They

shall not lament for him, saying. Ah, lord, or. Ah, his

glory " (Jer. 22. 18), where we have almost the words of

the Tablet, " Oh, my brother, the only one." It is probably

to a similar mourning that the prophet Zechariah refers

(12. II) "in the mourning for Hadad-Kimmon."

In Phoenicia the festivals of Tammuz were observed with

great ceremonial in the glen of Apacha (weeping). This

beautiful glen, about eight miles north of Beyrout, is the

source of the Adonis river— the modern " Nahr Ibrahim."

The rains of the spring and the melting snows of Lebanon

combined to redden the waters of the stream with the red

marl of the mountains, in which the priests of Grebal, with

poetic fancy, saw the blood of the slain Sun-god, and in the
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nioiilh of Taminuz (Jam'

—

Iiilv) tliciv was hoKI hi^ro thu

festival of the ^otl.

At a later period, when Babylonian and Assyrian influence

on the priesthood of Plucnieia was rei)laeed ])y that of

Egypt, the god Tammuz became identilied with Osiris, and

Istar with Isis, and the ceremonial became more compli-

cated.

In Tammuz, in this legend, as in Osiris in the Egyptian

" Hook of the Dead,"' we see the type of the deceased, and

thus learn more of the theory of future life held by the

ancient Babylonians. In each legend the hero is the

sun, dying and rising again to life in its original sphere

of existence.

The Land of Darkness and Death.

The description given in the tablet is most vivid.

It is that of a great city {iiru gal) with its walls and gates

and with the outer wall circled by " the waters " of the river

of death. This city of the dead was called by the Baby-

lonians bv the name of Snahi—the exact equivalent of the

Hebrew^ Sheol.* The le.\igraphical tal)let in which this

important word is found throws considerable light on the

meaning. In the list of words from which the name is

taken, the majority are derivatives of the root Kabarii,

the Hebrew ^y^, Kabur, "to bury," and Kthir, "a

grave," and Sualu is an eijuivalent of Alu Kabru, " c\iy

of the grave." We have seen alrea<ly that another name

was Kigal or birittu, "the pit," so that both the usual

Hebrew renderings of Sheol—the grave and the pit—are

also to be found in the inscriptions. Another name of the

• See Dclitzscb, Hebrew and Assyrian, p. 2(J.
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region of death was that of Bit Muti, " the house of death,"

or Aralli ; Avhile in the Tablet under consideration it is also

called mat la tairat, "the Land of No-Return," which is

especially the land of darkness. In the inscription this is

most clearly stated, and in almost the very words of Scrip-

ture ;
" the Land of No-Return, the region of darkness ;

"

" the house of darkness ;

" " the house at whose entrance

they shut out the light ;
" " light they see not, in darkness

they dwell." With these compare such passages as " He
shall go to the generation of his fathers :* they shall

never see light" (Ps. 49. 16). In the Book of Job, which

is so full of valuable passages regarding the future state,

there are many references to this land of darkness ;
" Let

darkness and the shadow of death claim it for their own "

(3. 5) ;
" He bringeth out to light the shadow of death "

(12.22). Mark also the contrast in the words " He hath

redeemed my soul from going into the pit, and my life shall

behold the light" (Job 33. 18). So also "Declare, if

thou knowest at all, where is the way of the dwelling of

light; and, as for darkness, where is the place thereof "

(Job 38. 19). These passages show that to the Hebrew,

as to the Babylonian, darkness was associated with the

Land of No-Return, and the house of death.

The Shadow of Death.

There is a phrase in the Scriptures very frequently

associated with Sheol, which is also found in the Baby-

lonian religious inscriptions. This is the " Shadow of

Death," Zalmoth, ri.lDT'V? which has its exact equivalent

in the Hebrew Zalmat. In one of the last of the books of

* A curious resemblance to the Anunas or Masters of the Babylonian
" ghojt land."
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the Chaldean Epic of Gilgamos—the book of darkness as we

may call it—wi- have a very important passage :
" O, darkness

(Zalmat) ! O, darkness, Mother of many waters; O, dark-

ness, her mighty power as a garment covers thee." In the

same inscription, nnfortunately very fragmentary, also oc-

curs a passage of great value. The hero Gilgaraes, afraid

of death, asks what manner of place the grave is, and re-

ceives as his reply, " It is the place thou comest to when

thou growest old and the worm enters, and thou hast put

on corruption." "With which we may compare the words in

Job, " If I have said to corruption, Thou art my father : to

the worm, Thou art my mother and my sister " (17. 1 i)
;

and again also, " they lie alike in tlie dust, and the worm

covereth them" (21. 2G).

It is evident that in this later teaching, as to the grave-

land, it was believed to be below the earth, and reached as it

were by a yawning pit. A fragmentary ta])let in the

British Museum reads :
" To the Land of No-Return I turn

mvself , I spread like a bird my hands ; I descend, I descend

to the house of darkness, the dwelling of the great de-

vourer." The same conception is also common to the

Hebrew writings, as in the case of Korah, Dathan, and

Abiram in Num. 16. 30, or as implied in the words of

Isaiah (14. 9) :
" Sheol from beneath is moved for thee."

Indeed, the idea of a yawning bottomless pit, which some

consider to be implied by the word Sheol, seems to be

borne out by the passage in Job, " "What is deeper than

Sheol ? " (11. 8).

I now pass to a much more important and, at the same

time, more diflicult phase of the subject, namely, the con-

sideration of tlie question, Was the Hades of the Baby-

lonians regarded as a place of punishment? This is a
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very difficult question to answer ; sources of evidence being

as yet far from complete. From the tablet of the descent

of Istar it would certainly seem to be so.

The goddess, who, as already stated, represents the de-

ceased, is stripped naked and bare, and instead of her orna-

ments is clothed with disease. In the same manner the

creature Aza-su-namir undergoes vicatory punishment for

her. ''Let me injure thee with a great injury j may the

garbage of the sewers of the city be thy food ; may the dark-

ness of the dungeon be thy habitation," certainly seem to

imply punishment.

In the same manner the words of Istar herself seem to

indicate that she knew the circle of the under-world to

which she would be assigned.

" Let me weep for the heroes who have left their wives
;

let me weep for the handmaids who from the bosoms of

their husbands have turned ; let me weep for the little

child whom thou hast taken ere his days are come." It was

to the cycle described in the Talmudic writers of faithless

wives, husbands, and adulterers, and those who had procured

abortion that the goddess, who had ruined " families through

her witchcrafts" (Nah. 3. 4), was to be assigned.*

There seems to have been also a species of judgment, as

the frequent reference to the rules and "ancient laws"

imply.

There was, however, no approach to the elaborate tribunal

of the forty-two assessors of the Egyptian " Book of the

Dead."

In the Egyptian ritual the deceased was judged by Osiris

and his forty-two assessors, his heart being placed on one

* See the interesting details regarding tliis cycle in the recently discovered

Apocalypse of St. Peter.
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side of the scale held by Ilonis and Ainibis,* while llu- scrihe

Tboth registered the result of the weighing. Upon this,

judgment was given in the Hall of "the Two Truths," and

the fate of the deceased was decide<l. In the 121th chapter

of the Book of the Dead,t called the chapter of the going

to the Hall of the Two Truths, and of the separating of

a person from his sins, when he had Iteen made to see the

faces of the gods, the whole ceremonial is set forth. The

worst form of punishment Avas that of annihilation and

destruction by the hippopotamus-shaped Devourer.

After passing through the various trials and troubles the

soul, according to Egyptian teaching, entered the al>ode of

beatified spirits, and remained in bliss until it rejoined the

body in the tomb.

As the Egyptian creed did not imply a resurrection to

immortal life in heaven, so there does not seem any real

trace of such a belief in the teaching of Babylonia.

Merodach, as I have already said, could raise the dead

to life; but it was only a restoration to life here, not to

eternal life in heaven with God.

Immortality could only be obtained by drinking of the

" waters of life " which rose in the mystic fountain in the

centre of the palace of the under-world, and were guarded

by the Auunas. Istjxr only obtained her release when

Namt4U- " had poured out for her the waters of life."

With the gradual predominance of Semitic thought there

arose another belief in the attainment of immortality. This

was by leading the perfect life which led to translation or

deification. Just as "Enoch was a just man and walked

• Jackal-headed pod. Sec illustration, p. ISi.

+ In tins chapter occurs the famous " Negative confession," which by some

is regarded as the source o( the UecaloKue.

X
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with God, and God took him" (Gen. 5. 24), so Elijah,

in whom was a perfect manifestation of the prophetic

life, ascended to heaven, so Samas-Napisti, the Chaldean

Noah, " who only had been the servant of the gods," was

translated or deified, or absorbed into the gods. This

same idea is well expressed by the words in the Delnge

Tablet :
" Formerly Samas-Napisti was as mankind {ami-

lutum-ma). From now Samas-Napisti and his wife, to

be like gods, are borne away, and there to dwell Samas-

Napisti at the mouth of the river in a remote place they

took us. And in a remote place at the mouth of the

rivers they caused us to dAvell."

The Co^'CEPTION of Heaven.

It is one of the most fascinating and, at the same

time, one of the most difficult subjects in the study of

the mythological literature of an ancient people to ascer-

tain the conception which they formed of the future state

of the blessed.

It may be generally assumed that the conception of

heaven which an ancient people form, is usually an idealised,

beatified form of the happiest life on earth. The North-

American Indian has his " happy hunting grounds " ; the

Noi-seman his " Valhalla," with its perpetual wassail and

banquet with golden cups of mead ; and the Mohammedan

his " paradise " of hai-em delights ; while the peaceful

ancient Egyptian had his " happy fields."

It is also to be noticed that as a nation rises in the

scale of civilisation so the conception of heaven becomes

grander and brighter. The heaven of a wandering people,

living in tents and rich in flocks and herds, difPers from

that of a city-dwelling people whose greatness centres in
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a coiut or king, and wIhtc the Ijiw that might is riglit

holds sway. The one is the otx'rnal fiehls, the other

sees before him the eourt or eump, the phiee of mighty

warriors.

lu Babylonian and Assyrian literature wb ha\e tliesc

several stages of development represented by texts of

various ages.

The earliest eonception of heaven is a simple one, set

forth in one of the hymns of tlie primitive Chaldean age.

The text is one of the liUmies of the religio-magical

cree<l, and relates to the healing of a sick man :

—

"On the butter which is brought from a pure stall,

The milk M-hich is brought from a pure sheepcote,

The pure butter of the pure stall, lay a spell.

May the man, the son of lirs god, recover;

Miiy the man be bright and purfe as the butter,

Maj- he bo -white as this milk."

Here is the heaven of the shepherd, with the blessed

flocks and herds. Eeferences to a place of happiness and

a heaven are very scarce, indeed almost wanting in the

older Akka^lian pre-Semitic literature of Babylonia. It

is true they had tlie "sky-god Ana," and the "Spirit of

heaven" is invoked in the magical litanies, but it is cer-

tainly rather the natural all-covering sky than the abode

of the risen blessed.

With the advent of the Semites the conception is

changed and extended. Anna under the form of Anu be-

comes no longer the god of the visible vault of heaven,

but the king of the invisible world above the all-covering

sky, the serene and happy regions above the clouds,

where the gods held court. It is the land of the " silver

sky," the heaven of Ann, the seventh heaven, to wliich

the gods ascended when the terrible Deluge took place, and
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where the court of the Sky-god has replaced the summit

of the World Mountain.

The Heaven of Ami.

Just as we were fortunate in having recovered an in-

scription (of which we could ascertain the approximate

date) describing the under-world, so from the same soui-ce

we have obtained one which contains a description of

heaven. Among the tablets from Tel el-Amarna in

Egypt which formed part of the library of the heretic

Pharaoh, Amenophis IV. (Khu-en Aten), who reigned

about B.C. 1430, is one containing the legend of a certain

Adapa, the fisherman of the god Ea, who was permitted

to enter heaven to obtain pardon from the god Anu for

having broken the wings of the south wind. The tablet

is unfortunately broken both at the beginning and end.

Adapa, man of the god Ea, was fishing in the midst of

the sea, in the house of the fishes, to catch fish for his

master Ea. The sea was smooth, but the south wind

blew and caused the sea to sweep over Adapa and to sink

him in the sea. In his rage he threatens to break the

wings of the south wind. The text now becomes more

complete :

—

As he spoke thus with his mouth, the wings of the south

wind were broken.

For seven days the south wind blew no more across tlie land.

Then Anu spake thus to his messenger the god Ilabrat.

" Why has the south wind not blown across the land these

seven days ?
"

His messenger, the god Ilabrat, answered him, " My lord,

Adapa, the son of the god Ea, hath broken the wings of

the south wind."

When Anu heard these words he cried out " Help !
"
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The uext few lines are too nmtilatcd for consecutive

translation. They describe how Ann orders Aclapii to be

brought before him, and how Ea arrays his sou in a

shroud and warns him as to his conduct when going be-

fore the god of heaven. " When thou risest up to heaven

and reachest the gate of Anu, the god Tammuz and the

god Giz-zida (Tree of Life) will stand at the gate of Anu ;

they will see thee, and call out ' Help, help. Lord !
For

whom dost thou mourn, O Adapa? For whom hast thou

put on a shroud?' 'Two gods have died in our land'

(shalt tliou answer), 'therefore do I this.' * Who are the

two gods that have died in thy land ?
' Then shall the

god Tammuz and the god Giz-zida look upon each other

and raise their voices in lamentation. Then shall they

speak a word of favour before Anu, and cause thee to

behold the beautiful face of Anu."

" When thou coniest in to the presence of Anu they will offlr

thee food of death. Eat it not.

Water of death they will offer thee. Drink it not.

A garment they will oflfer thee. Put it on.

Oil they will offer thee. Anoint thyself with it.

Despise not the words I have given thee
;
ponder upon the

words I have .spoken to thee."

Then the messenger of Anu arrived, "Adapa has broken tho

wings of the south wind." " Bring him before me" (said

Anu).

Here there is again a break in the tablet, and when

we can resume, it reads :
—" When he had risen up to

the gate of heaven, and had reached the gate of Anu, the

god Tammuz and the god Giz-zida stood at the gate of

Anu. When they saw A<lapa they called out ' Help,

Lord ! For whom dost thou mourn, Adapa ? For

whom lia.-t thou put on a shroud?' 'Two gods have
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died in our land, therefore do I put on a shroud.' ' Who
are the two gods that have died in the land ? ' The god

Tammuz and the god Giz-zida looked at each other and

raised their voices in lamentation. When Adapa now

drew near to the presence of Anu, Anu saw him, and

said, ' O Adapa, why hast thou broken the wings of the

south wind ?
' And Adapa answered Anu, ' My lord, in

the midst of the sea I was catching fish for the house of

my lord, while still and smooth lay the waters around me.

Then rose the south wind and dipped me into the waters.'

"

Then follow some more fragmentary lines in which Adapa

relates how, in the anger of his heart, he broke the wings

of the south wind. Then the god Tammuz and the god

Giz-zida spoke a favourable word to the god Anu, and he

answered, " Why did Anu permit a sinful man to behold

the innermost parts of heaven and earth. He made him

great and gave him renown ; but what shall we grant

him ? Let food of life be offered him, so that he may

eat."*

" Then food of life was offered him and he ate not.

Water of life was offered him and he drank not. A gar-

ment was offered to him and he clothed himself. Oil

was offered to him and he anointed himself. Then Anu

looked upon him and raised his voice in lamentation,

O Adapa, wherefore eatest thou not ? Wherefore drinkest

thou not ? The gift of life cannot be thine. I remem-

bered the words of Ea, my lord which he spake to me :

Eat not, drink not, but put on the garment and anoint

thyself ; and Anu let him return to his own land." Con-

* I am indebted to the rendering of this list to the Transactions of the

Kinth International Congress of Orientalists, London, by Prof. Sayce, for

the reading of many obscure passaRes.
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fused us this toxt is, diic! in some measure. I think, to its

beino- a student's copy, it eontiiins some matter of interest.

The entrance to heaven can only be through death, and

therefore Adapa disguises himself as one dead by wear-

in'' a shroud, and immortaUty is only gaiu(!d by eating

the "foot! of (eternal) life, and drinking the waters of

(eternal) life," which are the food and waters of death

to mortals. Of special interest is the mention of the robe

with which the inhabitants of heaven are clothed. In

another text in the British Museum this is called the

" robe of brightness," reminding us of the " wedding gjir-

ment" in the parable (Matt. 22. 11). The anointing with

oil also forms a curious parallel to the "oil of gladness"

(Ps. 45. 7).

The position of Tammuz and Giz-zida reminds us, as

Professor Sayce has pointed out, of the pillars Jachin and

Boaz at the gates of the Temple (1 Kings 7. 21). It is

also curious to find the god of the Tree of Life forming

the guardians of the gate of heaven, for after the Fall,

man was shut out from eating of the tree, " lest he put

forth his hand and take also of the Tree of Life, and

eat, and live for ever" (Gen. 3. 22).

There are other inscriptions which show that the

Assyrians hud u cleur idea of a place of happiness to

^vhich those who had ''eaten the food of life or drank the

•waters of life " would go to dwell.

In a hymn of the late age of Assurbanipal (b.c. 6G8)

there is a passage which indiaites this belief: "As a inuii

muy he live and be at peace. Over kings and princes

may he exercise wide-spread dominion. May he come to

grey hairs. For the men who utti-r these prayers muy

the land of the silver sky, oil unceasing, and wine of
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blessedness be their food, and a perpetual noon-day their

light. Health to thy body and prosperity is my prayer

to the gods who dwell in the land of Assyria."

We cannot compare these passages with any in the Old

Testament, for it is remarkable to note how lacking these

books are in any description of the future abode of the

blessed; indeed, only one text can be quoted with any

certainty. " Thou wilt shew me the path of life, in thy

presence is fulness of joy ; at thy right hand there are

pleasures for evermore" (Ps. 16. 11).

It was not until the advent of Christianity, with its

wider hopes, with its grand doctrine of the resurrection

and the Kingdom of Heaven, that the true conception of

the life of heaven was realized.

A true conception of the nature of sin, and of the alien-

ation thereby from God, enlarged and spiritualised the

crude material conceptions of Judaism, and out of them

came the beautiful conceptions of the Kingdom of Heaven

which adorn the New Testament.

Symbols already familiar to us appear in Assyrian and

Babylonian mythology, such as the " Marriage Feast," the

" River of Life," the " Throne of God," and other con-

ceptions, but all have a new and truer meaning in the

teaching of Christ.

There can be little doubt that during the period of the

later Babylonian Empire, from B.C. 606-538, and during

the Persian rule, the teaching of the Babylonian priests

underwent many changes and attained to a higher and

purer form. It was during these and subsequent ages

that much of the eschatology which we find in Jewish

and apocalyptic writers grew up, and that the Kingdom

of Heaven began to assume a definite shape in the reli-
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fjious teachings of the age, but no dciiiiite condusion can

as yet he arrived at owing to the dearth at present of

rehgious texts of this period. That throughout long ages

the Babylonians had been develoi)ing a definite scheme of

belief as to the future life is perfectly evident from the

testimony of the Monuments.
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Late Fellow of Christ College, Cambridge.

Size, small 4to., cloth, bevelled boards, gilt top, price 12/-

rjlHlS Iliindbook aims at treating the poetry and theology of the Pwilms

in such a manner as shall benefit not only the student of the Hebrew,

but also the English reader who tJikes an intelligent interest in the con-
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" / will sing with the spirit and I will
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SOME OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
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Some ©pinions of tbc press.

The Times.—"A volume of conservative bnt scliolarly Biblical criticism."

Church Times.—" Here stands Mio deliverance of fourteen able men speakinj? at

their best."

Record.-"We fully believe that this book will be of i^reat use in this time of unrest."
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troversy."
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which the writers display, and the vigour with which they deal their blows."

Liverpool Mercury.—"It is impossible to speak too highly of the learning, research,

and dialectical power which mark this volume."

Bristol Times.—" The book is at once a brave challenge and a dignified rebuke."

Yorkshire Post.—" Another and weighty contribution to the vexed subject of Old

Testament criticism."

Western Morning News.—" Readers will be surprised at the force which the

argument acquiies wlien viewed in the light of the vast array of facts marshalled in

these pages."

Western Mail.—" It is doubtless the most important contribution to Biblical

literatuie that liaa appeared for many years in this country."
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Cloth Boards, Red Edges. Demy 8vo. Price 3s. 6d.

Volumes I.~III. Others in preparation.

FOURTH EDITION, REVISED.

Voliame I.

THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE BIBLE:
STUDIES IN OLD TESTAMENT CRITICISM.

BY

R. B. GIRDLESTONE, M.A.,
Hon. Canon of Christ Church; lafe Principal of Wycliffe Hall, Oxford.

SOIME OPINIONS.
Guardian.—" Written in a reverent spirit."

Theological Monthly.—" Any one who takes up the book will be led, we think,

to peruse and ponder till he arrives at a sound conclusion on what is, and must
remain, one of the most important matters within human ken."

Church Review.—" An invaluable work."

Rock.—" Canon Girdlestone as an expert gives us the results of his own personal

research. We are taken into the very workshop and shown the methods and processes

by which the final results have been attained."

Churchman.—" It is worthy to become a text-book in a theological assembly."

Christian.—" Will assist many to gain a firm foothold with regard to the verity of

Holy Writ."

Literary Churchman.-" This is a book of exceeding breadth of learning, and
quite exceptional value. We desire to give an unusually emphatic recommendation to

this valuable treatise."

Literary Opinion.—" The style throughout is clear, elevated, and forcible."

Glohe.—" A mine of strength to the holders of the ancient faith."

Quiver.—" We can heartily commend it."

Baptist.—" Canon Girdlestone's arguments will command general respect."

National Church.—" This is precisely the kind of work wanted in these critical

times."

Evening News.—" A perfect armoury of argument and scholarship."

Yorkshire Post.—" Shows results as interesting as they are valuable."

Church Bells.—" The various topics involved are put in a very interesting way."

British Weekly.—" It has a calm and dignified style—beauty itself, with a splendid

courtesy to opponents, and altogether it is a pleasant book to read."

RETAIL OF ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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THE BIBLE STUDENT'S UBRARY—co»/mued.

Volixrae II.

THE LAW IN THE PROPHETS.
IIT THE

Rev. STANLEY LEATHES, D.D.,
Professor of Hebrew. Kim/s College, London; Prebendary of St. Paul's

;

Author of " The Structure of the Old Testament "
;

The Religion of the Christ " (Bampton Lecture) ; " Christ and the Bible," &€., dkc

EXTRACT FROM THE PREFACE.

The late Dr. Liddon wrote :
" How I wish you could see your

«* way to writing a book on, say, * The Law and the Proi)hets,'

" putting the Law back into the chronological and authoritative

" place from which the new criticism would depose it, and so
" incidentally reasserting in the main, and with the necessary
" reservations, the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch."

This book is partly the result of that suggestion.

so:srE OPINIONS.
Cliurch Quarterly Review.—" A careful work."
Guardian.-" Deserves wide circulation It was an excellent idea thus to collect

these allusions."

Church Times.—" Most valuable."

Spectator.—" Proves the anti(|uity of the Mosaic Law, by the references that are
made to it in the books of the I'lnphets, books that are conceded on all hands to have
at least a considerable relative ant i(|uity. The contention of the extremists, that the
whole letfal ritual is post-exilian, certainly lays itself open to liostile criticism. The
appeal of the Prophets to the Hebrew people seems founded on the fact that there
was a covenant which the people had broken."

Church Review.—" If Dr. Stanley Leathes had never done any other ftood thin^t
than he has done in writinff this most valuable book, he would be fairlv entitled to
rank as oiu' of the most successful defenders of Holy Scriptures of our day."

Baptist Magazine.—" Dr. Leathes has set an example which all who are opposed
to the niethdil and result of modern Hiblical criticism would do well to follow. He
brings the question to a sound and reliffious test."

RETAIL OP ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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Vol-arae III.

PRINCIPLES OF BIBLICAL CRITICISM.

Rev. J. Jm lias, M.A.,
Sector of East BerghoU ; formerly Hulsean Lecturer, and Preacher at the

Chapel Royal, Whitehall.

THE object of this volume is to place before the reader the principles

on which the criticism of the Bible has been carried on, as "well as

the results which are supposed to have been obtained, and to inquire how

far those results may be believed to have been successful.

The Author, feeling that the present-day life is far too busy to admit

of the perusal of large works filled with a mass of detail, and that the

great want in many departments of science—and more especially in theo-

logical science—is manuals which shall deal with first principles, has

endeavoured to collect the main outlines of the subject, and present it in

convenient form, and also to make the facts and arguments set forth intelli-

gible to those whose acquaintance with the learned languages is slender.

SOME OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

The Church Times.—"We have seldom seen in so small a compass so admirable,

and withal temperate, exposition of the ingenious puzzles which German criticism has
been weaving under the guise of truth. We gratefully recognize the vahie and
importance of this volume ; and a reverent investigation carried on, on the lines here
suggested, cannot fail to be profitable to the Biblical student."

The Record,—"The book is one that we can very cordially recommend."

Church Quarterly Review.—" Mr. Lias is entitled to the gratitude of churchmen."

Expository Times.—" Exceedingly useful as a storehouse of facts."

Spectator.—" Perhaps the most importJint chapter is that of ' The Evidence of

the Psalms.' Mr. Lias knows that the controversy turns largely on the date of these."

RETAIL OF ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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THE NEW BIBLE FOR PREACHERS, TEACHERS, & STUDENTS.

Large Type VARiORUIVI Reference Bible,

{Sizo, 9; X Ci X li incJirs. l.'tOS pages.)

^wia^ir AT»ooi^vi>riA.
{Size, 9| X ej X 11 inches. 276 pages.)

For the TEACHER'S EDITION (1980 pages) see page 12.

The Year 189:5 will be rememherod by Bible Readers for the Publication of New
Editions of the various Tkacher's Biulks, but most particularly for the

Completion of the New Edition of the Variorum Reference Bible .

The VARIORUM E.litinn of tlie Aiithorisi'd Version lias a trrent and independent

value, whether for (hiilv use or 11s a slaridard work of Ilefercnce. It nieets the wants of

every grade of studenti fr()ni the iiitelliiri'iit reader to the learned reviser.

In its stvle and appearance the VARIORUM Kkierence BiDr,E has been stu-

diously assiinilated to the ordinary 8vo. ll.'fereneo Bible to make its utility no less

universal.

This Edition is distinguished from all other Reference Bibles by the addition.

on the same page as the Te.rf. in Foot-notes, of a complete digest of the chief of the

various Renderings and Keadings of the original text from the very best Authorities.

The sources from which the xlnnotations are taken comprise, in the

OLD TESTAMENT. APOCRYPHA. NEW TESTAMENT.
„„ ,, i , 7.S Commentators,
90 Commentators, m> f'ninnipntntors . ,. .4,t uommeniaiors,

g Ancient Versions,U Vei-sions, including
^^ Versions. 2.3 Ancient Manuscripts.

the Revised Version,
'

11 Critical Editions of the Text,

AND •''"' AND

R.V. JIarginal Readings. 15 Manuscripts. Revised Version & Slargin.

The VARIORUM Notes, together with the "New 9itis to 13ible Slulicnls " (see

pages 15 171. give to the ordinary reader of Scripture an amount of infoiiiiation

hifiierto conlined to great scholars and owners of a very costly l^ihniry, and com-
prise the quintessence of Biblicjil Scholarship in the most convenient form.

The Commentarv here is strictly textual (with Brief Explanatory Notes) : and
the names of the Editors—Professors CHEYNE. DRIVER, .SAXUAY. tlie late Hev.

P. L. t:LARKE. and the Rev. C. J. BALL—are sullicient guarantees for its accuracy
and completeness.

The numerous Commendations of the completed Work include :
—

The Rev. Dr. Wace, Principal of King's College, London .—
" Tt is a work of incalculable usefulness, for which the warmest gratitude is due alike

to the editors and yoiirsolves."

The Rev. Canon W. J. Knox Little :—
" It is a bcauiiful and valuable work. I think it the most satisfactory copy I have

ever had. I like it more, the more I make use of it."

RETAIL OF AIiIj BOOKSELLERS.

OREAT NEW STREET, LONDON, EC.
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THE VARIORUM APOCRYPHA:
EDITED WITH VARIOUS RENDERINGS AND READINGS FROM

THE BEST AUTHORITIES,

BY THE

Rev. C. Jk BALL, M,A.,
Chaplain of Lincoln's Inn.

Large Type. (Bourgeois 8vo.) Superfine Paper. 276 Pages.

Cloth, bevelled boards, red edges 6/6
Leather, gilt edges 7/6
Leather, round corners, red under gold edges, gold roll inside cover . . .

.

8/6
Morocco, boards or limp, gilt edges, gold rollinside cover 13/6
Morocco, limp, round corners, red under gold edges, gold roll inside cover .

.

16/-

Levant Tapp, round comers, gilt edges, lined Calf panels 24/-

Guardian :—

Mr. Ball has worked through a large number of authorities—forty-nine ; he has
not however confined himself to quoting their opinions, but has added throughout
many suggestions of his own, both critical and explanatory.

"The infoi-mation which he has given is judiciously selected, and the advance
marked by his work, on previous works upon the Apocrypha, is exceedingly great."

Eecord :—

" The study of the Apocrypha is gaining ground, and it is a great convenience to
have the interpretations of the commentators in so handy a form. Lovers of

ancient Jewish literature must heartily thank the editor for placing in their
hands so convenient and trustworthy a summary of recent criticism."

Globe :—
" The editor has done his work carefully and with knowledge. He contributes

an informing preface, and his annotations are to the point."

Church Review:—
"This volume, which completes the 'Variorum Bible' is a fitting crown to a

task which has done more to explain the littera scripta of the Holy Scriptures
than any other publication of its kind.

" Mr. Ball's scholarship and researches have brought much light to bear on many
obscure passages.

"The number of commentators, versions, and MSS. consulted by the editor is a
guarantee of the thoroughness with which he has discharged his task; his name
guarantees the ability with which he has done it."

EYBE Sf 8P0TTISW00DE,
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VARIORUM APOCRYPHA—f^«//«w^v/.

Expository Times :—

"Possessors of the 'Variorum Bible' will understand what the Variorum

Apocrypha mrnns. There was ttreat need for such nn edition of the Apocrypha.

The work has boon done with patience and good judgment."

Public Opinion:—

"Fumishes the gcnoi-al reader with the quintessence of modem and ancient

learning bearing on the text."

Literary World :—

"Mr. Ball gives us a 'Variorum' edition, embodying not only different readings,

but in some cases his own happy emendation of comipt passages. Ue gives the

poetical parts in metrical form. His edition will be prized by the student, and will

stimulate the appetite of tlie Knglish reader."

Ecclesiastical Chronicle :—

" To have all the best renderings focussed, as it were, for ready use, is a privilege

ever}' student of the book should appreciate."

Kock:—
" It is most convenient for the requirements of the student. It should find a

place in every clergyman's library."

Cliurcli Quarterly Review:—

"One of the greatest difficulties in dealing with the Apocrypha consists in the

endeavours to restore the lost original text of books which, for the most part, once

existed in the Hebrew tongue. In his preface Mr. Ball points out numerous

instances where confusions of similar Hebrew letters have made sheer nonsense of

the Greek text.

"The book is a welcome addition to the well-known Variorum Reference Bible."

Saturday Review :—

"The books of the Apocrypha, containing as they do much splendid literature,

should have the long standing neglect they have suffered removed, by such an

edition."

Queen :—

"A valuable work."

Church Times:—
"Most complete, containing everj'thing having an important bearing on the text."

Professor E. NESTLE, the distinguished Septuagint Scholar, writes:—

"Eine Erganzung zur Variorum liible, die nicht genug empfohlen werden kann."

— Theologische Literaturzeitung, Leipzig, 20 Januar, 189t.

" How splendidly has Ball restored the corrupt text of Judith xvi. 2 (3) by

inserting a single letter, 6 TiSels. Many more examples might be quoted from Ball's

Variorum Apocrypha."—Vrom Professor E. Nestle's Paper on The Cambridge

Septuagint (Transactions of The Ninth International Congress of Orientalists).

GREAT NEW STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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THE BIBLE READER'S VADE MECUM.

THE VARIORUM TEACHER'S BIBLE.
TVittL AFOORYPHA. (276 2^ages.) See p. 10.

NEW LARGE TYPE EDITION.

Bourgeois Svo. {Size, 9| x 6i x 2| inches). 1980 pages.

This novel and comprehensive Edition of the Authorised Version—the climax

towards which the Queen's Printers have consistently developed their Series of

Teacher's Bibles during nearly 20 years (1875-1894)—combines

—

I.—The VARIORUM Hefcvence ^iMe. (See pp. 9, 10.)

n.—The " Al DS to tije ^tttl»cnt of iije ©olu ^tble." (See pp. 15, 16.)

To the completed Variorum Edition of the Keference Bible, the appended
" Aids to the Bihle Student " adds a compendium of Biblical information

admitted to be not only the largest and fullest work of the kind, but also the

best. The most competent judges have drawn attention to the compass and

thoroughness of the " Aids "—none of which are anonymous,—and to the

eminence and authority of tlie contributors.
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HISTORY OF BIBLE.
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Authors.
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THE

ADVANTAGES of the VARIORUM
Above every other Bible.

For the Variorum TEACHER'S Bible, see page 12.

1. It contains a collection of foot-notos, vastly superior to any tliat can be found

in any one-volunie portable Hible.

•-'. THE GENERAL READER unacquainted with the original lantruaKcs, Hebrew
ami (iriMk, is I'lialiled to arrive at a truer, fuller, and deeper meaning of

Scripture than he could obtain from any other published work. The
VARIORUM f<x)t-notes con-ect, explain, unfold, and pai-aphras<» the text; in-

deed, the alternative versions of obscure or ditllcult words and phra-ses often

render further note or comment needless.

3. THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER will find the use of the VARIORUM foot-

notes of the utiiinsl value to liiui in the preparation of his lessons. And,
whilst teaching, a glance at the foot of the page will enable him to give the

best alternative reading or translation of the original text, or to explain

phrases or special words in the A.V.

Rev. Dr. PARKER says that it is quite as valuable for preachers and
hearers as for teachers and scholars. It is a library in itself, containing

everything that is immediately needed for the elucidation of the sacred text.

4. THE MODERN PREACHER linds every passage ear-marked of wliich the text

or the tianslatidu is considered by scholars defective, and in the corresi)onding

foot-notes he linds tlie evidence, for and against alterations, judicially digested

from the most authoritative Versions and Editions, including the readings and
renderings adopted in the Revised Version and its margin. This discrimination

of sources and of authorities saves him inlinite time and labour. Where all

scholars agree upon a rendering the names of authorities are omitted.

The ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY says: "It is so useful that no
apology is, I am sure, needed for commending it."

5. THE PROFESSIONAL STUDENT of the original texts will find in this con-

spectus a uuire eai-eful selcetidU of critical data, especially as regai-ds the

Old Testament and authorities, than is elsewhere accessible. He will have
at hand the very essence of textual criticism, extracted from the most reliable

sources, ancient and modern.

Dr. W'ESTCOTT (Lord Bishop of Durham) says: "I constantly use the

Old Testament, and find it a great help to have at hand a brief and trust-

worthy summary of facts and results. Nothing could be better done than
the Psalms." He also informiHl the Archbishop of Canterbury and the
Conference at Lambeth that he considered that tliis VARIORUM Edition of

the Authorised Version " teas much tlie best edition of the kind."

RETAIL OF ALIi BOOKSELLERS.

GREAT NEW STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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NEW EDITION (1894), WITH REVISED]

AIDS TO BIBLE STUDENTS.
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

TEACHER'S BIBLES
(With. APOCRYI^HA).

For details see pages 9 to 17.

FIFTEEN EDITIONS. Prices from 3s. to £2 2s.

In this series of Editions of the Authorised Version—several of them page
for page—are combined—

I.—The Queen's Printers' ^efexsnce $c ^avxavvtxrx lleference glWe».
II.—The Queen's Printers' " AIDS io ttje ^tuttent of ilje ®ol|| gitrlc."

The " Aids to the Bible Strident " is a compendiiim of Biblical information
admitted to be not only the largest and fullest work of the kind, but also the
best. The most competent judges have drawn attention to the compass and
thoroughness of the "Aids"—none of which are anonymous,—and to the
eminence and authority of the contributors.

Special Subjects. Authors. Special Subjects.

HISTORY OF BIBLE.

MUSIC.

FOETBY.

MONEY.

ETHNOLOGY.

BIBLE&MONUMENTS.

SWETE.
BOSCAWEN. LUMBY.*
CHEYNE.* MADDEN.
GIRDLESTONE. MASKELYNE
GREEN. SANDAY.
HOLE. SAYCE.*
HOOKER. STAINER
LEATHES.* WRIGHT.

TRISTRAM.

PLANTS.

METALS, &c.

ANIMAL CREATION.

PROPER NAMES.

CHRONOLOGY.

HISTORICALEPITOME.
* Members ot Old Testament Revieion Committee.

The AIDS, now approaching their 20th year of publication, have once again been
thoroughly revised to date and enlarged.

The work of the Westminster Revisers has been dulv collated, and their iden-
tifications of words relating to the "ANIMAL CREATION IN THE BIBLE,"
and "PLANTS OF THE HOLY LAND," have been criticised bv the Rev. Dr.
Tristeam, E.R.S. "THE SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF THE BOOKS OF
THE OLD TESTAMENT" has been revised and extended by the Rev. Canon
R. B. GiRDLESTONE, and " THE REFERENCES IN THE NEW TESTAMENT TO
PASSAGES IN THE OLD" by the Rev. Dr. H. B. Swete.

Amongst other Additions are the following Articles:—
THE BIBLE: ITS HISTORY. By Rev. Dr. H. B. Swete, Regius Professor of

Divinity, Cambridge.

HEBREW POETRY. By Rev. Canon R. B. Giedlestone, M.A.

THE TESTIMONY OF THE MONUMENTS TO OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY.
By W. St. Chad Boscawen, Esq.
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EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S TEACHER'S BIBLES

con/iuiud.

SPECIMENS OF TYPES.

Ur.nfklMa

U<ul. W. 13.

P.. lU ».

D«.. «. V.
1 Cor. ». 11,10.

I Ot, mU.
Boo. I]. f>|

Oi. ••<»• XI
• fnMNMf l«

PEARL 24mo.

TAKE hcp(! tli:il yc ilo not your
,

I ftlms t)eforo men, to l)e si>en of

them : otherwiso \ f luive ii" reward
,

II of your Father which i« In hoJiven.
\

i Therefore " when thou doeat

tMfW ttlms, I ilo not souiul n truni-

Set liefore thee, iia tlie hypocrites

o In the Bynaxomies iiml In the i

gtreel«, tliat tliey nmy have Klory

of men. Verily I say unto you,

They have their reward. I

Pi. lU. 9.

Du. 4. 27.

•,a Cor. 9.9.

10.

I Or, vU*.

a Rom. 12.

18-

(Sizii, si X 4 1 X i} inches.)

RUBY 8vo.

TAKE heed that ye do not your
;
alni.s before men, to be seen of

them : otherwiKO ye hnve no reward
U of vour Father which is in heuven.
2 I'herefore " wlicn thou doest

1 thine alms, : do not sound a trum-
pet before thee, as the hypocrites
do in the synagogues and in the

I

streets, that they may have glory

of men. Verily I say unto you,
I They have their reward. i

(Size, 6i x sJ x if inches.)

1 Or, right-

eotisiuas.

Ueut. 24.

13.

Ps. 112. 9.

Uaii.4.27.
2 Cor. 9. 9,
10.

» Or. vith.

a Kom. 12.

ANNO
DU.>1INI

31.

ilEcclC9.5.2.

.IKingBlB.
26, za.

MINION 8vo.

TAKE heeil tliat ye do not your
•2 alms before men, to be seen of

them : otherwise ye have no reward 3 of

your Fatlier whicli is in heaven.

: 2 Therefore " when tliou doest thine

j

alms, •* do not sound a trumpet before

! thee, as the hypocrites do in the syna-

'. gogues and in the streets, that they

laiZ-K, 7i X si -< ilinihc-i./

BREVIER 8vo.

Fatlier which seeth in secret sliall

reward thee openly.
j

7 But when ye pray, "'use not vain
|

repetitions, as the heathen do: "for

they think that they shall be heard

1
for their much sjjcaking.

I

8 Be not ye therefore like unto

them : for your Father knoweth
(Size, S} x 6 x 2 inches.

)
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THE AIDS TO BIBLE STUDENTS
JUST COMPLETED

Forms the Second Part of the VARIORUM and other

Queen's Printers' Teacher's Bibles.

THHE Queen's Printers were the First to Issue what was known as the Sunday
-*- School Teacher's Bible in May, 1875. It was not until 16 months afterwards
that a Bible issued from the Oxford University Press, bearing on its title page
"The S. S. Teacher's Edition," and closely following the model of the Queen's
Printers' Teacher's Bible ; this brief statement is necessary to remove misunder-
standings.

The success which attended the publication of the Queen's Printers' Teacher's
Bible has been unprecedented. Over One Million Copies have been sold.

This is no doubt due to the fact that "Wi^t 9tl30 to JStfalc Stutients" were from
the outset prepared with the utmost care, in order that the Student might have at
his disposal the Best and Surest information from the pen of the most Eminent
Authority on each of the various subjects treated.

The cordial approval of the principle and contents of former editions by eminent
Biblioul Schnhu's, and by the representatives of all classes of Teachers throughout
the World, lias led to tlie enlargement of each successive issue, in order to give to
the Student The Best, Most Reliable, and Most Recent information that could
be obtained.

In the present issue, very considerable improvements and additions have been
made. The Articles have undergone a careful and thorough revision, and, pursuant to
recent discoveries, new matter has been added and the whole volume brought up to
date. The Siitis will therefore be found more than ever Practically Useful,
Exhaustive in Treatment, and Complete in their character. Several new
Articles have been added.

The Publication of the VARIORUIVI Bible, and of the Revised Version which
followed it, called popular attention to the sources from which we have received the
Sacred Text, and the quotations in the VARIORUIVI Notes of Manuscripts, Versions,
Ancient Fathers, etc., have aroused a spirit of enquiry as to their relative importance.
To meet this, the Rev. Professor Swete has written for these AIDS a new Article
entitled,

The Bible : its History.—In this Article, the Rev. Professor Swete places before the
Student a summary of the most important results which have been reached by
competent enquirers on such questions as the formation and transmission of the
original Text, its Versions, Ancient and Modern, etc., etc.

Tlie Bible and its Contents :—Old Testament, a valuable summary and analysis
of each Book by the Rev. Professor Stanley Leathes, has been further expanded
by Canon Girdlestone.

„ The Apocrypha has been summarised and analysed by the Rev. Dr. Wright.

„ The New Testament Article by Prof. W. Sanday will be found to contain
the best results of modern New Testament Scholarship, and his Analyses of

the Gospels and Epistles are simply invaluable.
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AIDS TO BIBLE STUDEHTS-cofi/ifmaf.
Among nflii)' hiipovtaut ndilitinns iinnj In mentioned

:

—
References in the New Testament to Passages in the Old, rcvisi-il and

oxtcndi'il l)y tlu' Kov. Dr. iSwi-lr.

Hebrew Poetry, l>.v (^hikhi (iintlesiniu'.

The Testimony of the Monuments to Old Testament History, liy ^Ir. W. St.

chad Hdscawi'ii, wIid traces from the earliest times inun.v corroWomtions of

l{il)le History from the Ancient Momniieiits.

Metals and Precious Stones, l>y I'rofessor X. Story Maskelyne, F.R.S.

Plants and Animals:—
'
''•'7 (>/s(H.f of their Identifications in tlie Revised Version.

l.y the U.v. Canon Tristiiim. D.l)., F.R.S.

Ethnology of the Bible.—This Article, trcattMl in four parts, corresponding to
four i)eiio(ls in Uilile liistory, viz., thi- I'atriarchal. the Uavidio. of the Captivity,
and of Christ and His .\postles, as well as tlie succeedintc .\rlicle on

The Bible and the Monuments, or tlie Hebrews in their relations with the Oriental
Monarchii's, have heeii revised by the Rev. Pmfessor 8ayce.

The Epitome of Bible History has been minutely revised and extended by the
hditor. It is now tcroniwd under four divisions :—1. The Period of the Pronii.ses ;

2. The Period of Kxpeetation, or iietween the Testaments; -S. The Pronii.ses

fulfilled; 4. Tlie Establishment of the Kin);doin of Christ, or the Apostolie
History. Tlie Tables alongside the Epitome give the dates of the events, and
the reierenccs in Scripture.

The Glossary of Bible Words, in the Variorum Edition, has been revised and enlarfted,
and will be found very complete. It refers to the Authoi-iswl and Revised Ver-
sions, with their niarpinal readinft.s, and to the Variorum Notes; also to the
Apocrypha. It also includes particular names of Plants, Animals, Metals, &c.,
which formerly appeared under their iiiilividual articles, but are now inserted in

the Glossary for ready reference.

The Supplementary Contents, or Key to Subjects, which indexes the names and
words not treated alphabetically elsewhere, will be found of very great use to
Teachers.

The Concoi-dance (40,000 references) is added, also an Atlas of new Maps, with
Index, revised and brought to most recent surveys.

A List of some of the Contributors to the AIDS:
Rev. professor SWETE, D.D., lier/ius Professor of Divinity. Cambridge.
Rkv. professor STANLEY LEATHES. D.D., Professor of Hebrew, King's

College, London, cCt.

Rev. C. H. H. WRIGHT, D.D., Examiner in Hebrew. Universities of Oxford.
Durham, and Londo7i.

Rev. professor W. SANDAY, D.U., LL.D., Dean Ireland's Professor of
Exegesis. Oxford.

Rev. professor CHEYNE, D.D., Oriel Professor of Interpretation, Oxford;
Canon of Itoelicster.

Rev. canon GIRDLE.STONE, M.A., Hon. Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.
Rev. professor SAYCE, M.A., LL.D., Professor of Assyriology, Oxford.
Rev. canon TRISTRAM, D.D., LL.D., F.R..S., Durham.
Rev. S. G. GREEN, D.D., Co-Editor of the Revised English Bible.

Rbv. C. H. hole, M.A., Co-Editor of "Smith's Dictionary of Christian Bio-
graphy," di-c.

PROFESSOR N. STORY MASKELYNE, M.A., F.R.H.. Professor of Mineralogy
in the University of 0.vforil ; Hon. Fellow of Wadham College, O.rford.

W. ST. CHAD ROSCAWEN. F.R.H.S.

Sir .1. ST.VINEU, ^\.\.. iliis. Doc, Professor of Music in the University of Oxford.
F. W. MADDEN, M.R.A.S., Author of "History of Jewish Coinage," cCr.

&c. d-c. (C-c.

RETAIL OF ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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VARIORUM and other TEACHER'S BIBLES.

OFiisrioisrs of the ctjErg-y.
The Aechbishop of Cas-tesbury (Dk. Benson) :—

The Archbishop said, at a Diocesan Conference :—" I should like to call the atten-
tion of the Convocation to the New Edition of the 'Variorum Reference Bible/
published by Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode. I will just read an account of what
it contains. The whole book has been revised. It was laid, I may say, before the
Lambeth Conference—the promise of it—and now it is finished. The old edition
forms the basis of the new edition ; it is printed in larger type ; and every passage
which has been disputed by great scholars as to its correct translation or rendering,
is marked by a figure before and after the sentence or word, these figures referring
to the foot-notes, which give the alternative renderings or readings, together with the
authorities for the same, abbreviated to save space. Tlie collection of these notes
from 69 commentators for the Old Testament, and 73 for the Is'ew, has occupied
many years close study and preparation. The New Edition is much amplified as com-
pared with the old one, and you may like to know that the opinion of Dr. Westcott
is that it is much the liest edition of the kind that has appeared."

The late Aechbishop of York (Dr. Thomson) :—
"The names of the authors guarantee its excellence. A miniatui-e library of

illustrative matter. If such a book is carefully and generally used, there must
be a great improvement in Bible knowledge in this generation. The critical matter
at the foot of the columns is remarkably complete. The last feature gives it special
value."

The late Aechbishop of Armagh:—
"I have carefully examined the 'Variorum Teacher's Bible' published by Messrs.

Eyre and Spottiswoode. The varied and valuable amount of information it contains
is most remarkable. There are few subjects connected with the Bible left un-
elucidated. The Student of the Bible will find the Variorum Edition a treasury replete
with instruction."

The Bishop of Durham (De. Westcott) :—

"Admirably done. I constantly use it."

The Bishop of Limerick:—
" The Variorum (Teacher's) Bible, with its References, Concordance, Variovis Read-

ings and Renderings, and supplemented by its Aids to Students, serves as a Biblical
Encyclopsedia, useful by its compactness and the value of its contents, to Biblical
Students of all grades."

The Bishop of Exeter (Dr. Bickersteth) :—
" I am much gi-atified with it . . . eminently fitted for teachers, and all who

desire in a clear and compendious form very full information respecting the sacred
Scriptures.

"A most valuable work, and will greatly enrich the library of Biblical Students."

The Bishop of Llandaff:—
"An immense amount of information, a gi-eat help to Teachers, and to Bible

readers generally.
"The names guarantee the value of the information. I trust it will be largely

circulated."

The Bishop of St. Datid's (De. "W. Basil Jones) :—

"I have delayed . . . until I could find more time to look into the volvime; it

contains so large an amount and vaiiety of matter in a very small space. But its

contents appear to me of the highest value and admirable in arrangement. I would
refer especially to the various Readings and Renderings in the foot-notes."
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TnE Bishop of Oloucester an'i> Bristol:—

"A very valuable work, well suited for those for whom it is desiKned, niid for all

earnest students."

The Bishop of Liverpool:—
"I admire it very imieli. and tliink n ;i mo^i viiluaUle edition of tlie Holy

Soriptures. I shall bo tclud to reeoiiiinend your work."

TnE Bishop of Wakefield (Dr. Wai.sham How) :—

"I have Piirefullv examined the (Variorum) Teaeher's Bible imblisheil by Messrs.

Evre and Spottiswoode, and I consider it a most valuable work. BelievwiK that the

Bible is its own best interpreter, I am sure that the aids to an intelligent under-

staiulintc of the text itself, together with the assistance jriven to students who desire to

have auaccunite coneeption of the purest form of that text, will prove of inesliniable

service to all Bible readers."

The Bishop op Dowy and Connor:—
"I consider the Variorum Teacher's Bible hiirhly useful both to Teachers and

Students. The various readings in the foot-notes largely inci-ea.se its usefulnejis,

placing before the professional Student an aniount of information and researcli,

whicii to many would otherwise be inaccessible."

The Bishop of Cork:—
"The eminent names of those who have contributed .\rticles to the Teacher's

Aids are a guarantee for the accunicv of the information, which will be found most

valuable t<i those who wish to understand or teach, or fii-st to understaml and then to

teach, and help to provide that skilled an<l accurate teaching, whicli is not mily the

true antidote to prevalent unbelief, but the tn-eal preventive of it."

The Bishop of Killaloe (Dr. Fitzgerald):—
"I lind it to be a most perfect compendium of information on almost every

Biblical matter that could be comprised within such a compass, and it seems

marvellous liow much has been intmduccd and how varied the topics. It will, I

am sure, prove a most important aid to Clerirymen. Sunday School Teachers, and
many others, and I hope to avail myself of it yet in that direction."

The Bishop of Tuam:—
"I admire greatly the most valuable contents."

The Bishop of Kilmore (Dr. Darlet) :—

"I have looked through it carefully ... a most valuable edition of the sacred

Scriptures. The Variorum foot-notes represent much critical research, very carefully

arranged; the .Aids to Bible Students contain a mass of interesting information in a

convenient form ; useful alike to Teachers and Students."

The Bishop of Ossory:—
" I feel pleasure in bearing my testimony.

"An invaluable aid both to Clergymen and Teachers, and a marvel of cheapness.
The more I have examined it, the more thoroughly have I been satisfied and
pleased."

The Right Rev. Bishop Barry:-
"For the study of the Text is invaluable."

The Dean of Salisbury :—
" I am fully sensible of the great boon you have put within the reach of

Bible students and it will be my endeavour to promote the knowledge of this

valuable edition."

The Dean of Ely:—
" I hojx! to make use of it, with its various adjuncts of Notes, Rcadinirs," &c., Ac.

The Dean of Lincoln:—
" The work will be extremely useful."

The Dean of Rochestkr {late Master nf BaUiol College, Oxford):—
"A great achievement of toil and thought."

OREAT NEW STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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The (late) Dean of St. Paul's (Dr. Church) :—
"A wonderful digest of learning. The names of the various scholars are, of

course, warrant of care and accuracy, and certainly nothing so complete and com-
prehensive, in such a compass, has ever before been attempted."

The Dean of Peterborough:—
"Your Bible strikes me as admirable in every respect. The Various Renderings

considerably enhance the value of the work. It will give me very great pleasure to
do all in my power to promote the circulation. I know of no one volume to be
compared to it for the amount of information it conveys."

The Dean of Norwich ( Dr. W. Lefrot, D.D.) :—
"There is no work of the kind comparable to this work. It is invaluable."

The Vert Ret. Dr. Vaughan, Bean of Llandaff, and (late) Master of the
Temple

:

—
"I use the Variorum Teacher's Bible with pleasure and profit."

The Dean of Lichfield :—
"I am both surprised and delighted at the fulness and accuracy of information

to be found in it.

" I will gladly mention it with the approbation which it so well deserves."

The Vert Rev. Dr. Butler, blaster of Trinity College, Cambridge .—
"A great achievement."

The Ven. Archdeacon Farrar:—
"It lies always on my desk. I place a high value upon it."

The late Ven. Archdeacon Hesset:—
"Students of the sacred volume will owe a deep debt to the projectors and

producers."

The Rev. Canon Bodt:—
" Very well done."

The Rev. Canon Knox Little :—
"Most useful and helpful,"

The Ret. Dr. "Wace, of King's College :—
"A work of incalculable usefulness."

The late Ret. Dr. Edersheim :—
" It is certainly the best, most complete and useful which has hitherto appeared."

The Ret. Dr. Samuel G. Green:—
"As a companion to the Revised Version it is invaluable."

Dr. Salmond, of Free College Aberdeen .—
" I trust it may secure a very wide circulation. The former edition has come to

be a familiar book among our students."

The Ret. Hugh Price Hughes ;—
" Incomparable and invaluable."

Dr. Greenwood, Victoria University {Owen's College), Manchester :—
"Its merits and remarkable features are already known to me."

The Ret. Joseph Parker, D.D. :—
" I have examined your Bible with great care. It is quite as valuable for

preachers and hearers as for Teachers and scholars.
" It is almost a library in itself, containing everything that is immediately needed

for the elucidation of the sacred text."

The Bishop of Ontario:—
" My opinion of it is nothing so good has hitherto appeared. It is admirably

adapted for its purpose of assisting Teachers, and cannot fail to be appreciated by
all who are really anxious to find the best instruction in the sacred volume."

The Ret. J. H. Vincent, of Chautauqua .—
"The book is indeed a marvel, a library of learning, a book of books, conceruing

the 'Book of Books,' and deserves a wide circulation in Europe and America."
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SPECIAL EDITION (Lessons Marked in Red\ Persian T^cvant,

hiiiidsumoly t.x.UMl, l.cv.llcl l.oards, red iiikI.t troM id^ns, £1 16s. net.

Efjc |H»iifectt Ucctcru Biftlc.

The Boyal 4to. Bible atid Apocrypha, with Marginal Marks, printed in rxl
,

indicating the Sunday, Holy-day, and Daily Lessons.

The Lessons proper for Suiidat/s arc marked thus, in red.

l_ Ist Sunday in Advent. Morn. J

The Lessons properfor Hoiy-daijn (u-r marked thus, in red.

\^ St. Michael, 1st Lesson. Morn. ,^^,^^^^^^^.,^,^<,^,x*x^x^^.»>^^^^^>^

The Daily Lessons are marked thus, in red.

l_ January 9. Even. '

A Calendar to correspond, shows (also at a glance) the pages on which the

N'

Lessons occur, thus rendering mistake impossible.

Tins SYSTEM OF MARKING LEATES THE TEXT UNTOCCIIEI*.

OW after the death of Moses the
servant of the Lord it came to pass,

that the Lord spake unto Joshua the son
of Nun, Moses' minister, saying',

2 Moses my servant is dead; now there-

fore arise, go over this Jordan, thou, and
all this people, unto the land which I do
give to them, even to the children of Israel.

3 Every place that the sole of your foot

shall tread upon, that have I given unto
you, as I said unto Moses.
4 From the wilderness and this Leba-

non even unto the great river, the river

Euphrates, all the land of the Hittites,

and unto the great sea toward the going
chosen for MtstmiiiBtcr ^^^bcj) ; |;cblc College, {Jrforb ; unb 1800 (tlnuclus uab Catbebriils.

Bound in Calf, Morocco, or Levant, prices £3 and upwards.

[printed in
RED.]
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THE

Family Bible
WITH COMMENTARY,

gn ^nc ^ohxme. (Size, 13 x n x 3 i7icJies.)

With MARGINAL REFERENCES, CONCORDANCE, and INTRODUCTION.

This work is designed to suip-ply the information needful to an

intelligent study of the Holy Scriptures.

In Nineteen Thousand Concise Notes

IT GIVES, IN LARGE TYPE,

I.—A selection from the Various Readings and Translations of the Text.

II.—Explanations of the difficult Words, Phrases, and Passages.

III.—Illustrations, archgeological, historical, topographical, from Oriental

customs, &c.

IV.—Homiletical comments, original, and selected from Matthew Henrj^'s and

similar Commentaries

;

AXD CONTAINS

TWELVE STEEL ENGRAVINGS
Of tlie Principal PLACES OF INTEREST in tlie HOLY LAND.

pjesxce: s.
$. d.

CB 0. Cloth, gilt edges 21

CB 2. Leather, gilt sides and back 31 6

CB 12. Turkey Morocco 47 6

CB 14. Turkey Morocco, bevelled boards, best, flexible back, red under
gold edges 60

CB 15. Best Levant, cushioned boards, solid red under gold edges .

,
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Special 2:'ubUcalionc;. 23

POPULAR EDITION OF

THE STANDARD BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, 1662.

THE ANNEXED BOOK IN TYPE,

All exact copy, in type, of the ^[anuscript Book of Common Prayer which
was annexnl, lus the authoritative record, to the Act of rniforniity of 1G62.

In 1891, liy special permission of the House of I^ords (now the custwlians
of the 3IS. ]{ook\ II. M. Printers produced hy photolithography a facsimile

of tiiis "Annexed ISook," liut the work was necessarily too costly for the
majority of Churchmen.

To the Type-Edition are appended (I.) A List of Era.sures and Corrections
in the MS. 15ook. (II.) A Collation of the MS. Book with "the Convocation
Copy ''from which it purports to be fairly written. (III.) A Collation with the
Authorised Version of Quouvtions therefi'om inserted in the Annexed Book.

Royal 8vo., Cloth, Bevelled Boards, Red Burnished
Edges, price 10s. 6d.

THE HISTORICAL PRAYER BOOK:
BEING THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER WITH THE SOURCE OF EACH COMPONENT

PART AND THE DATE AT WHICH IT WAS INCORPORATED IN THE

BOOK STATED IN THE MARGIN.

Edited by the Rev. JAMES CORNFORD, M.A.,
Lecturer at the London College of Divinify.

SPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS AND ALL
MEMBERS OF THE ESTABLISHED CHURCH.

Clotli, lied Edg-e.s, 5/-

SOINIIC OPINIONS.
Globe.—"The .system adopted is excellent."'

Guardian.—" The work has lieen done most carefully."

Record.—" Welcome to the student of the Prayer Book, or to the average
Chureliin:in."

Leeds Mercnry.—"The edition will be of ureat use."

Commended also by The Times, dc., d-c.

RETAIL OF ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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24 Special ^ublicalions.

FIFTEENTH EDITION.

THE
Queen's Printers' Teacher's Prayer Boole.

BEING THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, with INTRODUCTIONS,
ANALYSES, NOTES, and a C03I3IENTARY UPON THE PSALTER.

Right Rev. ALFRED BARRY, D.D.,
Canon nf Windsor,

Late Bishop of Sydney and 3Ietropolitan Primate ofAustralia and Tasmania ;

AND A

GLOSSARY by the Rev. A. L. MAYHEW, M.A.

The " (Tcacljcv-'s yfityer ^ook,*' now so well known, is the only-

work of the kind puLlished in a popular form at popular prices. It is issued

in two sizes, 24nio. and 16mo., and in various bindings (see School Edition and

Prices helmv).

In the arrangement of the work the most simple plan has been adopted,

the Prayer Book and its explanation being interpaged throughout ; and the

work of Dr. Barry as Editor makes it of such standard value as to entitle it

to rank as a companion volume to the Queen's Printers' " Teacher's Bibles."

24mo. 16nio.
EDITION, EDITION.

s. d. s. d.

Cloth boards, red edges 3 6 .. 6

Leather, limp, gilt ede;es 46 .. 76
Leather, round corners, red under gold edges, and gold roll

inside cover 56 .. 84
Polished Persian Calf, limp, round corners, red under gold

edges, and gold roll inside cover 5 8 . . !)

Morocco, limp, gilt edges 6 6 . . 9

Morocco, boards, gilt edges 7 . . 9 6

Morocco, circuit 8 . . 12

Morocco, limp, round corners, red under gold edges, and gold

roll inside cover 7 6 . . 12

SCHOOL EDITION (without Commentary on Psalter and Glossary), price 2/6.

RETAIL OF ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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25gipccirtl "U-'ublicalionc.

A, SKLF.CT

aLOSSARY
of J6iblc 1Uol•^5

1i\Ilor^£? au^ pbvat3cc> in tbc pravcr 'Boolh

With KuforciiLVS to the- Tuxt ^m.l Illu-<trativ.' i'-issa;,'.'-. Iroiii Kii-lish

Cl.i^sioal Autliors, containing o')!si>li'ti' expressions, especially

in Psalms, as well as Theological, Hcclesiastical,

and Liturgical Terms, with Explanations

an<l Ktynioloiries,

BY Rev. A. L. MAYHEW, M.A.,
Chaplain of Wadham College, Orfoi-d.

I»RICE S.
Cloth, gilt ed^es 21-

Piuste Gi-aiu Roan, gilt edges 3/-

Morocco, limp, cilt edires 7/6

LARGE TYPE. For the A^ed and Infirm.

THE PSALTER with COMMENTARY,

II

Y

The riig-lat Rev. ALFREID BARRY, 33.1).

Size, 8j X 7 X 1 tJiches.

The Introduction to the Psalter is included, the main purpose of whicli

as prefatory to the special annotations on each Psalm—is to examine the

general character, style, and structure of the Psalter, especially in relation to

its use iu the service of the Church in all ages.

Cloth boiii-ds, red edges, hin-nished 3/6

Leather, rniuid cornei-s, red under gold edges 7/6

Turkey Jloroeco, limp, ditto, ditto, gold roll inside cover - - 12/6

RETAIL OF ALL BOOKSELLERS.
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26 §pccta( ^'ubficafions

Fiftieth Thousand.

SARAH WILSON'S HYMNS FOR CHILDREN. Price 1*.

With Music by Sir Arthur Sullivan. Exquisitely Illustrated by Jane
M. Dealy and Fred. Marriott.

ILL USTRA TIONS.
1. Children Conversing. By Dealy. i 7. Garden Scene. By Marriott.
2. Landscape, with Cattle. By Marriott. 8. Two Boys. By Dealy.
3. Child and Seascape. By Dealy.

|
9. Moonlight Scene. By Marriott.

4. Riverside Scene. By Marriott.
j

10. Gii-1 at Devotion. Bv Dealy.
5. Child at Prayer. By Dealy.

i and '

6. Indian Girl Reading. By Dealy. i Vignette Views of Jerusalem, &c. &c.

CHILDREN'S PRAYERS. One Hundredth Thousand. One
Shilling. By same Author. Illustrated by the same Artists.

In Specially Designed Covers, Bounded Corners, Small Quarto.

Cloth, Bevelled, 2s. 6fZ., and in Superior Bindings.

THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. By Thomas a Kempis.
(Revised Translation.) New Edition. Square 16ino.

With Preface by the Rev. W. J. Knox Little, M.A., Canon Re-
sidentiary of Worcester, and Vicar of Hoar Cross.

Handsomely printed, with Red-lined Borders, on Toned Paj^er.

CHKISTIAN YEAE, HOLY LIVING, AND HOLY DYING can be
had uniform in Style and Price with the above.

THE RHYTHM OF S. BERNARD. Just published, Edition
de Luxe, with Twelve full-page Illustrations. (Neale's Translation.)

Including " Jerusalem the Golden," and " For Thee, Dear, Dear
Country." Crown 4to. 55.

Church Times:—"A veritable edition de luxe, beautifully printed."

OLD BIBLES: An Account of tlie Various Versions of the
English Bible, and of their notable Editions. By J. R. Dore. De-
scribes the slow and gradual .steps whereby the Authorised Version
was reached. Half Bound, VeUum Cloth, Red Burnished Edges, 5s.

The Bishop of Lincoln:—"An interesting and valuable volume."

(Second Edition.)

THE BATTLE OF THE STANDPOINTS: In Controversion
of the Higher Criticism. By Alfred Cave, B.A., D.D., Principal and
Professor of Systematic Theology of Hackney College ; Author of " The
Inspiration of the Old Testament Inductively Considered"; kc, (Src.

Prices : Paper Covers, &d. ; Cloth Boards, Red Edges, Is.
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